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The purpose of this treatise is to give some account 
of the religious beliefs and practices of the West African 
Negroes, particularly as exhibited by the tribes of the 
Y-oruba country in Southern Nigeria, contributing somewhat 
to the study of the History of Religion, and also, while 
recognizing the elements of truth already possessed by the 
said people, justifying the propagation of Christianity 
among them*
Something has already been done . in..this particular 
field, but the chief works have been written by those 
who were not conversant with the language, and who, with 
the exception of the : late .Mr R.E.Dennett, did not live 
among the people. These writers had to get their inform- 
ation at second or.'third hand, and their work, praise-' 
worthy as it is for the pains taken in acquiring the same, 
and valuable for what it has recorded, has suffered con- 
siderably from the serious difficulties which beset re- 
search of this kind. Dr E.B.Tylor pointedly says M Even 
with much time and care and knowledge of language, it is 
not always easy to elicit from savages the details of
their theology. They try to hide from the prying and

contemptuous foreigner their worship of gods who seem to 
shrink, like their worshippers, before the white man and 
his superior Deity." 1 Dr Andrew Lang well says "Your 
testimony. is often derived from observers ignorant of the 
language of the people whom, they talk about, or who are 
themselves influenced by one or other theory, or bias.... 
The savage, informants wish to please or to mystify inquirers, 
or they answer at random, or deliberately conceal, their 
most sacred institutions, or have never paid any attention 
to :the s.ub ject." The two :sources of error ," the .de.sfre 
to please" and " the .desire to .mystify", are ever 'present 
in the mind of the .West Afr ican pagan , who ; is being, inter-/ 
rogated by the white man. Also. the Yoruba language is 
one of peculiar subtlety. Its most. important feature 
is musical intonation, and a frequent method of deceit is 
to utter, the words of one sentence and. to put upon them 
the tones of another, conveying a totally different meaning, 
which only a person with an expert knowledge .of the 
language can detect. Lying is so common that when a 
falsehood is detected, the culprit excuses himself by saying
" Did you not know that I ms talking Yoruba?"
•-———————————————————————————————————————__..___.._,______„
• v 'o i • * » P . 4 2 2 .
Tfce' Mak ing of R rel ig riVn , p. 45 .

Dr R.H.Nassau, writing after forty years' experience 
in the French Congo, gives us his method,- "Wherever I 
lived I was always leading the conversation, in hut or 
in camp, back to a study of native, thought. I soon 
found that I gained nothing, if I put my questions suddenly, 
or without mask. The natives generally were aware that 
white men despised them and their beliefs and were slow 
to admit me to. their . thought, if I made a direct advance." 
He says also "Offering in the following pages a foundation 
of African superstitious bel iefs and practices,. I prendse . 
that I have gathered, them from a very large .number of 
native witnesses, very few of whom presented, to me all 
the same ideas. Any one else,.inquiring of other natives' 
in other places, would not find, as held by every one of 
them, all that I have recorded* but parts of all these 
separate ideas will be found.held by separate individuals 
everywhere." The writer's own experience fully coincides 
with that of this eminent authority, and his own enquiries 
were often of necessity circumlocutory and. indirect. 
Valuable and reliable information was obtained for him 
by Mr (now the Rev*) J.J.Olumide, Mr E.S.Aiyebiwo, and
other native Christian converts, from the devotees of
in ~wVsT Afr'ic'a, p.35~

special gods, who were their own relatives, or otherwise 
well known to them.
Another difficulty, necessitating caution and judgement 
in the acceptance of information, is that, in the absence 
of any written language, the standard of belief concerning 
various deities and powers varies considerably, even in a
comparatively small area. Those cults in which the stand­ 
ard of belief is most carefully guarded are all connected 
with Secret Societies. These organizations wield enor­ 
mous power over the whole of West Africa and are all of a 
religious or semi-religious nature. The initiated alone 
are allowed to know the .doctrine ana witness the rites of 
each, the penalty for revealing which is death. It would 
not for a moment be tolerated that any white man, or even 
uninitiated native, 'should witness, still less photograph, 
such ceremonies as might at all correspond to the "Churinga", 
" Intichiuma" and " Initiation Ceremonies" of the Central 
Australian tribes as described in Messrs Spencer and Gil- 
len's works.
Religion is. intimately associated with every detail
of the life of the West African Negro, in its personal, 





even beyond, his whole personal experience is regulated 
and controlled by his religion. The system of govern­ 
ment is likewise entirely religious. The king is a 
sacred person. The senate is the Ogboni secret society. 
The executive is 2l2» the avenging deity, which is re­ 
presented by another secret society.
There are three great rel ig ions found, in West Africa 
generally, viz:- Paganism, mainly of an animistic ,type, 
Mohammedanism, and Christianity. The two latter are 
foreign introductions, and do not come within the scope 
of this treatise, which deals only with the first, the 
indigenous belief of the Yoruba tribes, except in so far 
as to show finally the justification of Christian mis­ 
sionary work among these people*
The two writers who have dealt particularly with the 
religion of the Yoruba tribes are the late Col. Ell is, and 
the late Mr. R.E.Dennett. To each of these praise is 
due for the labour exercised and the amount of information 
given,, but the work of each has suffered from the causes 
given above. The earlier writer, Col. Ell is, although 
he gives many Yoruba words and draws up a comparative ta­ 
ble of the Yoruba, Ga, and Ewe languages, was evidently 
not thoroughly conversant with Yoruba. He calls the god 
of small-pox "Shankpanna", whereas the correct spelling 
is §pppn9. There aje no closed syllables in the Yoruba 
language. The only apparent exception is a syllable end­ 
ing in "n", which is merely a nasal intonation (cf. Fr. On),

Again, writing of tree-spirits, Ellis describes the 
.iroko as the "silk-cotton tree". No one familiar with 
the country and its language could have made this mistake, 
The i|oj£0. is the "African oak". The Yoruba name for the 
silk-cotton tree. is £e£Sgun« Moreover, Ellis gives no 
authorities for his statements, which are sometimes clear­ 
ly, incorrect; e.g., in his J^J>J^J^J^J^ing ^People's, he 
states (on p. 27) . that "in January 1891, there was a 
great political meet ing in Abeokuta, when some European 
missionaries were expelled." This is untrue, as regards 
the latter statement. The writer was living in Abe­ 
okuta at., the-time., the said meeting was held. ; Its ra^ison 
d^etre was a dispute between the chiefs and the British 
government, in Lagos. It was suggested by some that the 
missionaries should be expelled (as all Europeans had 
been on a similar occasion, in 1867); but this suggestion 
was not adopted. None were expelled.
It is, unfortunately, not possible to exonerate the 
gallant colonel from a measure of anti-Christian bias, 
which at times leads him to jump to conclusions which are 
scientifically untrue, as in his treatment of the Yoruba 
conception of Qlorun* the supreme Deity, as shown in a

later chapter.
Mr Dennett was intimately known to the writer, whose 
wife was first cousin to this gentleman. Mr Dennett neror 
learned to speak, the language; but wrote down Yoruba words 
as given to him by others. As he went openly to priests
and keepers of shrines and asked direct questions, this 
thoroughly British and un-African method of enquiry was 
very likely, in-deed certain at.times, to lead to imper­ 
fect, and, not seldom, untrue answers. Mr Dennett f s inter­ 
pretations, deductions and conclusions are often at fault, 
owing to his poor acquaintance with the language, and also 
to the very free play he gave to his imagination. This 
is very prominent in his pamphlet .My_Y^jubj^.AJ.jiijLbjetjt
The writer gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness 
to these two deceased authors and regrets the necessity 
of these criticisms, which, however, have to be made, since 
they are both quoted as authorities in such eminent works 
as Frazer's Golden Bough, Jevons' Introduction to the
•* ^ «• *••*• «•• ^ «• ^ •• 3* •"• ^ "• ̂  ̂  ̂  «••«• mm «M ^ «^ MM NW ^ ̂  w Mp ^ «•
History of Reilgl2D' tne
Ethjcs.etc. It has also to be remembered that Dennett
1 'That., this expression "anti-Christian bias" is justified 
will be seen by reference, to pp. 35 & 36 of Ellis f "Ewe-'
speaking Peoples" . in his remarks on "the Jewish god ( sic) Jehovah .
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and Miss Kingsley alike borrow from Ell is and are influ-' 
enced to some extent by his ideas.
The writer's personal investigations in.the country 
were made during the years 1889 - '1894, before the study 
of the History of Religion had come. into, its present 
prominence, and before, the country had been ? taken over 
by. the British government, which during the last, thirty 
years has put down with a strong hand human sacrifice: 
and twin-murder. For many years prior, to 1893. there 
were no Europeans or Americans in the interior of the 
Yoruba country, except a handful of missionaries*
THE YORUBA COUNTRY AND ITS PEOPLES* The Yoruba 
country is that portion of Southern Nigeria which is
bounded on the west by the country of Dahomey, on the 
east by the sixth degree of east longitude, on the north 
by the high table-land, through which flows the river 
Niger, and on the south by the Bight of Benin.
The population exceeds 3,000,000, and comprises the
1. 
following tribes*- Yoruba proper, Egba, Lagos, Ketu, Jebu,
Ekiti, Ibadan, : Ijesha, Ife, and Ondo. The Benin people 
are also closely allied to. the Yoruba tribes, and their




The writer lived for three years among the Egbas in 
Abeokuta, and for shorter periods among the Ibadans and 
in Lagos. He has visited other Yoruba tribes.
There is no authentic history of.the Yoruba people 
until within the last two centuries or so. There are, 
however, many traditions as to. their origin, the majority 
pointing to their being of foreign extraction, while a 
few regard them as an indigenous race, taking its rise 
at Iffe, which is still regarded as a place of the great­ 
est sanctity by all the Yoruba tribes. Some of the tra­ 
ditions trace their origin to a great flood which destroy­ 
ed all the world except one person (or more), a bird and 
a palm-nut, from which the Yorubas and the rest of the 
renewed world (human and otherwise) sprang. The bulk
of traditional testimony is in favour of their having 
immigrated from the north-east. There are strongly 
Semitic traits in their customs and idioms. Their folk­ 
lore is rich in fables. Their speech is enriched with
*Dr Driver is incorrect when he says that "Flood-stories' 
are "absent in Egypt..... .and almost absent in other
parts of Africa, except where they are due to Christian 
influence." Genesis, 8th edition, pp. 101-2.
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an abundance of proverbs, most of which show great astute­ 
ness and sound wisdom*
The several Yoruba tribes ¥ary considerably. in their 
degrees of civilization, and show much evidence of degen- 
erationv but they are still the leading people in West 
Africa, in. intell igence, in agriculture, in commerce and 
in military ability. The West Africa Frontier Force, 
(the finest British-trained African troops) is composed 
almost entirely of Yorubas. They are skilful in the 
primitive arts, smelting their own ore, making steel tools, 
growing their own cotton, spinning, dyeing and weaving 
it into cloth. Chip-carving, poker-work and leather- 
WOTK are practised by them for decorative purposes.
At the beginning of the 18th century, all the tribes 
of the country were united under the king of old pyo, (i.e. 
Katunga) and the Yoruba kingdom was far more powerful 
than either Dahomey or Ashanti. In the days of Ajagbo 
there were four main divisions, vizt- Yoruba, Egba, Eetu 
and Jebu. The latter part of the said century was oc­ 
cupied by the long, peaceful and prosperous reign of 
Abipdun, who was succeeded, in 1800 by Arogangan, during 
whose reign began the breaking up into various small 
tribes, with consequent inter-tribal wars, which were
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fostered for the purpose of maintaining the slave trade. 
The great town of Abeokuta was gradually formed between 
the years 1825 and 1838, by refugees from slave-raided 
towns, until definitely founded by Lishabi, who is des­ 
cribed as a giant and a demi-god.
The most superior tribes are the Yoruba proper and 
the Egba; next come the Ibadans and the Jebus, then the 
Ijeshas and Ondos, and, last of all, the Bin is, or Benin 
people. These last three have been the most degraded 
in devil-worship, twin-murder and human sacrifice,
THE YORUBA LANGUAGE. The language is of a simple
agglutinating 
type. Air its syllables are open, the only apparent
exception being a nasal sound represented in type by 
the letter "n" . Great use is made of tones. Three 
are recognised, viz: "high", "middle" and "low", e.g.,
& - "to break", f p - " to speak", f ?> - "to wash". 
Many Europeans never learn to hear or speak with any 
accuracy, because they ignore this vital characteristic. 
Three double consonants are used, viz:- s , f o^ "sh",
1.
Dennett, in his ^i&?J:i&%j^uates , p. 66, gives seven
different meanings to €he"~wof"cT"wn"fcli he prints as "Oko", 
as though all were pronounced the same. As a matter of 
fact they are all pronounced differently, being from 
various roots, and should be given thus:- oko, oko,
o.k.6, £kp, £k£, £k£, - his other words similarly.
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gb, a sound difficult to produce, and with no English 
equivalent, and p, pronounced as " kp" . There is no 
pure "p" in Yoruba. Special vowels are ig, short as in
"met", and p, a short broad "a" as in 'awe". The other 
vowels a, e, .1, o, u, are pronounced according to the 
"continental" method, ah, eh, ee, o, oo.
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Man's communications with the external are through 
his senses, arid the majority of our mental concepts are 
derived from the sense of sight. "Visual ideas" are 
formed, which in the religious sphere are generally ex­ 
pressed, especially in the more ,pr imitive. religions, under 
•visible forms, e.g.,. images, pictures, sacred objects 
(whether natural or of human formation), places etc* 
The regard, veneration^or worship, paid to these has 
been called " fetichism" , "idolatry", "polytheism" etc.; 
but the worshippers always indignantly repudiate the 
suggestion that.they adore the. image, stock, stone, etc., 
as such, asserting that their worship is given, to that 
spirit, or power, of which the material object is the 
representation, or the temporary abode. "A South African 
negro offered food to a tree in the presence of an Euro­ 
pean traveller. The latter observed that a tree cannot 
eat. 'Oh!, repliea the negro, 'tree not fetich. Fetich 
spirit, not seen, 1 ive in tree'."*'
To get at the belief of such people as the Yoruba
1 W a 1? z , A n t h r b P'O 1 ro' a 1 # de * N a t u iVtf I k'a T\ B d . 11, p . 18 8 .
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tribes, we must, then, consider first the. objects which 
represent that belief, and. to which (outwardly at least) 
it is expressed in worship.
Professor D. G. Brinton, of Philadelphia, classifies 
the Objects of Worship in the following order:- the Celes­ 
tial Bodies, the Four Elements, Stones and Rocks, Trees 
and Plants, Places and Sites, the Lower Animals, Man, 
Life and its Transmissions. This classification, is 
necessarily materialistic, dealing with the external 
things of religion, ,but we will follow its order and 
consider later the Spiritual Beings which are represented 
by .and worshipped through, these.
The Celestial Bodies. There is among the Yorubas 
no existing worship of the sun, moon or stars* but traces 
of such, in the past may be found. Qrun (the sun) and 
Oshjj (the moon) seem to have been deified, but sacrifices 
are no longer made to them. The appearance of the new 
moon, however, is observed as a festival, particularly 
when the new yams are in season.
The Four Elements. Neither earth, air, fire or 
water is sacred in itself. The worship of the wind is, 
however, found in Ov_e, the goddess of the Harmattan, a
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dry sirocco wind which blows from the north, at a certain 
season of the year,, bringing a very fine dust from the 
Sahara. She. is supposed to reside in a cave, to the north
of ilprin, or on• ig&£ti r a mountain where £lej£ba(the devil) 
is said to have his palace* Possibly also in Olori
M.§r_in, the four-headed image .which is found outside a. » ™""~ -
town, facing the four quarters from whence come the winds, 
to keep away pestilence and damage by tornado, we have a 
survival of wind worship. This figure is really a vfet-
»
ich" or "juju", not in.itself an or_isha, but representing 
the four great orishas, Obatala, Odudua, Shango :and jfa.
Fire-worship may be traced in the cult of Shangoy his 
priests claiming ,the right, to .act as salvage men (for
their own benefit exclusively!) when a house is destroyed 
by fire. Also, when a candidate for the priesthood of 
Ifa (the chief oracle) is initiated, there is the cere­ 
mony of Pinp_ou, in which he receives on the open palms 
of his hands (previously dipped in consecrated Ifa water) 
flaming oil from a new lamp, and rubs the same on his 
body, without experiencing injury, as a proof that he is 
secure against the fire of sickness and other"ills.that 
flesh is heir to". In the same initiation there are 
water-ceremonies for purification, but water-worship is 
chiefly represented by the deities Olokun, the sea-god,
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2i2s.a, the lagoon-god, 2ya, 2sku£» 2fra » goddesses of the 
three rivers bearing the same names, and the great goddess 
Yemaja who presides over the river Ogun»
Stones and Rocks,, These, when in any way curious or 
conspicuous, are liable to become objects of worship* A 
stone slab resting on a pillar of rock, or even of earth, 
or a boulder poised alcft 'will probably become an object 
of veneration. At I f$ (the traditional cradle of the 
Yoruba race and religion) there are a few remains of 
ancient masonry, of which the origin is entirely unknown. 
These, according to tribal myths, are the remains of cer­ 
tain gods, who took part in the work of creation and then 
turned to stone. These stones are worshipped. Mr R.E» 
Dennett has suggested that they are remains of two churches 
"made by some .black mason, possibly one of. those natives
sent to the King of Portugal in the fifteenth century 
and educated by the Portuguese. He may have returned 
as a lay brother or even as a priest and found his way 
to If§." This interesting conjecture has, however, no­ 
thing to support, iti The stones show no trace of cross, 
crucifix, or any other Christian symbol* nor is there any 
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Yoruha. country proper before the Church Missionary Society's
2pioneer mission in 1843. " With these stones and the myth 
associated with them may be compared a somewhat similar 
instance described by Messrs Spencer and Gillen in their 
work The. Northern ..Tribes of -Central 'Australia. In the 
chapter on: Initiation Ceremonies they tell of two mythi­ 
cal men who died on their Churinga,- "So they lay down 
on their Qhuringa ana died and great stones arose to mark 
the spot" . In the.Yoruba country great rocks standing in 
the midst of a plain are likewise deified. A notable 
instance of this is the Olumg,. which stands in the centre of 
Abeokuta, a great town of 200,000 inhabitants, with an 
encircling wall, fifteen miles in circumference. This 
great rock contains a spacious cave and other hiding- 
places where many refugees found a shelter in the days 
when the export slave trade was at its height, their own
towns and villages having been destroyed by the Moham­ 
medan raiders. The name Q^umg (_0.1u_wa_mp j>) signifies 
"the Lor a built it' 1 and indicates thfxt the place was re­ 
garded a^ a divine gift for their protection, but the 
rocK itself soon became an object of worship and human 
sacrifices were offered, to it. Thus "they worshipped
1 2 . , 
Op. clt. p. 346. But see Note at tfn A o f Chap.III
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and served the creature more than the Creator", OkJ.is 
the god of mountains, worshipped by all who live in moun­ 
tainous or rocky country, because,if neglected, he. is 
credited with sending landslips and avalanches to punish 
those who have been neglectful of his wants. Failing 
boulders are always his handiwork, a token that he is re­ 
quiring an ofiering. Another possible cause of the wor­ 
ship of these great rocks is the fact that, as the evening
gives place to night, a weird singing noise proceeds from 
them, attributable . to'" spirits" • When new to trie country 
the writer was informed by an older missionary that the 
sound proceeded from "a lizard dying among the rocks'V but 
he noticed that it only occurred after intense heat, and 
began two or three hours after sunset, whence he conclud­ 
ed, that it was caused by friction as the rocks cooled down, 
but the animistic pagan is ignorant of the simplest laws 
of natural science and attributes all such effects to 
"spirits". A curious instance of the worship of rock 
and stone is that which is paid to his stone anvil by the 
Yoruba blacksmith, as the representative of his god 6gun, 
the deity of iron and war.
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sacred. The silk-cotton tree (Yoruba peregun) . is highly 
venerated throughout West Africa "from the Senegal to the
Niger1 , probably because of its majestic appearance, for 
it is of little utility, the .timber being soft, and its 
cotton possessing neither strength nor durability. This 
tree often grows to a stupendous height, approximating 
300 feet, "far out-topping all other trees of the forest".
With its 1 ight-coloured bark covering an enormous 
trunk, bare for one third or more of its height, surmount­ 
ed by a luxurious growth of branches and dark green foli­ 
age,, it presents a beautiful and imposing appearance. 
Colonel Ell is tells us that'
"Among the Ewe-speak ing peoples of the Slave .Coast (who. 
are next-door neighbours of the Yorubas,- S.S.F.) the 
indwelling god of. this giant of the forest goes by 
the name' of Huntin. Trees in which he specially 
awelis,- for it is not every silk-cotton tree that 
he thus honours- are surrounded by a girdle of palm- 
leaves, and sacrifices of fowls, or occasionally of 
human beings, are fastened to the trunk or laid at 
the foot of the tree. A tree distinguished by a
r 3F raz^r, T h"e ctfi cje'n E roug h ; li .p.i 4 .
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girdle of palm-leaves may not be cut down or injured 
in any way, and even silk-cotton, trees which are not 
supposed to be animated by Huntin may not be felled 
unless the woodman first offers a sacrifice of fowls 
and palm-oil to purge himself from the proposed sacri­ 
lege. To omit the sacrifice is an offence which may 
be punished by death." 
The Yorubas worship also the African oak ( Iroko), to which
the sacrifice of a white chicken is offered each month. 
The Ayan tree, which has very hard timber, is sacred to 
Shango, the god of lightning, and from it the Shango-axe 
or club is always made. The African mahogany flpa) , the 
AkoK.o_and Ekika are also sacred. Some species of palm 
are -alee- sacred, and every sacred grove is guarded by 
a palm-frond being suspended across its entrance. Shrines 
are fre-quently dedicated at xhe foot of a sacred tree.
Places and Sites. As might be expected, many such 
are to be found in the Yoruba country. The most sacred 
place is the town of If|, some fifty miles to the east of 
Ibaaan. The re are various myths as to the origin of the 
Ycruba people and of mankind generally, several of which 
begin with the tradition of a aelu^e. But practically
E we % s peak In g __ p'e o pies , p.49 sq., qu'o't'e d by F'rla z "e"r',~'
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ail regard If$ as the birthplace of the race. There 
is, however, a firmly establ ished. tradition among: the 
Yorubas. that their ancestors came from a far oft country 
in the north-east. The following is a typical traditiort-
. From a far country in the interior were sent fif­ 
teen persons, and with them came OkambJL,-,a sixteenth- 
who was presented with a slave, a trumpeter, Okikin by— ~—fl-— —
name, a fowl, ana a bundle tied up with a black cloth.
Their journey brought them to an unknown country,
where theue was nothing but water. The. trumpeter
soundea an alarm, the bundle was opened and from it 
fell some earth and a palm-nut, which sank into the 
water and from it sprang up at once a tree with six- 
. teen branches. The weary travellers climbed into
it and rested until the morning. The trumpeter blew 
a fresh blast, whereupon the fowl started scratching 
. in the earth,ana the water was dried up over a great 
area. Okambi, Ok in kin ana the slave Letu oa:-ne down 
from the tree; but Okambi would not allow the others 
to descend until they promised to pay him periodically 
200 cowries as tribute. This all took place at If£, 
which is therefore regarded as the piace of origin of
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the world and of the Yoruba tribes.
If$ is also credited with being the place of origin 
of many of the gods, e.g., Ifa., the supreme oracle. 
again is sacrea as the site of the deification of Shango. 
Llshabjls -Rpc.k is a cliff on the bank of the river Ogun, 
about midway between Lagos and Abeokuta, where Lishabi, 
a great hunter and warrior, and the reputed founder of Abe­ 
okuta, is saia to have descended into the earth after suf­ 
fering defeat at the hanas of the Dahomians, Canoemen 
passing, the spot often hail "L ishabi,0h'." in salutation 
of this aemi-god, and when the hail is echoed back by the 
cliff they say that Lishabi is answering them. The writer 
has often heard this done*'
Groves, which occupy a large place in the worship 
of the Yorubas, and are sacred sites, are not themselves 
"objects of worship", although they may contain such. As 
a rule, admission to them is only granted to the initiated 
of the particular cult to which each is devoted.
Lower Animals. Throughout West Africa, from Gambia 
to the Congo, the Leopard is regarded with great venera­ 
tion, possibly because of its deep cunning, its ^reat 
strength and its absolute fearlessness^ hence the proverb
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|kun yjLo nl'ly^nu" , . i.e. " He who blockades a leo- 
para will have trouble", the equivalent of "to beard a 
1 ion in his den". When a leopard is killed its face is 
covered-with a cloth, because it is a king, and. its par­ 
don is asked. A similar custom has been found in some 
parts of Russia when a bear is slain. The A^afjin of Q%$> 
who is the paramount king of the Yoruba tr ibes, is called 
"the Leopard', and is himself regarded as divine. One 
of the most powerful, and the most dreaded, of the secret 
societies of West Africa is the Leopar d Soc iety, which 
has. its stronghold in.the hinterland of Sierra Leone and 
the Sherbro country. Its members, called "human leopards", 
wore leopara skins, with sharp steel claws in the pads, 
wherewith they inflicted ghastly and fatal wounds on 
their human victims. The j?atas, or red monkey, (Yoruba 
Jj_iiere) is worshipped as being itself an or^shaj but not 
all species of monkey are sacred. The writer possessed 
one of this kind as a pet, which was sometimes reverently 
saluted by heathen people as "Q.lujya m^", i.e. TMy lord'. 
In the various creation myths a bird (of undefined 
species) always figures largely. The image of a bird 
is constantly. found depicted in the country poker-work,
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etc,-, but the writer has found no trace of a bird becoming 
an object of worship. The nearest approach to this is 
the measure of respect shown to the vulture and the tur­ 
key-buzzard. These loathsome birds are found in great 
numbers, in the towns. They haunt trees in the market­ 
places and wadale about the streets picking up ail man­ 
ner of refuse. They are bolder than city sparrows or 
domestic fowls. Since they devour the sacrifices placed
in the streets for the idols, they are called "eiye oris,a'» 
i.e. "birds of the orisha", and are never molested in any 
way.
Among the Yorubas no reptile.is raised to the rank 
of a god, or orisha, although crocodiles are honoured as 
being the slaves of Qlo/sa, the lagoon-goddess. Colonel 
E11 is, in his JL^-.s^e-a-i^ij^.J^ej^l-esip f states that among, those 
tribes "the crocodile is worshipped at Bageida, Porto 
Seguro, Savi, Porto Novo and Badagry" ana that formerly 
"a numerous priesthooa was set apart for their service".
Among the Ibo tribes of the Ower i .distr ict (near neigh­ 
bours of the Yorubas) the boa-constrictor is worshipped. 
On the 27th day of each month a white cock is offered to 
him, with cowries, palm-oil or palm-nuts, white cloth
I mm mm mm mm mm •> mm mm, mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
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and kola-nuts* The sacrifice is deposited at cross­ 
roads, away from the town. There is, however, no rep­ 
tile worship among the Yorubas, except in the case of 
crocodiles belonging to Jlgsa, the lagoon-goddess, as 
described in a later chapter.
Man. Man is never worshipped as man* but only as 
being indwelt by some divine spirit. The nearest ap­ 
proach to the .worship of man ^ua man is in the worship 
of one's own head; Yoruba psychology teaches that e-ach 
man possesses, or is. indwelt by three spirits,viz:- ^i§rj 
(the "Lord of the .head'),. Ijsin ._! jgun , C the "Sharer of the
Food") who dwells in the stomach, and ijg>rj, who.dwells
in the great toe. The first is worshipped, and sacrifices 
are offered to him. He.:is.the"Luck"of the man and brings
him good fortune. Various or^shas are men who have been 
deified after death, e.g. great kings, heroes and magi-' 
cians. The worship of ancestors is also general.
There are certain instances of worship paid to human 
beings during their lifetime, which are interesting and 
important, notably in the case of k2GS£» and of twins. 
All kings, such as the Alafin of Jj^o, the A lake of Abg- 
okuta, the Onl of:jf|, and the Awujale of Jjgbu Ode, are
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divine, and reverence amounting to worship (but not sac­ 
rifice) is paid to them in their life-time. Up. to. thirty 
years ago, the Alake of Abeokuta never left his own com- 
pound% but the new Alake who then came to the throne did 
so and paid a visit. to the writer. He afterwards came 
to England and was received by King Edward VII. The 
face of the Awujale of Jebu Ode was never seen, even by 
his own subjects. He always communicated with them 
through a screen. That the divinity residing . in, the 
King is something beyond his own personality is shown by 
the following custom. The Yoruba word for"to reign" is 
jgba, from .Jf/'to eat" and £ba, '"a King". This A due,to
the fact that when a new monarch is appointed he has, to 
eat the heart of his predecessor, and to retain and wor­ 
ship, as long as he lives and reigns,. the head of . the 
same. At his own decease this. head is bur ied with his 
body, and his own head detached and his heart extracted 
for his successor, to do likewise. The king's crown and 
throne become sacred. In a paper on "Lagos, Abeotcuta 
ana the AiaKe", read by Sir William MacGregor (Governor 
of Lagos), before the African Society, he writes r? Among 
the Yorubas of West Africa. ..the king's crown is sacred
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and. is supposed to be the shrine of a spirit, which has 
to be propitiated. When, the King COjaJL).. of . If fc Visited 
Lagos some years ago, he had to sacrifice five sheep to 
his crown between Ibadan and Ife, a two days' journey on 
foot." The Ashantis of the Gold Coast, believe that "the 
throne or chair of a king or chief is inhabited by a 
spirit to which it is consecrated and. to .which sacrifices
<2
are offered' .
Twin children are sacrea throughout the Yoruba country, 
but whereas in the .Niger and Ondo districts (until checked 
by. the British government) all such had to be sacrificed, 
in Abeokuta and Yoruba prt|per, such are, and for long have 
been, regarded as demi-gods, the mother herself paying 
them special honour while living, and, should one die, 
replacing it by a wooden, image 'which must be carried 
about, washed etc;, as though still living, and to which 
sacrifices of food must be offered. The mother herself 
receives congratulations fro;n her neighbours, and presents 
as an offering to the wee deities.
Life and, its. Transmissions. Under this heading 
must be. included a number of gods of a superior order, 
which are not represented by any of the former classes.
- #41.4 £ JJ4S 3D 4 ^ 2 c J-5U ' N '0 . 1 2 . ' •? u 1 y 1 90 4 . p. 472.. 
2 Frkzer, The .,ol den_ Boug fe* i. p. 36-4 .
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Chief among them are those which (traditionally) took part 
in the creation of man, those which concern themselves 
with his preservation and with the reproduction of the 
race, ana some who injure or destroy the same. Such 
are 2!?Spi.§-i a -("King of whiteness"), an extremely good orishaj. 
Odtodua,-.his wife, and their offspring*, e.g. Yemaja, Olokun, 
Ogun, and others, who cannot be traced bacic to any human 
origin-, but seem to have been always accepted as unseen 
spiritual powers. Nearly all of these are represented 
by some visible object, or "idol", usually an image made
of wood or earth, or some special piece of rock or stone, 
either in its natural rough condition, or artificially
cut ana polished. Many shrines are seen ill the open 
streets of great towns, containing an image, sacred mound 
of earth, etc. Some of these are described andilius-' 
trated in the following-chapters.
Having thus reviewed some of the many objects of 
worship, we are now in a position to consider the "spirits'" 
which are beiievea to indwell, or lie behind, them. These 
are describea. in the succeeding chapters, as the 'Objects




THE OBJECTS OF BELIEF.- (A) THE SUPREME DEITY.
The writer, when living in the Yoruba country, found 
that the worship of the people showed a belief, in spirit­ 
ual -beings of var ious types, falling properly into four 
distinct classes*, viz:- (A) A Supreme Deity, Sifilijn'by 
name,-(B) A large class ^of Lesser Gods, or Oj?j.£as, their 
number being.variously stated as 201, or 401, by. their 
Jsa-baia-wos, or priests-, but probably comprizing over 600^- 
(C) The Spirits of. the Dead (Ancestor-worship etc.i,-(D) 
A supreme Spirit of Evil, E^u, . i.e. the " Devil" .
(A). The Supreme Deity,- QLQRUN. Anthropologists
are divided in opinion as to whether there is to be found 
in the religion of primitive races a belief in one Supreme 
Being, and whether, if found, such a conception is not 
merely that oi a glorifiea ghost, or of a nature god who 
has "outgrown the deities of that class and come to occupy 
an isolated position." Dr Andrew Lang has clearly shown 
that such a concept ion. is found, and that this cannot have 
been evolved from sheer animism. 2
M»nzles, His'fory of Religion, p. 36. 
2 Th'e Making of Religion, Ch. Ix & xl.
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We find among the Yorubas a belief in a Being called
, whose position is unique in several respects, as 
will be shown. He is regarded, by pagans, Mohammedans 
and Chr istians alike, as the one Supreme Eternal Being, 
and that this is not due to Mohammedan or Christian, in­ 
fluence is evident from the fact.that such was the pagan 
belief before either of.the latter religions came into 
the country, and this again is proved by the traditional
stories of creation held by all classes of pagans, parti­ 
cularly those who never came under the influence of the 
foreign rei ig ions. And yet the late Col. El 1 is, in his 
book JL^JTjLLi^aji^ej^ classes 'Qlprun among 
the Orishas, and says "he is the deified firmament" and 
"merely a nature-god, the personally divine sky, and he 
only controls phenomena connected in the native mind with 
the roof of the world". To support his contention he 
he gives fanciful and very inaccurate derivations to the
divine titles S.l£cia and Ol^odumare^. Furthermore, he brings 
the following charge against "missionaries" $-
"Just as the missionaries have caused Nyankupon, 
Nyonmo, ana Mawu to be confused with the Jehovah of 
the Christians, by translating these names as 'God',
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so.have they done with Olorun, whom they consider to 
be a survival from a primitive revelation, made to all
mankind, in the childhood of the world."-"' The colonel 
tacitly admits, that experienced religious teachers, of 
various nationalities (French, German and British), and 
Christian denomiftafcions, among Ashantis, Dahomians and 
Yorubas, etc., all agree . in testify ing.to the existence 
of this belief. Arid yet all this weight of expert testi­ 
mony he 1ightly. ignores! He treats Qlorun as having
been to some extent superseded by §hangc>,the god of light­ 
ning* Mr Dennett, on the other hand, in his Nj^jrJLan , 
£JtUji.ies_? while he 1iKewise confounds Qlprun with the 
Orishas, suggests that he. is a development of Shango, 
otherwise called s2&£Uial Against the opinion of these 
two writers, whom we must regretfully regard as superfi-' 
cial observers, we have the judgement and testimony of 
the late Bishops Crowther and James Johnson, and of Bishop 
Oluwple, all being Africans and thoughtful men of culture, 
ana of the late Rev. Henry Townsend and Rev. J. Buckley 
Wood (each of whom lived and worked for over forty years 
among, the Yorubas), and of scores of other missionaries, 
who have all recognized and testified, to the fact that
*Dr Andrew Lang shows,from the soldier's own writings,the 
weakness of his logic. - The Making of Religion,, pp.246-250.
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the YoTubas have a clear conception of, the one Supreme
Deity, whom they call (JJprun,
Dr R. H. Nassau, after a lifelong experience among 
the Bantu tribes of. the Gaboon and Ogowe districts of 
the French Congo, bears a similar testimony as to the
existence of a corresponding belief among those peoples.* 
Professor D. G. Brinton, of Pennsylvania University,
writes, "It has been abundantly shown that amid the .tr ibes 
of the West Coast of Africa, .to whose gods the term fetish, 
_fe_iti£p_, was first appl ied by the Portuguese, the recogni­ 
tion and worship of tribal and national . divinities and
even of a Supreme Being, ruler and creator of the world,
,,2. are clearly displayed. An earlier observer and writer,
Mr F. J. Hutchinson, British consul at Fernando Po, says 
"The idea of God entertained by the KalabaresR is confined 
to their incomprehensibility of natural causes, which they 
attribute, to AbasjUjbun, the Efik term for Almighty God;
hence they believe He is too high and too great to listen
3. to their prayers and petitions." * The Rev* J. L. Wilson,
I ( ' f • ' ' ' • •'!,.• • ,- f
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for eighteen years an American missionary in West Africa, 
writes,
"The belief in one great Supreme Being, who made and 
upholds all things, is universal. Nor is this idea im­ 
perfectly or obscurely engraved in their minds. The im­ 
pression is so deeply engraved upon their moral and mental 
nature, that any system of atheism strikes them as too ab­ 
surd and preposterous to require a denial. Everything 
which transpires in the natural world beyond the power of 
man, or of spirits, who are supposed to occupy a somewhat 
higher place than man, is at once and spontaneously ascrib­ 
ed to the agency of God. All of the tribes of the coun­ 
try with which the writer has become acquainted (and they 
are not a few) have a name for God, and many of them have 
two or more, significant of his character as a Maker, Pre­ 
server and Benefactor. In the Grebo country, N2.iswa,is 
the common name for God, . indicative of his character as a
Maker. In Ashanti he has two names, viz:- Yankumpon,------ — ^
which signifies 'my Great Friend 1 , and Yem.i, f my Maker 1 ." 
Such is the testimony of many expert and experienced 
witnesses to the fact that, throughout West Africa, both
Afrca, (Lon. 1856), p. 209
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among Negro and Bantu tribes, there, is a belief in a Su­ 
preme Deity. Evidence of the existence of such a belief 
among the Yorubas will now be given.
First, we have the witness of the names and titles 
given to this Deity;-
QLPRUN. This is. the name by which He is generally
mentioned. It signifies "Owner of Heaven". Orun -————
(the Yoruba word for "heaven") may be compared with 
the Greek Ou(0avo$, and with the Varuna of the Rig- 
Veda, with which.it may perhaps be philologically con­ 
nected. Like. the .English " heavens" and the Hebrew 
•DJ5U7, it is used for. the "sky" as well as for the 
dwelling-place of the Deity. This, title, then, ex-: 
presses.the greatness and majesty of God.
J3L5DA. This word is derivea from da, "to create", 
from which we get eda, "creation", and then gleda, 
"maker ( or owner) of creation". This term, therefore, 
signifies that He is the Maker and Preserver of the 
created universe. Logically, it follows that this 
conception of Him cannot have been derived,or evolved, 
from animism, for He, as Creator, must have existed 
prior, to all the created universe. Dr Andrew Lang
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says "The Supreme Being of savage faiths as a rule never 
diea at all. He belonged., to a world that knew no death." 
ALAYE. .This word , from.ye, "to live", aye, "life", or
"a living thing" ,. denotes the Owner of Life". It is 
more spiritual than the the last named term, referring 
to. the living principle rather than the creature in 
which, that principle resides. It must not be con->
founded with Ala^e, "the Owner of. the world", or "of
the universe" ,—ajv.e. including both the earth and the
heavens.
OLODUMARE. The derivation of this word, is uncertain.
It is generally taicen. to denote "the Almighty One".
Bishops Crowther and Johnson so regard it, but the
latter gives, as an alternative, "The .Ever-r ighteous One".
A si i^htiy different form of the word is Q_lgdumay.e,
"the Self-existent One".
5L?HI. "The Owner of Breath". §m_i is "breath", or
"spirit", (Greek irvivp,* ) .
QGA-OGO. "The High One of 3lory" . This term is used,
1 i/ie the others given above, "only of the Supreme Being"
(Crowther).
Other titles, such as Oluwa, "Lord" , commonly applied
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to Him, are sometimes given.to Orishas, or to living 
human beings, ana therefore are not given here.
The second line of evidence is found in the attri­ 
butes ascribed to this Deity, plprun, by pure pagans, 
who have never been influenced by Christians or Moham­ 
medans'; although it is not suggested that every pagan 
Yoruba has a complete conception of all these attributes 
as belonging to Him, He is credited with omniscience, 
absolute power, Justice, goodness and benevolence, and 
sometimes even omnipresence seems to be implied. He 
is called mjmg, i.e. "holy", alanu, "merciful", and is 
saia to preserve men's lives and to give them all good 
things,- notwithstanding the fact that prayer for particu­ 
lar blessings is generally offered to other gods, and, in 
many cases, even to the devil. The writer, visiting one 
morning in a village at some distance from Abeokuta, where 
there was no Christian, after offering the usual saluta­ 
tions, asked the following questions;- "fho created us?" - 
"Who preserves us?" - "Who gives us food?" -"Who sends 
us rain and sunshine?" To each quest ion the answer was 
given "Qlprun ni", i.e.,"It is God!" And this was the 
usual experience on such visits. Occasionally, some 
very ignorant person would say "Ao flgl" » i.e. "We do not
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know", or would give credit to his, or her, own particular 
idolv but such were rare exceptions.
Again, the proverbs of the Yoruba tribes, which are 
very many, often refer to Qlprun, and in such a way as 
to show His supremacy and excellence, e.g., EIniti a ko le
i£» §• 11 $££ !§ Sl^IiJI1 !£$£» i« e « "Those whom we cannot 
catch, we leave in tne hands of God." This proverb im­ 
plies belief in His omniscience, omnipotence ana justice. 
Ana again, O._£i_!ia._£u.n Qlprun ja, fpwp le gran, i.e. 
"Leave the battle to Goa, and rest your head upon your
hand."
Moreover, in the case of the various Orishas, there 
is nearly always some history, or myth, to account for 
the origin of the part icular cult. In the case of Qlp- 
run there is nothing of this kind. He is pre-existent 
to all human knowledge. In the language of the New- 
Testament, He is "the Unknown God" - "having neither be­ 
ginning of aays nor end of life". There are traditional 
stories of His work in creation, and many foest African 
negroes have traaitions of a time when there was direct 
communication between heaven and earth.
The foregoing facts sufficiently establish the truth
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of. the .statement that the Yorubas have a'conception of a 
Supreme Deity, who holds a position that is unique among 
their various Objects of Belief. He. is to be regarded 
as probably the same Being whom the Tschwis.call Ny.ankujDon, 
the Gj.Sj-Njonmp, the Ewes, Mawu, and the Bantu tribes of the 
south-west coast NzaffiM* Anjamjbj etc.
The Yoruba pagan having some mental conception of 
this Supreme Deity, we next enquire as to his attitude of 
mind towards Him, first remarking that, while the study 
of African psychology is very fascinating, it is equally 
difficult and perplexing. Miss Mary Kingsley says 
"Stalking the West African.idea is one of the most charging 
pursuits In.the world...as beset with difficulty and dan­ 
ger as grizzly- bear hunting". African mental ity. is 
extremely complex, and equally variable, not only as be­ 
tween different. individuals, but often in one and the
same person.
Fear has oeen said, to be the first element in reli­ 
gious psychology, but it does not appear to hold a promi­ 
nent place in the Yoruba's conception of plprun, as it 
aoes in his regard for the Orishas and the evil spirit 
Eshu. The only aspect of fear, as distinct from reverence,
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or awe,.that seemjto exist in this conception of Him, is 
the fear of retribution, and. that, not. in. the sense of 
vindictiveness, but of offended justice. The feeling 
of Awe, or reference, for Him is, however, strongly mark­ 
ed. He is spoken of as high and holy, and to such an 
extent that direct worship seems never to be offered to 
Him, The idea started by Ell is,and copied from him by 
Dennett and M iss Kingsley, that the Supreme Deity start-! 
ed the work of creation, both of the universe and of man, 
ana then indolently left it,to others and took no further 
interest in. it, - became a spiritual nonentity in fact - 
and therefore is not worshipped, or regarded, is an ut- :
terly incorrect presentation of the. Yoruba conception 
of Him. The reason.that He. is not directly worshipped 
is that He is regarded as too exalted for man to approach 
Him with the familiarity (albeit respectful) that. is
shown towards the lesser deities. The fact of the exist­ 
ence of this reverential awe, and also of a measure of 
Faith in Him, is clearly shown by the fact that He is
constantly mentioned in daily conversation, as will be 
illustrated shortly. Although the higher aspects of 
Love to God are beyond the capacity of the unenlightened
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pagan mind, traces of love to Him are pccasionaly found 
among the more, thoughtful and earnest Yorubas, and Grati­ 
tude (although often of an apparently conventional type) 
is constantly expressed.
The manifestation of this conception is shown both 
in a negative ana in a positive manner.
On the negative side, Sacrifice, which in various 
forms plays such a large part in Yoruba worship, . is never
offered to Qlprun. He. is. too. high and (in a sense) too 
distant to be thus directly approached. Also, (as Dr 
Andrew Lang points out) the Supreme Deity, not being a 
ghost, or disembodied spirit, has no need of food offer-' 
ings etc,
A^ain, Prayer, which is 1 ikewise constantly offered 
to the various Orishas and to Eshu (the devil), is never 
directly offeree to God, except that, in cases of deepest 
distress, the ejaculation is uttered, Qlprun' sanu, i.e. 
"God have mercy 1"
On the posit ive siae, the nature of this conception 
of God is demonstrated by. the fact that He. is constantly 
spoken of in aail;y life, ana that the salutations of the 
pagan Yorubas show trust in His preser^in^ care and bene-
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ficent goodness. The final salutation at night is usu­ 
al ly, 0 ,d_f omirj> ol - filfirun^o.; Ji ni r| oi 1-e- ~Until the
morningi May God wake us up welll" And the morning salu­ 
tation corresponds, E.k'owurp ol 0 ji re bi? i.e. "Good 
morning 1. Do you wake well?" -'to which the response is
_ S^Pf 1L$$£ 212IB9* or> £ ZJ£'2i££U3*• i.e., "Thanks be 
to GodJ" or, "We praise God!" A similar reply is given 
to enquiries as to. health etc. Again, when a kindness 
has been shown.to any person, the usual response is 
SlP-Ii?*} y.12 busj. i tun 2* i»e., "May God bless you!" or 
some similar expression of gratitude.
The Proverbs of the country, already quoted to show 
the belief in the Supreme Deity, also manifest the nature 
of that belief, as resting on His goodness, wisdom and 
might. Faith in His justice to execute judgement after 
death may be inferrea from the following occasional re-' 
majics of Yorubas, smarting under a sense of wrong and of 
their own inability to avenge. iti-'
Qhun ti o se mi yi ati emi ati ivtQ ni irp_p nj-^waju erij.t_i 
2 ll $£•> •!•©•» " As "t 0 tnis tning which you have done 
to me, both I and > ou have to account for it before 
Him who sees us." The reference is to Qlprun, who is
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expressly named in the next quotation, - N^gbatj , emj., 
kfi, ati gffli a/fcj. jw nj - Hj rg j? -BlK&JU <lZUB»" i.e.,
"Whenever. I die, both I and you have to go and narrate
„!• 
it before God.
The higher knowledge of the Supreme Deity seems to 
be restr icted to, and jealously guarded byr the few. One 
morning a youth was brought to the writer's dispensary in 
Aoeokuta for treatment and was recommended as having a 
special claim upon tne Christian missionary's considera- 
t ion because he was 2§J'Ql5run* An enquiry as to what 
this meant led to the explanation that, very occasionally,
when J_fa (the supreme oracle) is consulted as to what 
Orisha a new-born child is to worship, the answer is
given "He is to worship no Orisha; he is to be _pm^' Ql$->
run, i.e., "a child of God'. .Here we have a further 
proof that Qiprun is not to be regarded as an"0risha"-, 
but stands apart as the Supreme Deity.
The .question as to the origin of this conception in 
the pagan mind must be briefly considered. It has 
been suggested that this belief was derived from Mohammed­ 
an, or Christian, sources. Now the first introduction of 
Christianity into the Yoruba country was in A.D. 1838,
^g, — ̂  — ,, l̂m ^^ ^^ ^^ ff^ ^i ^^ ^M ^m f^f MM 9tm ^M ^^ B^ OM ^^ f^ IMM MM w ̂ *» •" ^» ^" ^" ^" ••• ^" •" •• •"• ^* •—1 *• ' * * *• ™ * ^* ** *™ ^^' ^* "*" "™* " " "^ "^ ^~ ^^ ^* •** •• ' •• ^*
l4 Bp.J. Johnson, Isin Orisa Bibp ni_Il Yoruba, pp.51 sq.
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when Christian Egbas, liberated slaves from Sierra Leone, 
returned to Lagos and Abeokuta. The first Christian 
missionaries were sent in 1845. The Yoruba belief in 
Qlprun had existed for untold generations before these 
dates, as is evidenced by the ancient myths concerning 
His work in creation. There is no record or tradition 
of any previous Christian witness in the country. '
The advance of Mohammedanism. dur ing the last thirty 
years has been very rapid-, but prior to.that time, al­ 
though the Islamic faith had gained a certain number of 
adherents among.the Yorubas, these were.a very small pro­ 
portion of. the whole, ana some parts of the country were 
quite untouched by its. influence. The Yoruba conception
of Qlprun is quite distinct from the Islamic AUafr, and 
there is not the slightest evidence on philological,
philosophical, or historical grounds that the two are 
causally connected.
The Yoruba conception of the Supreme Deity must be 
regarded as belonging purely to the people in their pagan 
condition; but it' is not so easy a matter to say cei tainly 
whence, tney derived it. It is difficult to believe that 




S«« Note at end of this efeap*«r.
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wide gap. to be bridged over between the.highest of the 
lesser gods, or orishas, and the Supreme God, Qlprun. 
Since He. is conceived as being the Author of all creation, 
He must of necessity be pre-existent to that creation. 
No Yoruba would allow for a moment that Qlprun was a 
.deified man.
It has been pointed out by others that the belief in 
the Supreme Deity among primitive.peoples.is one which 
. is. hazy, and. the. deity concerned, is found, to. .be retiring 
towards a state of oblivion, and. that this is clearly 
. indicative of a declension from previous knowledge, 
rather.than an advance into clearer and fuller truth. 
We shall have occasion, to pursue, this subject further in 
a later chapter.
AN EARLY ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSION. "Benin was discovered . 
by the Portuguese in 1485. Alfonso de Aviro, the discov­ 
erer, on his return to Europe, was accompanied by an am­ 
bassador from the King of Benin to the Court of Portugal, 
with the request that Christian missionaries might be sent 
to instruct his people. Fernando Po was sent to the Gulf 
of Benin and ... ascended the Benin River to a place called 
Gaton, where he founded a Portuguese settlement. A church 
v»as built and 1000 persons baptised as adherents of the 
Roman Church. According to Barbot, at a later period, the 
King of Benin promised to bring over his whole Kingdom to 
the Roman Catholic Church if he was provided with a white 
wife. The wife was sent, but no conversions seem to have 
followed, and the Portuguese soon lost possession of Benin." 
(There is no evidence of this mission having penetrated the 




THE OBJECTS OF BELIEF. ( B) THE ORISHAS.
Under the term Orisha (Or_is.a) are included many gods, 
stated by. the priests generally to be 401 in number, al- ' 
though some say 201, but probably the actual number is 
at least 600,. if not more. The figures given by the 
priests are the old sacred numbers*, but as they have been 
adaed to from time to time by. the consecration of new 
deities they can no longer be correct. These orishas
vary greatly in the powers attributed to them and in the 
respect paia to them. Some of them, according to the. 
mythology of the country, vvere al ways spirits, of divin® 
origin, existing prior to all creation* others are deified 
men*, others again are the spirits of animals, trees, rocks 
etc. They may be classified (according to the respect 
paid to them) as general orishas, worshipped throughout 
tne country-, local deities; ana personal ones. The 
first class will, include most of the nature-gods, and the 
latter two many tutelary ones.
The word " or is ha' 1 (orj^sa) is of uncertain derivation. 
It is usually regarded as from rj.,"to see" or "find"., and
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ga, to pick up, select, or choose". Bishop Johnson says 
this term "was originally applied to some beings whom I fa, 
or QrunmKa, the Son of God, had sent out to search about 
for, and collect together, the wisdom which he had strewn 
about, ana who were successful in their search and collec­ 
tion,- whilst ethers failed, - and who were spoken of 
as a_wgn ti o_ri$a, i.e., those who were successful in 
making their collection, and who after, and in consequence 
of this, became objects of worship." Other suggestions 
have been made, of which Dennett f s conjeeture.that it 
means "the beatified departed one" (as if from ore, "a
* M MM MM *
departed spirit") cannot be correct, since the chief 
orishas never were human beings, and so cannot be ores,.
or departed spiritsj
tfodes of worship will be dealt with in a later chap-' 
ter% but v»e may note here that each orisha has its own 
special day for worship, demands its own special sacri-' 
fices, and enjoins its own ew$, the Yoruba term for
'taboo". When reference is made to any orisha as demand­ 
ing human sacrifices, it denotes that such were offer­ 
ed until the country came under British government thirty 
years ago, when all such were forbidden* but afterwards,
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even when British officers were stationed in Ibadan to 
enforce the keeping of the. treaty abolishing such, prac­ 
tices, the writer had personal experience of.the offering 
of a human sacr if ice. in. the said town, in . the year 1894. 
It.is quite.possible that such are secretly offered even 
now.
It. is certain.-that some of .the Yoruba divinities 
have been borrowed fron other tribes. This is., the case 
with Sbajjgo., the god. of -1 ightning, and his •• wife: g^a,, the . 
river Niger, who have, both been, imported from the Niger 
territory. Ek^-jH,-comes from, the Akoko. tribe, AJe ,
from, the Ekfcm, or Popo tribe.
We now proceed, to the consideration of some of the 
more, important orishas*
IFA. Although not possessing so great a number 
of personal devotees as some of. the other gods, Jfi .may 
be regarded as the most important and the supreme orisha, 
for he is ..-the greatest oracle of the whole Yoruba country 
and is consulted on all important occasions. He decides 
what orisha each new-born child is to worship. He tells,
in. time of trouble, famine, sickness, etc., which gods 
have been offended and what sacrifices they demand.
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.There are-various mythical stories as, to. the origin 
of. this cult. One of these states that he was the off-: 
spring of 9batal_a_ and jDdudua, who were pre-existent to 
man, so. that Ifa is not a deified man,, but was a god be­ 
fore the creation of the world. On.the other hand, in 
a Yoruba pamphlet, published by the Egba government in 
Aoeokuta in 1906, by Mr Oyesile Ker.ibo, on, the "History 
of the Gods", he writes as follows*-:
"Ifa was a native of Itase near,the: If$ .country, 
and of poor parentage. :In.his youth he had great
aversion.,to manual labour and therefore had to beg 
his bread. To, better his condition he applied, to 
a wise man for aavice, and-this sage taught him. the 
art of divination,. traditional stories with, matters 
relating thereto, and medicine, as an easy means of 
obtaining a livelihood. He afterwards became'very 
popular. The sixteen original Q&US correspond to
• the sixteen original stories taught to Ifa, etc. 
His parents, be ing poor, were not known in. the country.
Hence, he was afterwards considered as without parent-" 
age and was deified after death." 
Other accounts represent him as a skilful medical 
man and diviner, born at If|, and,according to some, very
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popular, but to others unpopular. Colonel Ell is says:- 
"He. tried, to. teach prediction to the inhabitants of 
If£* but.they would not listen, so he left the town 
and wandered about,. indulging in a>variety of amours, 
then fixed his abode at Ado, whe.re he planted a 
palm-nut on a rock, whence sprang up sixteen palm- 
- trees at once."
No reliance can be placed on. any of these stories, 
which appear to have .been, invented by lovers of. the .mar-' 
veilous, to gain a reputation for knowledge. The follow­ 
ing myth, . however, has much more. importance, as explain- ". 
ing the very close, connection, between. Ifa,and Eshu, which 
exists to. the present day:-;
In the early days of the world, when.the human race 
was few in number, the gods were stinted, in sacrifices
ana so often went hungry and had to forage for them­ 
selves. Ifa took to fishing, but had no success, 
and, being hungry, consulted EaJni (who. is also called 
?legba) , who toid him that if he could obtain six­ 
teen palm-nuts from the two palm-trees of Orungan, 
.the chief man,.he would show Ifa how to forecast
the future. Ifa could then use his knowledge to 
-.____ .
See the illustration on p. 124b,
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forecast the future and benefit mankind, and so receive 
abundance of offerings in return;'but he stipulated 
that the .first choice of all offerings should be Ms« 
'. Ifa agreed, and went. to Orungan to ask for. the nuts, 
telling him for what purpose he required them. 
Orungan, delighted at the prospect,, took his wife 
with him and hastened to get.the nuts; but, finding 
the trees too high, drove, the monkeys..to. them, who 
ate the pulp of.the fruit and threw down the "nuts", 
i.e., the hard shell which contains an oily kernel.
Orungan's wife, Qr^shabj.-by name,,. tied, these in. her 
waist-cloth, as a child is carried, and so bore 
them to Ifa. Elegba (Eshu) , then, taught: I fa, who 
in turn, taught Orungan, and so made him. the first 
babaiawo* Therefore, when a man goes to consult 
Ifa, his wife always accompanies him, or, . if he. is 
unmarried, . his mother, and the woman carries the 
sixteen palm-nuts. Also,..the babalawo, before 
beginning.the divining process, utters the invoca-' 
tion, Orungan, a juba ol Orijgabi, a Juba o2 i.e.,
• W ^m IWW ^^ ^ff m ̂ ^ WH * «^ mm ^^ ̂ «» ^«« «*• ^» mmttm* ^» ^m ^M ••• mm ^" ••• ^m mm mm
"Orungan, we respect theel Orishabi, we regard theel" 
The priests of Ifa are called babalawos (baba-H-awo^ 
.'the father who has the secret") and find their office very
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lucrative, so that a pro-verb says, "the wisest priest is
he who adopts the worship of Iffc! 1 '. These priests pluck
off all hair, shave their heads, and generally wear white
cloths, although some, as those at Ife, wear light blue. 
In consulting the oracle, the babalawo uses sixteen 
palm-nuts, from a special palm-tree (the Qp§l ifa) , and a 
divining bowl,, i.e., an engraved circular board, or a 
rectangular one, with a handle, similar to a Mohammedan 
writing tablet, shaped thus,
Sometimes a fan is used, of a square shape* This 
divining bowl . is called 2£>2n-^fa. Its surface is cover­ 
ed with white flour (lyerosu^or dust, from the irosu tree.
Upon this the priest works, and with one of the fingers of 
the right hand imprints certain signs, to indicate such 
I f & representatives as may be left in the palm of his left 
hand, after he has attempted with one grasp of the palm of 
his right hand to take up all the sixteen nuts which were 
held therein. Or, he may hold these sixteen nuts loosely 
in the right hand and throw them through his half-closed 
fingers, into the left hand. If two nuts remain in the
right hand, he makes one mark, thus |, on the board*, but 
if only one remains, he manes two such marksj|. This
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process is repeated eight times, and the marks are made 
in two columns of four each. The complicated nature of 
this process is shown by the fact that behind each of the 
sixteen nuts are sixteen subordinate deities. Each such 
deity is termed an Gdu^ i.e., a "chief" or "head". There 
are thus 16 x 16 = 256 leading Odus, and each of these 256 
has 16 subordinates again, bringing the total number of 
Odus to 4,096. Some increase this again by multiplying 
each of these by 16 lesser subordinates.1 Add to these 
figures the fact that in the 8 throwings, or drawings, 
of the 16 nuts, there. is a possibility of a vast number 
of different results, and that in connection with each 
Odti-there are supposed to be 1680 traditional stories, 
each of which is represented by a brief couplet, which
must be memorised, and it will be seen that the task of a 
babalawo is no light one, e\en if he confines his atten­ 
tion, as is usually the case, to the 16 principal Odus. 
Most babalawos commit to memory a large number of the 
couplets, or stories, in brief, connected with each of 
the principal ones. Then, when an Otiti appears on the 
consulting bowl, the diviner thinks of the most appro­ 
priate story attached to it, suitable to the case about 
which he is consulted, ana so gives the oracular response 
and prescribes the appropriate sacrifice. It follows
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that these men should be deep thinkers, and such is found 
to be the case.
The response of an Odu is given, in the form of a 
parable. So that it is a common saying
2 .!£!:_£ i - .1 .£!•_! E£ » 
Qmpriin ni imp -
Nig bat i a ko ba.mp,
that is
"ifa always speaks in parables, 
It. is the wise man who understands - 
If we should say we understand - 
The wise man will understand - 
When we ao not understand, 
We say, It is of no account^" 
(or, "It is not fulfilled:')
When the babalawo is particularly fortunate, and EjiJDgbe, 
the prince of all the Odus, appears on the edge of the 
bowl, he may be heard saying, with the authority of EJl,




un_2 1 unm 1 1 iJite&S.LJiLSl 5- gk a_ MS- i I $$
N igbati gbogbo aiye gbp pe o \i gba 
Olodumare, nwpn si nW9 fp. Gbo^bo eyiti o wi
that is,
"When we wash our face,
When we wash our nose,
We finish off beneath the chin. 
Ifa was consulted for Qrunmila once, going. to 
receive authority from the Almighty. He sacrificed. 
And the Almighty gave. him authority. When all the 
world heard that he had received authority from the 
Almighty they came to him. All that he said came
to pass. Ever since then we say "It will come to
.it pass;
The cost of . initiat ion as a babalawo is very great, 
sometimes as much as £150; a vast sum to a Yoruba. The 
course of training is long (from 3 to 7 years) and the
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ritual of initiation elaborate, including purification by 
water,, and the test of extinguishing the Odu fire, or 
Pinodfo^ as explained in chapter 11.
While the chief function of I fa. is. that of divination,
he is also credited, as a secondary one,with the power
to cause fecundity. Women pray to him to be made fruft- '
fuli therefore offerings are made to him before marriage, 
sterility being accounted a disgrace. But, although Ifa 
is supposed to cause conception, he does not form the child 
jn_uter.o, that being the office of Q^Miil-
He has many subsidiary titles, one of the most import­ 
ant of these being QRUNMILA, which means literally "Heaven 
knows salvation". 5LA, another of his attributive names, 
and & pr incipal one, is a contraction of Qrunmlla, and is 
intended to represent him. to his worshippers chiefly in the 
character of Sa-viour and Deliverer, one that is strong and 
mighty, unconquerable even by death, so that all who look 
to him for help in any time of trouble, or threatened evil, 
even in death, will not fail to receive his help. Although 
this name is used as if it represented a separate and 
distinct personality, and is attached to a separate and
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distinct representative figure, made of pieces of ivory, 
carrying four eyelets each and corresponding in number 
to the Ifa palm-nuts (Jk^n) , which, with one Odus$, are 
17 in all, Jjla:, is, nevertheless, the same deity as _I_fk, 
represented after a special manner. Very special and 
lofty titles are given to him, and in songs and proverbs 
full salvation is ascribed to him. His worshippers say, 
"Awa di Qylgiyigl. a ki o ku mo", i.e.. "We ourselves
are become Oyigiyigi, (i.e., the stone which gave birth 
to. Ifa) and we can die no morel" ?la holds a very high 
place in Ifa worship, and is found in connection with 
each of the 256 Odus of the system. 'It. is always humbly 
and reverently invoked and its favour sought for acceptance 
whenever Ifa is to be worshipped with a sacrifice, e.g.,
"0 thou ?la.f Son of the Ruler,
I humble myself before theel"
or,
"0 51aJ I praise the sacrifice of acceptance, - 
0 ?1 a.1 I praise the life-giving sacrifice, -' 
0 ?la.f I praise the sacrifice of labour."
Harvest offerings are always presented to him. *
i, J. Johnson, Js_jn_Mbc_0rj:,ga, p. 29.
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is the name of a lesser oracle, who is regard­ 
ed as a messenger of I fa. He is represented by eight 
small laths of wood, and as it is a far easier task to 
consult him, the babalawos do so each day, and in all 
lesser causes^ but Ifa< must be consulted every fifth day 
(Yoruba reckon ing)*-for. that ushers in. the new week and 
is Ifa!s day*, and at any other time on any important mat-' 
ter. The bandicoot, is sacred to Qpele, since it lives 
chiefly on palm-nuts. On I fa's day, sacrifices of pigeons, 
fowls and goats are made to him, and on very important 
occasions he has demanded human sacrifice.
There are other divinities which are consulted as 
oracles, but. this, is not their chief function, and they 
are.(as oracles) all inferior to I fa. Some are local, 
and only approachable at special seasons, as the 9*9!; Uaj^ 
of the Ijeshas ( a sub-division of the Yoruba race) in 
the north-east. This deity is said to come to earth 
once a year, when he dwells in a special grove, and is 
waited upon and consulted by an Awbrb, a chief priest. 
The orishas 2^BSjt YfBH-JJ1 * anc* Q$2s^i are consulted by their 
devotees, and so is E^i .(glggbara) , the evil spirit, whose 
answer is never disregarded.
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We have dealt with If& first, as being
the great oracle, and so seeming to attain greater 
prominence than the other orishas. Next to him in 
importance, and exceeding him in the number of his 
worshippers, is 9b'ata'la. This name signifies "King 
of whiteness". He is the god of purity. Another title 
is Origala ( i.e. Orisa' - nla) i.e. "the great orisha". 
Other designations are Qbaba Arflgbo ("The ancient King- 
Pa thern ); Or i sapopo , ("the orisa who kneads clay} and 
flriga QJ' enia (the orisha who enters man), These last 
two names refer to his traditional part in the creation 
of humanity. He is also called Oris.a-gbingbiniki, i.e. 
"The huge (or bulky) orisha"^ (Crowther).
A tradition of his origin is that he was made by 
piprun, who, after he had created the universe, handed 
it over to Qbata*la to set it in order, give the finishing 
touches, and then conduct its course. The myths concern­ 
ing him (as in the case of all the leading orishas) are 
far more anthropomorphic than anything told of Qlgr'un. 
They tell how God formed man in the rough, and left 
Qbatald to give him a face, eyes, ears, nose, mouth and 
skull, - presumably, brain also, - so that the senses and 
intellect of man are ascribed to him. A second myth 
says Qbatal^i formed man out of clay. Yet another myth
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says that Odudua ( not Qlprun,—-see below) formed man's 
body of clay and Qbatala completed the work as just 
stated, and that Olodumare ("the Almighty','i.e. piprun) 
breathed into man and so he became "a living soul 11 . It 
is the work of pbatala (when Ifa has caused conception) 
to form the child in utero; hence any physical defect 
in the new-born child is attributed to him, and such 
child is dedicated to him from birth. This is notably 
the case with albinos. It is supposed that such defects 
are to show his displeasure at having been neglected, or 
to demonstrate his power.
Another of his offices is that of civic guardianship. 
He is called "protector of the town gates", and is 
roughly depicted on the doors of his temples as a horse­ 
man with a spear, attended by a leopard, tortoise, fish 
and serpent. His image, likewise,is that of the horse­ 
man with a spear.
His worshippers must wear white clothes, and eat 
white food, using shea-butter ( instead of the usual 
red palm-oil) in their cooking, abstaining from red 
meat, and using and offering the white (or "bitter") 
kola instead of the red one. His special offering is 
that of edible snails. The necklace worn by his wor­ 
shippers must be of opaque white beads.
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There is no record of his ever desiring human 
sacrifice. According to one myth he once lived on 
earth, attaining a very great age, but was so disgusted 
with man's ways that he voluntarily ascended to heaven.*• 
It will be seen that this orisha represents the highest
conception of goooness depleted in Yoruba polytheism,
apart from the belief in the Supreme God. He exemplifies
2
the nearest approach to the Jewish conception of the "lord".
ODUDUA. As Qbatala is the highest male orisha
aiuong the Yorubas, so Odudua (also called Odua) is the 
chief goddess. In one point she excels Qbatala, for 
she is not said to ha\e been made by Olprun, but to have 
had indepenaent existence, before that great orisha 
was created.
Here again the derivation of the name is uncertain. 
It may come from dudu ("black") ana jLwa ,( "existence") and 
so j*ean tf the Black One". F.S. - the unidentifiea writer 
oi a series of articles on Yoruba deities in the Nigerian 
Chronjiclj - says that this title was gi^ven, after his 
aeath, to one of the original immigrants into Yorubaland 
about the eleventh or twelfth century, and that his real 
name was lost. He regards Odudua as a contraction of
*F.S.- Nigerian^ChroMcle, Vol.i, No.18, March 19, 1909.
Dennett calls Orishala "the female form of Obatala" . 
I hfa,ve not found any ground for this. Yet the accounts 
given by different natives vary so greatly that some 
hold this iaea, but it is not general. S.S.F.
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., which means a "sel f-6xistent personage",- 1 
literally it is "Chief who created us", or "...who created 
existence". The myths given by this writer vary greatly 
from the generally received traditions of the country, 
and are strongly Euhemerist ic. He gives a human origin 
for leading or ishas, which, according to general tradition, 
existed prior to the creation of man? but his interesting 
stories would be more acceptable if they had some authori-' 
tative corroboration.
Odudua is also called .Iy;a_Agbg, i.e., "Mother of the 
Gourcf , or "...of the closed calabash". She is always 
figured in a sitting posture, nursing a child. She is 
said to be the wife of Qbatall., and their union is sometimes 
regarded as symbolizing the union between the earth and 
tne heavens, i.e., the sky. The babalawos illustrate 
this union by two large flat cut calabashes, carefully 
whitened, which, having been once joined, can never be 
opened. These are kept in their temples, the one over 
the other, to represent the meeting of earth and sky on 
the horizon.
The myths do not represent her in any favourable 
light, but credit her with blindness, which was inflicted 
on her by her husband, who tore out her eyes as a punish­ 
ment, because in the beginning of the world, when they
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were both shut up in the darkness of a closed calabash, 
she complained bitterly and railed on him. As soon as 
he blinded her, she cursed him in the words, "Naught 
shalt thou eat but snails". Again, she is said to have 
forsaken her husband through an illicit passion for a 
hunter. She fled from I f§ to Ado (fifteen miles from 
Badagry) . There a town was built and a temple dedicated 
in her honour, and there, at her festival season, cattle 
and sheep are sacrificed, And the women who are her 
devotees give themselves up to unbridled immorality in 
her honour. She is regarded as the patroness of "love"('J. 
The term ado is applied as a reproach to immoral persons
of either sex. It is remarkable that such a good deity 
as Qbatala should be credited tith having such a wicked
wife.
YEMAJA. Before Qbatala was deserted by Odudua, she 
is said to have borne him a son and a daughter, Aganju and 
Yema^a respectively. This brother ana sister eventually 
married and had a son, firjungjai, who committed incest with 
his mother Yemaja. She fled from him in horror and shame; 
but he pursued her until she fell. Her body swel-' 
led to a great sizej from her breasts there flowed two 
streams of water which became a lagoon, and from her body 
issued a number of different orishas, including Shango,
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the god oi' lightning, Qya (the Niger), Qshun , ana Qlpa,-' three 
rivers which became the three wives of Shango -i Oj,okun f ( god 
of the sea), 3!.Pf a ( the lagoon-goddess) , Orjshako r ( farm- god) 
0^g-(god of the hills), Dacla, (vegetable-god), AJ^SMIJUgf '( 
of wealth), bgun ( war-god) , Oshori (hunters ? god), and 
BJ? * small-pox god). * -' According to this myth, the
sacrea town of I f $ was built on the site of this marvel- '
lous catastrophe, and became the sacred city of Yemaja.
The place where her body fell used to be shown, but thej
original town was destroyed in the war bet ween the Ibadans 
and Madake.k,es and the people of iff in the year 1882. 
The town was rebuilt and is still the most sacred spot
in the whole country. It will be noticed that nearly all•
the mythical stories are connected with this place, and 
that this particular myth makes Yemaja to be the mother, 
and Qbatala and Odudua the grandparents, &f of a number of 
leading deities, all being nature-gods. There are, however, 
very many other orishas whose descent is not so traced.
In practice, we find that Yemaja is a goddess who is 
greatly venerated. She is the presiding goddess of the
1. Ellis induces Orun (the sun) and Oshu .(the moon),
but these are not now regarded as orishas, nor 







river Ogun, which flows past Abeokuta and into the lagoon 
near Lagos. The accompanying photograph shows a shrine 
dedicated to her in Abeokuta, which the writer has passed 
scores of times. He has never seen a heathen man, or 
woman, pass it without doing reverence. This is the only 
such shrine, or temple, of which he could say this. 
Some worshippers simply inclined the head towards the 
central image, others laid hold of the thatched roof and
bowed, others again entered the hut, prostrated themselves 
and embraced the image. This image was small, a crudely 
engraved piece of wood, covered with a cloth. The dilap­ 
idated water-pots contained water brought up from the 
sacred river Ogun. The worshippers of Yemaja wear a 
necklace of small beads of clear glass. Of Yemaja's 
husband, Aganju, and their son Orungan, little is known, 
nor do they seem to receive any worship, except that 
Orungan is saluted when Ifa is consulted. Aganju means 
a"wiiaerness", or broad expanse, as a great forest or 
tne ocean. Orungan signifies "noon", or the sun at 
its zenith.
SHANGO. No deity, perhaps, is better known, or 
more worshipped througnout Yorubaland, than Shango, the 
god of lightning, although those already described may 
be more ancient. This is the more remarkable, because 
he is not strictly of Yoruba origin, but was introduced
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from the Niger territory. The derivation of Shango 
is obscure; but he has another name, by which he is 
frequently called, Jakuta, which means "Stone-thrower". 
Some speak of Jakuta as a separate deity; but this is 
not generally accepted. The probability is that 
Jakuta is the ancient name of the Thunder^god, and that 
when Shango was deified ( as related below) he was 
identified with the deity who had formerly been known 
as -Jakuta. Ellis describes him as purely "anthro­ 
pomorphic - .... He dwells in the clouds in an immense 
brazen palace, where he maintains a large retinue and a 
great number of horses ... He hurls on those who have 
offended him red-hot chains of iron, which are forged 
for him by his brother Ogun, a god of the river Ogun (sia), 
of iron and of war; but this it should be observed, is 
seemingly a modern notion, and the red-hot chains
furnished by Ogun have a suspicious resemblance to the
,i 1. thunderbolts of Jupiter forged by Vulcan". . The
colonel does not say whence he derived this information,
but that his informant was not reliable is shown by one
* / 
glaring mistake—the god Ogun being described as god of
the river Ogun. The accentuation of the deity1 s name
1. . ... .
Ellis Col. A.B.-Yoriiba•-. speakinjr Peoples,, p 52.
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is different - from that of the river, over whom the 
presiding deity is the goddess Yemaja.
There are various mythical stories about Shango — all 
more or less unreliable; but that he was an historical 
personage is clearly established. The facts as generally 
accepted, and given as. history in I We Kika gkerltt, the 
"Xfcniba Fourth Reader^iased in the upper forms of all the 
elementary schools, are to the following effect: —
About two centuries ago (?) there reigned as King 
in the old town of 979 (known to early explorers as 
Eyeo, or Katunga), which was situated near the south bank 
of the river Niger, to the north of the Ycnaba country, 
one Shango, who was a powerful and wise monarch. He was 
a great meddcine man or witch-doctor, and claimed to be 
able to kill people by ejecting fire from his mouth. 
His reign was tyrannical and cruel. He had two chief 
ministers,of whom he was jealous, and set these to fight 
against each other, hoping both might be slain; but he 
was himself deposed by the one who came off victor in the 
fight. Shango fled, accompanied by his three wives, 
Qya, Qshun, and (fb& 9 an(* some of his most loyal follower-s. 
He wandered in the bush, being gradually deserted by all,
I.
Dennett, R.E. Nigerian Studies, pp. 171-3.
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until only his favourite wife 0ya remained. Then in 
despair, Shango hung himself from an ayan tree. 0ya 
fled north and became the presiding goddess of the river 
Niger. Travellers, who had seen the body of Shango 
hanging from a tree, entered the twwn and reported Qb'a so, 
i.e. "the King has hanged himself. This report spread 
throughout the town. The friends of Shango were so 
incensed that they determined to avenge their deceased 
monarch. They took a number of small calabashes, or 
hollow gourds, and filled them with gunpowder. They 
then covered them with cocoanut fibre and put slow 
matches to them, and waited for the next tornado. When 
this came, they ignited the bombs and threw them into the 
thatched roofs of many houses. The resultant explosions 
and fires caused the panic-stricken people to cry out, 
"Why are all our houses burning? H The friends of Shango 
then came forward, saying, "Oh you said Oba so (the King has 
hanged himself) - Oba ko sol (the King has not hanged 
himself) He is angry with you for this. He has be­ 
come a god and has gone up into heaven and sent down the 
lightning to punish you. You must bring out oxen, sheep, 
fowls, palm oil, etc., and offer sacrifices to him, and 
henceforth worship him, and then he will forgive you."
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Thus they established the worship due to him as an orisha, 
Thus Qba so and Qba kb so are proverbial sayings, used 
respectively by those who want to ainnoy Shango f s worship­ 
pers, and the worshippers themselves. The small town 
of Kuao, near to 9y9, is sacred to this deity. Its 
name is a corruption of Ko so. The priests of Shango 
are called Oni- Shango, or Odushushango. Their chief 
priests are called Magbas.j-p
(emi a gbk * ' I will take") signifies"a receiver".
The priests wear a wallet to "receive" the plunder, or 
fines which they impose. In some parts, persons struck 
dead by lightning may not be buried until the body is 
ransomed from the Magbas-f by whom persons struck in­ 
sensible, but not killed, were formerly despatched. 
In their chants they speak of Shango as hurling stones 
Qa - "to throw" okuta - "a stone"). When a house is 
struck by lightning they rush in a body to the house, 
"to find the stone", - no difficult matter since they 
take the said stone with them1. * They appropriate all 
the property which they can save from the flames, as 
"their god has claimed it and given it to them" . A 
chant of the Shango wor shipper s/ which is often heard, 
may be translated thus:-
fggf «M .«» ^M* ̂  W» MM MM ••• ̂  ̂  •" "^ •** «* •* •*• *"« "» «» •* ̂  *"" "~
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0 Shango, thou art the master'.
Thou ta,kest in thy hand the fiery stones
To punish the guilty!
To satisfy thy auger I
Everything tney strike is destroyed.
The fire eats up the forest,
The trees are broken down,
And all things living are slain.
A very common malediction is "May Shango's stone strike 
you: 1 '
Shango's three wives, as stated above, are the three 
rivers, Qya.Cthe Niger), p^ynCpshun) and pba, these last 
being two of thesmaller rivers of the Yoruba country. 
Shango has among his attendants (1) Oshumare, the rainbow, 
who conveys water from trie earth to his palace in the clouds, 
ana (2) Oru, the thunder-clap, whom he sends out as his mes-' 
senger with great noise. The bird papagorj is sacred to 
Shango, and the Magbas pretend to understand its speech.
Tne image of Shango, made of wood, is usually a man stand­ 
ing, surrounded by three smaller figures, i.e. his wives,




OG0N. Next in importance to Shango is 6gtin, the god
of iron and of war, and pre-eminently the god of hunters. 
He may be regarded as the Yoruba Nimrod. He is worshipped 
by blacksmiths, and generally by all users of iron imple-' 
ments, therefore by warriors and hunters. Any piece of 
Iron may represent him, as also may pieces of stone. 
The Yoruba blacksmith's anvil is a block of stone and is 
worshipped by him. The accentuation of the name is 
important, for the word ogun has a variety of significa-' 
tions, according to its accentuation, or (more correctly) 
the musical intonation placed upon its two syllables. 
The failure to recognize this has often caused this orisha 
to be confounded with the river Ogun, and with the term 
ogun, used as a general expression for "medicine", usually 
in a baa sense.
Ogun is stated to ha^ve been one of the sons of Yemaja, 
so that he is one of the earlier deities, pre-£xistent 
to man, and not a deified human being* It is said that 
he first taught men to hunt and that he indicated to them 
the trees which are specially sacred to himself. These 
are the jDeregun , (the majestic silk-Cotton tree), the afcoko, 
(a tree, the flower of which is sucked for its juice), 
and the ator_i,(a tree of very beautiful appearance, re-'
markable for its elasticity, and from which bows are made).
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in directed men to dfljg four holes before a tree and 
implant in them four wooden posts to support a platform 
or altasr, on which his offerings' were to be placed. 
The accompanying photograph (taken by the writer in 
Abeokuta) shows one of these trees with four elephants' 
jaws placed at its foot. This shrine was doubtless 
dedicated as a thank-offering by hunters after a successful
elephant hunt. The chief sacrifice offered to bgiln
the 
(except human sacrifice offered before going to war) is
A
the gog; but fowls are also offered, with the usual 
accompaniment of palm-oil and lesser articles of food. 
A proverb says "an old dog must not be offered to bg%i, 
i.e. nothing inferior must be given to him. A dog 1 s 
head, or skull, is usually to be seen fastened up in every 
blacksmith 1 s shop, signifying that this sacrifice has 
been made. This must be renewed each year. Hunters 
in the African wilds carry their lives in their hands, 
consequently they are very particular in serving their 
gods. Before going on an expedition they usually offer
sacrifices to dgun and Oshosi (who is a lesser god of the" ** •...«*..,».— «
chase) and also to Bshu, whom they consult as to their 
course of action. They kill a cock and pouJ? out its 
blood to the evil deity. The writer saw this being done 
at mid-day one Sabbath, as he was returning from taking 
service in a mission church in Abeokuta. Two men,
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crouching as low as possible at the roadside, their 
ankles, knees and hip-joints fully flexed, and their 
heads bent low, almost hid from view their victim, 
which was held by one of them, while the other cut its 
throat and poured out the blood on the devil-stone. The 
dead fowl is then usually presented at the shrine of 
Ogun, and afterwards taken away and eaten, kola-nuts 
being presented to the qrisha. Oshosi being an inferior 
deity has to be content with roasted beansI 
In former days, before going to war, a human sacrifice 
had to be offered to bgiin. The victim's head was 
struck off upon the stool of dgun, so that the blood 
gushed out upon it. ( This is more fully described 
in a later chapter.)
ORlSHAKOV Orisa Oko, contracted to Orishako, 
is 'god of the farm* i.e. of agriculture. A temple 
dedicated to him is to be found in almost every town, 
or village. He is particularly worshipped by women 
and has a number of priestesses. These really form a 
secret society of their own, and are so powerful, and 
so hig&aly respected, that no man dare injure or offend 
any of them. They are distinguished by wearing, stuck 
on to the middle of the forehead, a small vertical badge,
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about one inch long and 1/6th inch wide, half red and 
half white. How this badge is made, and how caused to| 
adhere is a secret only known to the wearers. Should 
the badge become loose, it may be removed and eaten; 
but must on no account be allowed to fall to the ground. 
It is accounted the highest honour to have this priest­ 
hood in the family, although the expense of initiation, 
and of maintaining the worship, is very great. The 
initiation ceremony in each case costs from £40 to 150 
( a large sum to a Yumba). The writer knew one very 
well-to-do family which was brought to poverty through 
the expense of worshipping this orisha. When onee the 
iron staff has been introduced into a family it cannot 
be got rid ofl The office is hereditary in the 
family, but not necessarily in the direct line. When 
a vacancy occurs Ifa is consulted and determines who of 
the family is to become priestess. A woman in Abeokuta 
who belonged to this cult, gave the following account 
of how the worship was introduced into her own family 
to a relative of hers - at that time a schoolmaster, 
now a highly respected clergyman - who was collecting 
information for the writera-
Yftien two women had a quarrel, one would accuse the
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other of witchcraft ( ajjjO'. The accused replied "0 daral 
1 ii 'fc'- 81 l£ si Iraw9• i» e - "Very well! Let us go to Irawq".
i
The accuser then replied "Yesi let us goI" This, as will be 
seen, was a challenge to one form of trial by ordeal, which 
must Involve the death of one of the disputants. They then 
each prepared a calabash, scraped perfectly clean and 
white, together with a sacrifice, and a present for the 
priest to whom they were going. For some days before 
setting out they perambulated their own town, each
f
advertizing her grievance:- 'So-and-so accuses me of being 
a witch. If I am guilty, may Polo kill me",or n l 
accuse So-and-so of being a witch. If I am guilty.
^"* V
may Polo kill me. H They then took their journey to 
Irawo, the town sacred to the worship of Orishako. On 
arrival, they stated their case to the priest and each 
presented to him her own calabash, together with the 
present. They then had to lie prostrate on the earth 
for three days, while the priest was within the temple— 
apparently consulting the god. On the third day he 
reappeared and, as they still lay prostrate before him 7 
swung over their heads a heavy iron club, chanting as 
he did so Polo pa a"; Polo JQWQ 'rS '-,Polo pa a; Polo 
.IQ.WQ r%. i.e. "Polo kill her; Polo let her gol"etc.
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Having repeated this invocation a sufficient number of 
times, he then again retired into the temple, and came 
forth a second time, bearing in his hands the two 
calabashes, and returned each to its respective owner. 
Whereas the inside of each was perfectly white when 
committed to.him, they now found on lifting the lids, 
that, while the one remained white, the who&e of the 
interior of the other was a jet black, condemning its 
owner as the guilty one. Instantly the priest slew 
this unfortunate one with the iron club, "Polo". The 
innocent party was not yet free. She had to purchase, 
at a great cost, this iron club, which became her fcrisha, 
that is to say, she became its slave, or in other words, 
a priestess of Orishako.
h<v>~. Ellist says correctly "an emblem of Orisha..0ko is an iron 
rod and honey bees are his messengers." But when he 
goes on to say "It is probably with reference to his 
phallic attributes that he has the title of 3gni-duru
- ^the erect personage* (which Dennett copies from him)
he is certainly in error; for the correct translation
of this term is f'hard person" (a possible reference to
fo-fra severe administration of justice 1.), ffnl. = "person",
duru (always, and only) means "hard ", or"difficult".
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Ellis confounds this latter word with duro, which means 
"to stand", chiefly in the sense of halting or waiting, 
e *&» duro de mi =. "wait for me".
The first and chi©.f significance of Orishako is fertility 
of the earth. He is the harvest-god, and is worshipped 
at the new moon. His annual "harvest festival" is at 
the season when the new yams are ripe. This is a 
season of rejoicing, and public processions and dancing 
take place in the streets; when it is true, alas^ that 
there is a great deal of open shameless immorality. 
The priestesses, as brides of the orisha, are allowed 
free licence according to their own fancy; but thpy are 
not common property, as Ellis seems to state, and any 
man who insulted one of themWould do so at his peril. 
The lower classes of people would at this season take 
advantage of the licence allowed, both at this festival 
and also that of the other farm-god, jpkj. It is not 
necessary to detail, as some other writers have done, 
the abominations of the heathen in these semi-religious 
rites. The infamy of heathendom, branded on its face,- 
by the apostle Paul In the first chapter of his epistle 
to the Romans, is abundantly exhibited at certain times 
in Yoriiba-land. Two things may be thankfully noted
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here;- first, that apart from these festivals a strict 
morality is generally enforced and practised; secondly, 
that through Christian influence, and now the rapid 
advance of European civilization, a great restraint 
is being exercized in. these matters.
JgQPQNg. This god is called by Col. Eilis, who is 
again followed by Dennett , "Shankpanna" , but the name 
is §pppno ( pronounced "Shaw- paw-naw" ). He is the disease 
small -pox personified, and is one of the thirteen orishas 
which sprang from the body of Yemaja. There is, however, 
a myth which describes him as of human origin. * Col.
Ell is, in his work Ewe- Speakj^ng^ Feopl.es, ' says that 
the god of small-pox is called b> them SojDoton; from 
which it appears possible that this cult was introduced
from Dahomey, as Shango was from the Niger.
The name is possibly derived from jspn ("to take by 
small quantities" - a reference to the nature of the skin 
eruption), pa ("to kill"), and enia ("a person"), the 
three words being contracted to J>£ £>£nj? , i • e . , "He who 
kills people by littles". He is sometimes said to 
have, as his companion and attendant, Buku, who strangles
those who are attacked. Ell is gives a good description 
of him:-
mmt^ m -— . M«W« • ^ •»«»•• » MI «»«••••«» «•«• mm*~m*mm P-» •»-•»•» •M«M«M«»*OT»«»««»-M»M»MI'«»«*»^»W» MMM»w*i^««^OTB«MMK«w<«
* Dennett,- 'Niger ian^Studies, p. 231. *2£^.£li» P.52
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"Shankpanna (sic) is old end lame and is depicted 
as limping along with the aid of a stick. Accord­ 
ing to a myth, he has a wooden leg. One day, when 
all the gods were assembled at the palace of Obatala 
and were dancing and making merry, Shankpanna 
endeavoured to join in the dance; but owing to his 
deformity, stumbled and fell. All the gods and 
goddesses thereupon burst but laughing, and Shankpanna 
in revenge strove to infect them with small-pox, 
but Obatala came to the rescue, and, seizing his spear 
$rove Shankpanna away. From that day Shankpanna 
was forbidden to associate with the other gods, and 
he became an outcast, who hes since lived in desolate 
and uninhabited tracts of country".
Consequently, we find that shrines and temples dedicated 
to him are always away in the"bush", and at some distance 
from the town, or hamlet, so as to keep him away from 
the human abodes. There is also probably the additional 
motive, that the priests of this god are glad to have 
secret, sheltered places, wherein to work out their evil 
purposes. The disease, or the "god", is greatly dreaded, 
and when an outbreak occurs these priests claim the 
property of all who die from the complaint. 'Their god 
has claimed the sufferer and all his possessions. The 
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pay almost any fine, that the priests impose upon them 
as the price of their mediation to induce the god to 
stay his afflicting hand. These priests make it their 
business to spread the disease. The following materials 
can be found in the house of every priest,or priestess, 
as emblems of the presence of this god, and (may we not 
say?)as stock-in-trade for spreading the disease. A 
calabash containing some portion of the body of a victim 
of the disease, a pot of black liquid made with water 
from the body of such victim?* a vessel of black powder 
compounded with dried scabs,etc., from a sufferer. 
This liquid, or £he powder, is thrown at night into the 
entrance of dwellings of prospective victims/* 
The emblem is a roughly carved stick, as shown in the 
accompanying illustration, copied from one in the writer'- s 
possession. It is of hard wood, in length 10 inches, 
and about 1^- inches in diameter. It is purposely made 
in a rough fashion.
IBEJI. Another prominent orisha is that of the 
"Twin-gods", Ibeji,(from ibi ."birth", eji * "two"). 
It is remarkable that, ix£ different parts of the country,
* MAdesola" - "Nigerian Chronicle" Feb. 25, 1910.
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the birth of twins is regarded, end treated, from opposite 
points of view. In the Eastern pert of Yoniba-lend, i.e. 
the district of Ondo, and throughout the adjoining 
territory of the Niger Delta, it has always been demanded 
that twins should be put to death as soon as possible 
after birth. Dr. Nassau says " in the Gaboon country, 
where they are welcomed, it is nevertheless considered 
necessary to have special ceremonies performed for the 
safety of their lives, or if they die, to prevent further 
evil". In central and western Yoruba-land, e.g. Ibadsn, 
Abeokuta, etc., such children are honoured, and accorded 
a certain degree of worship in their life-time. Should 
one of them die, the mother has a wooden image made to 
represent it, and carries this about with her, washing 
and dressing it, even as the living child. The elder 
of twins always has the name J^J^wo, (tp-aiye. ,-wo, * "to 
taste the world") as being the first to taste the world;
the younger is always called Kainde ( Kehin-de, * "To
tt
come behind). The orifcha Ibeji is, of course, the tutelary
deity of such children. There is a black species of 
monkey, which dwells chiefly in m&ngrove bushes or near 
the sea and is very agile. It is sacred to this deity, 
and, although not itself an orisha, may have offerings 
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their parents, who therefore may not kill it, or eat
_ / _ f
its flesh*Its name is gdun Dudu,or gdun oriokun ,. i.e. 
"black twin", or"sea-side twin"(Bp. Crowther). There 
is a notable temple to Ibeji at a place called Erupe,, 
situated/on the lagoon between Lagos and Badagry. All 
twins and parents of twins are supposed to make at 
least one pilgrimage to this shrine. Some of them 
come from a great distance to do so. The accompanying 
photograph is taken from images of the Twin-gods given 
to the writer, by a woman who had worshipped them until 
her conversion to Christianity.
QBALpFpN. is described as the"god of the peace 
of the Kingdom". Although not so well-known as some 
of the others, he is the possessor of considerable 
power. He is the only deity to which a human sacrifice 
was publicly offered during the period of the writer 1 s 
sojourn in Abeokuta. Of this sacrifice an account is 







THE OBJECTS OF BELIEF. -'THE ORISHAS CContd.).
Among gods of somewhat less importance than those 
already described, the following may be noticed:-
OKE. Oke,(i.e. "mountain") is'god of .the hills" , 
and is worshipped by dwellers in rocky, or hilly country. 
He is feared, because he is credited (if neglected) with 
rolling down rooks on the dwellings of those who have not 
been giving him worship and sacrifices. Should a severe 
landslip occur, this is equivalent to a- demand for human 
sacrifice. The fall of a boulder is a sure sign that he 
is needing some attention or gift* His emblem is a stone, 
or fragment of rock. The most notable of his shrines is 
the sacred rock 0^um$ 'in Abeokuta. It contains a big
cave wherein early refugees from the slave-raiders found 
a shelter, and around which, as their numbers increased, 
they built dwellings and formed new townships. The name 
OlumJ (01,uwa m$ 2* signifies "The Lord built it" . ££2" 
akuta means "under the rock",.this name being given because 
of the town's position. There is a tradition that if 
ever the Egbas (i.e. people of Abeokuta) should be de- 
featea in war, they could retire into this cave, which
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would automatically close and keep them safe until all 
danger was past. Oke".is regarded as the tutelary deity 
of the town of Ibadan, which is built on two hills. He 
is a farm-god, secondary to Orishako, and similar orgies 
used to be practised at the annual festivals of each of 
these.
OSHOSI. 2|°J!i, another child of Yemaja, is, as 
previously mentidned, a secondary deity of hunters. He 
is a brother .of Qgtin, but seems to be exclusively a god of 
the chase. He dwells in the forest and aids hunters by 
driving the game into,their pitfalls and snares. He 
also protects his devotees from being injured by beasts 
of prey. He is represented in human form, armed with a 
bow.
AJE-SHALUGA. This deity is the god of wealth, al-
i
though Eshu (the devil, who is not an"orisha") would 
seem to dispute that position with him. Bishop Crowther 
gives us the proverb " Aje*-shaluga often passes by the 
first caravan (or person) as it comes to market, and 
loaas the last with blessings"- i.e. "the race is not always 
to the swift". * Another proverb says, "he who when 
walking finds a cowrie is favoured by Aje*-Shaluga" . Pro-'
bably it would be more correct to describe him as the "god 
of good luck". The large cowrie is his emblem. The





word aj6.(high intonation) meaning "money", is not to be 
confounded (as by Dennett) with ij$, "witchcraft", nor 
with aje (middle intonation) which signifies "trial by ordeal 
of water". Aj6-Shaluga, like Ok6 and Orishako, is a 
farm-god. He is also the god of colour. As the staple 
dye of the country is produced from the indigo plant, and 
the highly valued purple fcLarl dye is also a vegetable 
product, it is easy to see why he is a farm-god.
DADA is the god of vegetables, and also of new-born 
children. He is reputed to be the first-born of the 
thirteen orishas who came from.the body of Yemaja. He 
is then the "goct of natural production" (Ellis). He is 
representea by a calabash ornamented by cowrie-shells and
surmounted by a ball of indigo.
We now notice a group of water-deities, all more
or less locali-
OLOKUN. 2-H£ ls " sea"»o r "ocean", and Olokun is there­ 
fore "Owner (or lord) of the sea". Therefore his worship 
is seldom found, except on, or near, the coast. He is 
the god of the fishermen and all who "go down to the sea... 
and do business in the great waters" - although the Afri-'
cans have no sea-going ships, but only canoes for coastwise 
work, which they handle with the greatest dexterity,
and in which the fishermen venture far out to sea, some- '
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times even out of sight of land. There is always a more 
or less heavy "surf" along the West Coast, and nothing of 
the nature of a harbour for over 1,000 miles between Sierra 
Leone and Lagos; consequently landing through the surf is 
always an exciting experience, and not infrequently high­ 
ly dangerous. Olokun is not the sea itself, regarded 
as a god, but its presiding deity. He is supposed to be 
of human form, black in colour, and with long flowing 
hair. He is not solitary, but dwells in his palace be­ 
neath the waters, attended by a multitude of lesser spirits 
of the sea, some in human shape, others fish-like. 
When rough seas are experienced and the surf is bad, 
"Olokun is angry" and must be appeased by sacrifices, us­ 
ually animals; but in prolonged rough weather human sacri­ 
fices have been offered. Evidences of these, even after 
the British government was established in Lagos, have 
been found in that colony, victims being kidnapped, behead­ 
ed, and thrown into the surf at night, by people of the 
Isaleko quarters'.
Various mythical stories are current concerning Olokun. 
Ellis gives an interesting one, —— amfcther of the several 
Deluge stories, (which a well-known writer has said are 
"not to be found in Africa") as follows:-
"Qlokun, being enraged with mankind because of their neglect 
of him, endeavoured to destroy all of them, by overflowing
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the land. " He haa destroyed large numbers, when Qb'atald 
interfered to save the remainder, forced Olokun back to his 
palace, ana bound him in seven iron chains until he pro­ 
mised to abanaon his design."
The entrance to the lagoon at Lagos (the seaport of 
Yorubaland) ceing, partially closed by a bar of sand (on 
which many vessels have been wrecked) is credited with hav­ 
ing its own deity, a goddess named 0^okun^3u r or EJusu f she
being a wife of Olokun. Unlike her husband, she is white 
in colour, and, although of human . shape, is covered from 
her breasts to the hips with fish scales. The fish of 
tne bar o.re sacred to her, so that, if any lucicless fisher-: 
men invade her domain she upsets their canoes and drowns 
them. She is supposed to.dwell, in the bar. As the 
L>ar ( Ahich formerly was covered with water to a depth of
ten feet or so, where the channel was deepest) has now 
been dredged to allow deep-sea liners to enter the lagoon, 
it would be interesting to know what has become of the 
& oddessl Other wives of Olokiun are 9l9sa « "the lagoon- 
godaess and the river Sa^oba.
QLQSA. Lagos is an island situated in a lagoon, which 
is part of a network of waters, extending east and west for
1.






This is the junction of one of,the many 
creeks 01 the .Ogun .river with the Lagos 
lagoon.
hundreds of miles, parallel with the ocean. The lagoon 
(in Yoruiba o_sa, pronounced 'aw-sah') is presided over by the 
goddess Qlosaf?owner of the lagoon") who, like Olokun, is 
a child of Yemaja.. Yemaja, we have been, is goddess of 
waters generally, and especially of the river Ogun, so 
that, as its waters flow into the Lagoon, and on into the 
ocean, the maternal deity is ministering to her offspring*. 
Qlosa is not only the sister, but also the chief wife of 
Olokun. Like her husband, she has long hair. Unlike 
her sister of the harbour-bar, instead of keeping the fish 
as her own, she supplies them to her worshippers, and is 
therefore pre-eminently a fisherman 1 s deity. Temples in 
her honour are placed along the shores of the lagoon, 
where offerings of fowls, sheep etc., are laid down. As 
these are devoured by crocodiles, those reptiles are called 
her messengers, and are supposed to convey to her the 
sacrifices which they consume, just as,in the case of 
sacrifices inland,the vultures which devour them are re­ 
garded as eiy£ orisha,«»tf the orisha ! s birds." Certain 
crocodiles, distinguished by particular marks, are spec­ 
ially venerated and are accommodated with sheds, purpose­ 
ly erected for them, and covered with roofs thatched with 
palm leaves, or grass. Offerings of food are made to 
them every fifth day (Yoniba reckoning, which counts both

the terminus a quo and the terminus ad quern: - European 
reckoning would be "every 4 days"). Ellis says "many of 
them become sufficiently tame to come for the offering 
as soon as they see, or hear, the worshippers gathering 
on the bank." These must be exceptions. The writer's 
experience is that both in the lagoon and in the rivers 
these creatures are extremely timid, and even when de­ 
vouring food on a sand-bank, forsake it and slip back 
into the water the moment a canoe appears*
,QYA. This goddess has been mentioned as the favour­ 
ite and most faithful wife of Shango. Her name is the 
same as that of the great river Niger, except that it is 
usual in the case of the latter to prefix the word Odo, 
so that Odo-Qya is "the River of 9ya." It has been 
suggested that on the death of her husband she went 
north and wept so copiously that her tears formed the 
original source of the river I She has a messenger, 
Qfgfe (probably the same as Afefji., "a gentle breexe ">;. 
At Lokoro, near to Port Novo, there is a temple dedicated 
to Oya, the image of which has eight heads surrounding 
the chief head* This doubtless represents the splitting 
up of the river to form its Delta, before flowing into 
the ocean. Her special beads are a dark red, but must 




QSHUN. The second of Shango's three river-wives is 
un ( pronounced "Aw-shung"). This river, rising in the 
Ilesha country, flows from the north, to the eastward of 
Ibaaan, into the lagoon. As in the case of Qlpsa, the 
lagoon-goddess, Qshun likewise has sacred crocodiles 
bearing special marks. Curiously enough, although this 
river is distant from Abeokuta, many of the Egbas worship 
(Jshun, and may be seen wearing her distinctive necklace 
of transparent amber-Coloured beads.
QBA has already been mentioned as.the third wife of
Shango. She is godaess of the river which bears her name, 
flowing eastward of Ibadan towards the lagoon.
ARQNI. This god is a wood-sprite. Bishop Crowther 
calls him "a fairy, an elf, supposed to have but one leg." 
He is also reported to have the head and tail of a dogf 
but otherwise to be of numan form. His dominion is the 
forest, and he seizes all whom he meets. Those who 
endeavour to flee from him he devours? but he loves 
courageous persons, ana if a man faces him boldly he 
leads him to his abode in the thickest fastnesses of the 
iorest, and entertains him as his guest for several months, 
during whicn time he initiates him into the secrets of the 
various plants, and teaches him their medicinal uses. 
When his student has learned all there is to be learned, 
Argnl gives him a hair of his own tail as his diploma in 
proof of his graduation in this school of medicine, and
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sends him back to the haunts of men. The murmuring of 
the wina through the trees and the whirling of dead leaves 
by the breeze are tokens of his presence and energy.
AJA is a goddess of a similar character to Xrgnl, 
but more beneficent. She also carries off persons into 
the aepths of the forest, and gives them a course of 
instruction in the medicinal value of herbs; but, unlike 
her professional brother, she never harms anyone. Bishop 
Crowther describes her as "a fairy, said to be of dimfnu- ' 
live form, who carries persons into the wilderness and 
instructs them in magic and all kinds of medicines".
9Y§ is the god of the "harmattan", a dry sirocco 
wina, which comes down from the Sahara each morning at 
e. certain season of the year, bearing a ver^ fine dust, 
which appears as a mist until the wind dies away, when 
the dust settles on everything and intense heat follows. 
This god is supposed to live in a cave to the north of 
Il9rin, though some say that he dwells on the mountain 
I^beti, where Eshu (or §l'e,gba) is supposed to have his habi-' 
tation.
OSHUMARE. This aeity is the rainbow, and is supposed 
to be a great snake, dwelling within the earth, who comes 
up at times to drink, water from the sky. A variety 
of python, called er|, is said to be his messenger, and 
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also sacred to the Ewe-speaking tribes of Dahomey, by 
whom he is called An^iewo.
X / """ """""""
QSANYIN is the god of medicine, i.e., remedial physic. 
He is applied to in cases of sickness, so that his wor- ' 
ship is very general. His figure is that of a bird 
placea on a metal bar. The chiefs have generally sev­ 
eral staves, of ornamental metal. These are sent by the 
hands of messengers as a sign of their authority. If a 
chief wished for the aid of the writer in a case of sick- ' 
ness, he would send a trusted messenger bearing one of 
these staves, and sometimes the staff would be one which 
bore the figure of the bird as mentioned above. The 
illustration is a photograph of a metal staff actually 
sent on such an occasion.
OLAROSA is the tutelary deity of houses. He is re- 
presentea by a stic^, or si/vord, and his special duty is to 
drive away those who practise witchcraft, and all kinds of 
evil spirits, and particularly to keep Eshu from entering
in. 1
OLORI-MERIN. The meaning of this name is "the owner
of the four heads". The figure is regarded as the protector 
of towns, and may be represented merely by a hillock or 
artificial mound. A sacrifice used to oe offered to it, 
every three months, of a new-born child only three or four 
days old. The mother had to be present, while its throat 




and placed it on the top of the mound. The body was 
cut Into small pieces and buried in the mound (Ellis.) 
The time of this cruel sacrifice was well named J#fr 
^ottjijLi-- "Season of blood." The four heads watched the 
four points of the compass, or "four winds," from the 
top of the mound, and so preserved the town from pes­ 
tilence and from war. The figure had the feet and legs 
of a goat, and was supposed sometimes to appear at night 
in the form of a serpent. —— Dennett rightly points 
out that Olori-inerin is "not in itself an Orisha, but 
merely a Juju, (or'Petich') representing the four great 




THE OBJECTS OF BELIEF.-'(C) THE SPIRITS OF THE DEAD.
Among the Yorubas, as generally among the West African
negro iribes, there are several forms of Spirit-worship,
all 
which areA totally distinct from Orisha-worship. This has
not been sufficiently recognized by former writers and 
considerable confusion has resulted; e.g., Dennett says 
"Iro, Oro, Egun, Egungun, and Eleko, are all now Orishas 
representing the spirits of their ancestors," - whereas, 
as a matter .of fact, none of them,is an"0risha".
All.the forms of worship comprised under this heading 
are concerned only with.the "ghosts", or departed spirits, 
of human beings. Repeated enquiries, by the writer have 
always elicited the reply that none of them is an "orisha" .
All these forms are kept strictly secret from the women. 
Wnen the writer li^ved in the country, any woman known to have 
discovered the secret of the worship of Oro, Egungun, or 
Eluku, was put to death without mercy. For this reason, 
no missionary dared to publish any particulars of these 
things. It is only since British government was instituted 
throughout the whole area, that it has become safe to
"N igerian Studies, p.28, "Eleko" is a mistake for Eluku.
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publish them. Each form, or cult, is connected with a
particular secret society, and the chief forms, as Orb in
and. ... - , 
Abeo^uta, Eguggun in Ibadan, Eluktf., in Ijebu, are connected
•* •*—•-•T — — A -<• — — — «- . v *
with the executive government of the country. Besides 
having this influence in the jgol it ical .sphere, they also 
exercize their office in the social circle, when death 
enters the family, and through their office not only is 
the body of the deceased interred, but his spirit is sup­ 
posed to be escorted safely to the abode of the dead, and 
in this connection we find the worship of ancestors, to a
limited extent.
ORO. The supreme power in the worship of the spirits 
of the dead is ©r_b, especially among the Egbas, whose capital 
is Abeokuta. As in the case of many orishas, various con­ 
jectures have been made as to the meaning of the name. The 
simplest solution is.the best, vizt- that the term is onoma- 
top»ic. The origin of this cult is obscure. There are, 
oi course, certain myths which are offered to the curious 
for their acceptance, but none of them is worthy of much 
credence. The simplest explanation, and perhaps the most 
reliable, is that the Hausa people used the "bull-roarer"to 
scare the biras away from their farms, and the ingenious




-e:*er, remarkable that we find this instrument used in 
connection with spirit-worship in various countries of the 
world; but probably it is nowhere in such constant use 
as among the Egbas of Abeokuta, where it is heard on most 
nights fcf the year. The instrument as used by the Ifombas 
is a wooden lath varying in size from SJinches in lengfcft, 
by -f- inch broad, to 2 feet 6 in. in length, by 4 inches in 
breadth. The larger sizes are generally sometotoat oval 
in form, and slightly rounded on one side, while nearly 
flat on the other. The edges are not serrated, nor 
(as a rule) are there any special marks, or designs, en­ 
graved on it, as in the case of the £huringa of the 
Australian aborigines. The lath is perforated at one 
end, through which a string is passed, varying in length 
from six feet up to ten yards. In the case of the small 
and the medium sized lath, or "ore-stick" , the cord is
a
attached at the other end to somewhat flexible rod, or
A
wand, 6 feet or more in length, so that the instrument 
is raised in the air when in use.. The cord of t&e large 
powerful ones is attached, at the end remote from the lath, 
to a ball of cloth, grass or string, which is held in the
. Andrew Lang in ' Gustpm_&_Myth: tells us it was used
uoufti in Ancient Greece, and that it is so _ „ ., ftje, . 
used in Australia, ^ew Mexico, New Zealand and South Africa,
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hands of the operator. The small instrument is called 
frsheg.e., "trouble") and the large one Xg^$,(i.e."a sworcfy 
signii?ying tfte "trouble" which Oro brings to evil-doers, 
and the "swordwwherewith he beheads criminals. The small 
instrument gives a high, shrill note; but the pitch can 
be made to vary greatly according to the speed at which 
it is made to revolve round the operator. The length of 
the cord also affects the pitch, — the bigger the circle 
described, the deeper is the t^ne produced. It is impos­ 
sible to realize, without having experienced it> how in­ 
tensely weird and awe-inspiring a thing it is, to lie 
awake in the stillness of the night and to hear the deep 
booming of a full-sized "bull-roarer" drawing nearer, 
until at last the noise is deafening in intensity, and 
the air above and around one' s dwelling seems to be full 
of the agonized cries of a host of doomed spirits. 
While the small instrument can be played by small boys, 
and in the present day is in some parts even so used as 
a toy, the whole strength of a most powerful and exper­ 
ienced man is required to swing the full-sized one. The 
writer has seen such a player, bent double, the sweat 
pouring off him, as he, describing a huge circle of which 
he was 4a~ the centre, kept his body rotating by moving 
his feet with dancing steps, while he kept the "Oro" re-
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volving round him about.two feet off the ground. It is 
possible to swing the instrument without producing any 
audible sound. The secret of producing the note is that 
the lath must rotate on its own axis at the same time that 
it is revolving in a circle. This is effected by getting 
a twist on the string, which, when once started,will be 
maintainea automatically. The Oro-stick is correctly 
swung "clock-wise" , never (by a Yoruba) anti-Clockwise. 
There is no warrant for the suggestion of Col. Ell is that 
Oro-worship is of a phallic nature, or that the instrument 
itself is a representation of this. Although Dennett 
follows the colonel in this opinion, he admits that re-' 
peatea enquiries on this point produced indignant denials 
from natives of the country. These writers jump to their 
conclusion from the fact that among certain other tribes 
(distinctly lower in the scale of civilization) of Fest 
Africa, initiation of youths into similar societies is 
connected with their arrival at the age of puberty.
But the Yorubas are distinctly higher, both intellectually 
and morally, than the surrounding nations, and (while it 
must be aomitted that in certain cults the grosser side 
of heathenism is painfully evident) it is unjust, unfair, 
unnecessary and unscientific to impute to them a degree 
of degeneration to which other tribes have fallen, but 
of which they themselves den> the experience.
The Power of Oro. While Oro may be played by any 
person of the male sex, of any age, at such times as the spirit
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is allowed to be "out," the name strictly belongs to a 
most powerful secret society, which is the executive
government of the Egbas. The seat of government is in
the , 
Abeokuta, of which the head ia/Alake, or King, next to
whom are three chiefs; - the Nlado, or "head civil-chief7 
the Jaguna, or head "war-chief" and executioner, and the 
Mpgejj 'or "heir." The council, or senate, is known as 
the pfbpni, or "elders." These sit in council on all 
matters connected with the welfare of the town, and 
judge serious cases of misdemeanour. Their session is 
accompanied by spirit-drinking and by drumming, - the 
"Ogboni drum". When the members of the council are 
coming out into the street, the "Ogboni" note is sounded, 
and a loud-voiced crier proclaims a warning "HS-e-e-pal 
OgboniJ" whereupon all uninitiated met*,and all women, 
flee into the compounds, for if they encountered the 
Ogboni, they would be punished by beating, or fine, and 
sometimes (in olden times) even by death. The Ogboni, 
council is closely connected with Oro. If its members 
are judging a criminal case and decide that the culprit 
is to be condemned to death, he is "handed over to Oro." 
If members of the Oro-guild are present, the note of 
the"Ogboni-drum"is then and there changed to that of the 










All women must Instantly flee into the houses, forjhone may 
see Oro, under pain of death. Sufficient time having been 
given for the women to hide, the Oro-party comes out, piay- 
ing its instrument, and goes to the house of the condemned 
person to arrest him. He is then led out into the bush, 
to be put to death, which is said to be often after ter­ 
rible torture. There are certain groves sacred to Oro. 
No uninitiated person may enter these, under pain of 
death. The execution of fchfcr^ftElminal takes place within 
one of these groves by beheading. The fate of the crim­ 
inal is published to the world, as a warning to evil-doers, 
by his head being nailed to a tree in a market-place, or 
some other public position, —• this is done at night, when 
none but the Oro-party see the transaction. Or, he is 
"carried off by Oro, w both body and soul£, and neither the 
living man, or his lifeless corpse, is ever seen again; 
but his clothes§,or part of them, may be seen in a tree, 
where they have been torn from him as Oro carried him 
away through the air. This punishment is spiritual, as 
well as physical, for it is believed that the spirit of 
a dead person cannot get safely to the realms of the de­ 
parted, until the corpse is buried with due rites. Those 




Oro may also be employed as an instrument of 
banishment. If it is deemed necessary to expel some 
"undesirable" from the country and the way is not easy, 
the authorities put the matter into the hands of Oro. 
An "Oro confinement" is proclaimed for a stated period. 
During the time ,that it prevails, the Oro parties surround 
the house of the individual and play their instruments, 
perhaps giving out also weird cries. They then don- 
duct him away to the bush and "his (?) voice" is heard, 
far^ off from the town. He is never seen again and is said 
to be "banished by Pro"* fnwpn fi Orb le e nilu (i.e., 
"They with Oro drive him from the towni " ) . 
As a general rule, Oro may come out any night, between 
sunset and sunrise. For this reason, women dare not 
venture out of doors in Abeokuta-J except in daylight. 
During the day he may only come out in emergencies, as 
noted above, to arrest any special criminal, or when a 
"confinement" has been officially proclaimed. Twice 
during the writer's sojourn in Abeokuta a "nine-days 1 
confinement" was ordered. Every house, that had any 
window looking on to the street, had to have every 
such window covered by mats, and the door of every house, 
or/




or compound, had to be kept closed; for no woman (under 
pain of death) might be seen from the street, or be 
able to see into the street. When the writer had left 
the town, during one of these confinements, for a jour­ 
ney to the further interior, his child (under a year 
old) was taken by the senior missionary into the street 
to "see Oro"J The Oro party surrounded him and with 
the greatest concern demanded "Qlconrln ni, tabi oblrln?" 
i.e. "la it man or woman?" - "What does it matter?" 
said the missionary, "It is only a baby, under a year 
old, and cannot take any notice, or remember what it 
sees.'" — "Oh; but we must know. If a woman, it 
must die". ——"Ah, well, do not distress yourselves, 
for it is a mani" - "0 daraj ("It is good*) now we 
are satisfied, and he may see Oro, since he is a mani" 
Any woman who saw Oro played, or confessed that she knew 
how the noise was produced,was in the olden days put to 
death without mercy. But, if she saw the Oro-stick 
lying in a house, and, on being asked what it was, re­ 
plied "Only a bit of wood; it is nothing more," she 
would probably escape. These lengthy confinements 
were generally ordered when specially evil deeds were 
to be done. After they were concluded, dead bodies 
would be found in the bush, victims of human sacrifice 
(not publicly offered), or objects of the vengeance of 




They were also used in past years to provide an oppor­ 
tunity of sending away slave-caravans, consisting of 
townspeople who had been kidnapped by the marauding 
bands (or "war-boys") of the chiefs of the town. 
The so-called "inter-tribal wars" were kept up con­ 
tinually as an excuse for this kidnapping, and frequent­ 
ly chiefs sdt their war-boys to kidnap the people of 
their own town, whom they were in office to ppotect 1. 
On one occasion a man from a neighbouring township, 
who had been thus kidnapped and escaped, complained to 
the chief. Several ..chief s were sitting in council 
when this man^s case was heard. "Who ; is the man who 
caused you to be caught?"—he was asked. "I do not 
know him," he replied, "but they call him M——————" k 
The man thus named was one of those hearing his caseJ 
His fellow-chiefs smiled slightly, but no reply was made. 
On one occasion, this same chief had a large number of 
such captives shut up, waiting for an opportunity to sell 
them into slavery to another tribe (their reputed enemies), 
when a great fire broke out, and his premises were threat­ 
ened. His servants begged him to allow these victims 
be brought out; but he refused, and caused them all to 
perish^ in order that nbt one should escape to testify






The seated figure is the "Oro-King", who only 
comes out on special occasions. The man on the 
observer's extreme left is holding an Oro-stick (or 
"Bull-roarer") of the smallest size.
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to be seen playing the oro-stick ( or "bull-roarer") 
all over the town; many of them being more or less 
drunk, and in addition to this the Oro-king1 and his 
wife (both being men) come out in state. It will be 
seen from the accompanying photograph that, although 
they wear, wooden masks, etc., the whole person is not 
concealed, thus differing from the eguns, to be des- 
•ribed shortly.
After the death of any important person,very much 
"Orow is heard at night, and after such a visit, or 
after an W0ro confinement", one or more trees will be 
seen,from which all the branches have been cut off, 
and at the top of the tree a white flag, or cloth, has 
been placed. In cases of special importance the cloth 
is stretched from the top of one tree to the top of 
another near at hand. Sometimes other articles, such 
as mats, gin bottles, or demijohns, or old clothes, are 
seen fastened to the stumps of the branches. This is
called the ceremony of Pro pag*i> or Pro 3?gi? C Oro
or "Oro eats the tree 1 /* 
kills the tr.ee"A Every leaf and every young shoot
has entirely disappeared from the tree. These are 
supposed to have been entirely eaten up by the spirit 
of/
highest functionary of Oro, in Abeokuta^ is the 
jQlogbo of IJgun. (2i2St2 signifies "cal').
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of the recently deceased person, who has now become deified. 
This ceremony always ta'ses place at night, and is never 
allowed to be seen by any person who has not been initi- r 
ated as a member of the secret society of Oro. A proverb
says, A ki ri aje^u Oro, i.e. "No one ever sees that which ——————— j™..,.
is devoured by Oro". " Other ceremonies connected with
Oro-worship are (I) ^gt>a^i£ana, a calabash ceremony to get 
a troublesome spirit (manes} out of a dwelling-house, and 
(2) the Jjpade ceremony (originally connectea specially with 
hunters) to remove the spirit, whose worn-out garments,
cap, etc., are removed to •& place outside the town, a clay
2 . figure of the deceased sometimes being set up with them,
EGUN3UN, which is pronounced "Eh-gung-gung" , and 
frequently contracted into fgun, signifies "bone" or 
"skeleton". An egun is supposed to be the spirit 
of a deceased person, who has returned to earth. It 
is absolutely essential that not a single particle of 
the human form should be visible, for, if this rule is
*Col. Ell is says that the rock Olump inff Abeokuta is 
"sacred to Oro &.nd none may ascend it". It is true 
that much Oro-worship ta>,es place on this roc;c, but 
the statement that none may ascend it is not correct. 
The colonel was never in Abeokuta, but the writer 
lived there ana has ascended and crossed over the 
2 said rock.
















broken, the man wearing the dress must die (presumably as
being an Impost-orl), and every woman present must likewise 
Ale. In some parts of the country, the dress may be made 
of grass, and a wooden mask worn. This is the case in 
the Benin country, where there is a similar performance 
called Ovia. in the Niger delta, these figures are call­ 
ed Maws, and are generally entirely swathed in mats. But, 
as will be seen from the accompanying photo,—taken by the 
writer in Abeokuta^in that town, and in Yorabaland generally, 
the dress is made entirely of native cotton cloth, and 
made up into one garment, including the head-piece, 
which has perforations in the face,i 6.r veil, through which 
the man within can see out. An Egun invariably carries 
a whip, or long flexible* wand, with which he drives people 
away. Eguns may come out freely in the day-time, and do 
so singly, or in small companies. They walk, leap, dance 
in grotesque fashion, and run after people and frighten 
them. They are generally attended by one or more "fol/- 
Jowers w , in ordinary human form. The Egun sometimes 
utters strange cries, and invariably talks a great deal, 
but his speech is always in "Egun-voice", which is of a 
deep ventriloquial tone. In all his antics, the Egun 
has to be extremely careful not to touch any other per­ 
son. Should he do so, ever so slightly,(e.g., if the 
wind caused his garment to barely touch the garment of 
any ordinary man, woman, or child| he would be put to




touched, or by whom he was touched, and so also would 
every woman present. The same penalty would be in­ 
flicted on him, if any accident to his dress during 
his "dancing" revealed any portion of his body, while 
any woman was present. The extreme jealousy with 
which the secret, that the "spirit" was only a man 
dressed upvawas guarded is shewn by the following two 
incidents:-
On one occasion an Egun who was dancing in Abeo- 
kuta in the presence of a crowd, which contained a 
large number of woman, had the misfortune to tear 
his clothes. He was killed, and every woman present 
was taken and also put to deatfr. The horror produced 
by this event was so great that Egun-worshlp was 
never again permitted in the particular township where 
it occurred.
At another time, when the seaport of Lagos alone 
was a British colony, and the rest of the country en­ 
tirely under native government, two Eguns were dancing 
in the streets of Lagos, and some trouble occurred 
for which they were arrested and brought into the 
court. The presiding magistrate insisted that they 
should uncover their heads and show their faces. 
Among the spectators in the court were two girls from 




brother "we are no longer afraid of the Eguns, for 
we have seen and learned what they are," stating how 
they had made the discovery. The brother (possibly 
fearing for his own safety if it were discovered 
that he knew and did not report this) informed the 
chiefs, and the two girls were put to death.
The Egunwdance, however, is regarded as a piece 
of fun and is greatly enjoyed, certainly by the men. 
These "spirits 11 , having frightened the market women 
from their stalls? help themselves (in their own 
persons, or through their followers) to the commod­ 
ities exposed for sale. They do not resent question­ 
ing, or even a moderate amount of "chaff"; but no 
disrespect must be shown to them by, or in the presence 
of,women. One morning the late Rev. T. Harding was 
passing through a certain township and encountered 
an Egun, who was entertaining the crowd. He saluted 
the "spirit", |J'ktf. owuP9 'o^Dnllre? i.e., "Good morning! 
Do you wake well?" Tiie Egun fell into the trap; 
giving the customary reply A dup? i.e., "We give thanks 1 
The.missionary, with a smile, said to the people, 
"Spirits do not sleep!" Missionaries have always to 
act tactfully, striking the happy mean between needless­ 





countenancing false beliefs on the other, so that, while 
treating the Eguns with courtesy, as any other person, 
and avoiding anything that might endanger the life of 
any one, it was essential to avoid any appearance of 
fear of these beingw. Late OIB afternoon, shortly 
before sunset, as the writer and his wife were coming 
along a narrow road, with a wall on the right hand, 
and a bank of earth on the left, they met an Egun, 
behaving in a very blustering manner. They were with­ 
in 100 yards, or so, of their Mission House, from the 
verandah of which two of the native maids were looking 
on. These explaimed in terror, W0hj Missis will be 
killed." It was necessary to go on, or turn back 
(as if in fear) and endeavour to reach hotee by a long 
detour. The writer said "Show no fear. We will go 
straight on; but be careful not to touch him. He 
will give way to us. 11 When the respective parties 
were within about two yards of each other, the Egun, 
gracefully sat down on the bank, at the left hand. 
The writer thanked him and gave him a courteous sal­ 
utation to which he as courteously (but in "Egun-voice") 
replied. <Eh*e care was, of course, taken to allow 
sufficient space between the clothes of the "spirit" 
and the oniwasu, i.e. "Missionary." 
It will be recognised that while women may look on 




apparently) in complete ignorance of the deceit 
practised on them. Not only must they not by sight, 
or touch, prove that the tision is other than a 
disembodied spirit; they must not even laugh at him, 
or show him any disrespect, still less say that he 
is only a man in disguise.
In June of each year the Annual Egnn festival is 
held, for seven days. It is the "ibiuba WA11 Souls" 
festival, when mourning is repeated for all those who 
have died during the last few years. Egungun is 
specially powerful in Ibadan, even as Pro is in Abeo- 
kuta.
Under certain conditions the Egun need not be 
dressed up; but this is only when he is quite hidden 
from view by other circumstances. A curious and un­ 
common example of this, which the writer only once 
experienced,was as follows:-
In 1894 Mr & Mrs Farrow and two single lady mis­ 
sionaries (new recruits to the Mission) were stationed 
at Kud-^ti, a township in Ibadan. Their mission-house 
was close to the boundary wall of a compound which 
also contained the houses of a school-master, a cate- 
(BBffflgt. and the Rev. D. Olubi, an elderly native clergy- 




previously with the Rev. D. Hinderer. One night, 
somewhere about mid-night, the missionaries were 
awakened by an awful voice, and appalling groans, 
which came (apparently) from the spot immediately 
below the windows of the Mission House. Their first 
thought,on awakening, was that some terrible murder 
must be taking place and an appeal being made for 
help; but the writer soon recognized the "Egun- 
voice" and was able to make out what was said.-— 
One of the young recruits confessed next morning that 
she had been terrified, fearing that a madman had ex- 
caped and was trying to force his way into the mission 
house.——• This nocturnal visitor was really a "night- 
egun," who took up a position under the wall of the 
mission compound, just outside the Mission house, 
and, pretending that he was the spirit of a man who 
had been a friend and companion of Mr. Olubi in the 
days of his heathen condition in Abeokuta, now pro­ 
ceeded to "salute" him, expecting an answer in the 
way of a present, and ridiculing and chaffing him 
with having become a Christian for the sake of world­ 
ly advantage. This one-sided conversation was as 





:' (pause). "Olubi - .E ,'kiS atijoJ" (salutation -'
•" *^ ••• *^< •*• *W *•• ^» ^* *•» *• «• «• MTMV
after a long absence.1" -'several times repeated, with 
pauses, interspersed with frightful groans). "Olubi.1 
I haven't seen you for a long timeJ -' Why don t you 
answer me? - You've done a jolly good thing for your-' 
self, haven't you? -'Fine thing to be an onjgbagb^, < i. e. 
"a believer") isn't it?" (groans, ad.Hb. & pauses)-"Why
aon't you answer me (i.e. "come out and give me a present")?" 
This went on for a considerable space of time, something 
between half an hour and an hour, until the disappointed 
and disgusted "spirit", after a final outburst of groans, 
retired ana went back to "spirit-land" (or to his sleeping-/ 
mat) J
There is in Lagos a similar society to that of the
Egungun, called Adamu-br|3a (aj5lSffi.U * "confusion" , "a 
mistaken view", or "heresy"), which seems to denote that 
this society can confound ana overcome the orishas. 
The dress is not in one piece. It comprizes a large 
gown, sewn native fashion with very long and wide sleeves,
a long white veil, and a broad-brimmed hat, also an 
Aro^ale^,-a piece of strong cloth to rub the earth with. 
A special wand ( white) is carried,which is constructed 
hollow with innumerable cross bars within. It is 
partially filled with seeds, so that, as the wand is
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turned, or even slightly agitated with either end upper­
most, a weird, rustling sound is produced, which, of
course, is to be regarded as the voice of "spirits."
Some think that this Adamu-orisha is merely a local­
ized form of the giuku of Ijebu, described in the follow4ng
paragraph. It takes the form of a play and its
object is to lay the corpse (and thereby the spirit)
of a deceased, person.
IjjLUKTJ. gluku is another secret society connected 
with spirit-worship, practised to some extent in Abeo- 
kuta, but with much less frequency than Oro, or Egunguny 
The real home of gluku is the Ijebu country, where it 
possesses the same executive power as Oro in Abeokuta, 
and Egun in JJj^ and Ibadan; 
feence the proverb :-
.°QyQ 1'elegun; ggba I'oloro; Ijebu l
i.e., "Qy? has the Egun cult; ?gba has the Oro cult; 
Ijebu has the Agenw} cult" — - Ageing being a materialized 
form of ]«!luku.
JU--: The name gluku signifies "You must beat him to death," 
in reference to its executionary power in punishing 
criminals. ^Sluku only comes out at night, and is 
"heard"; but not "seen", except by the initiated; or 
by others at their peril. Great secrecy was formerly 
observed concerning it, and the writer could get very 
little information concerning this cult. One usually 




of his people «§H4 that £Luku was "extremely wicked", 
and so powerful that "even Oro must go in if ^lukri 
cornea out." Others say that $luk\i must hide from 
Oro. Certain it is that the two were never both heard 
at the same time. Elukii announces his presence by a 
most unearthly shriek, somewhat sustained, which is pro­ 
duced by the mouth of a highly trained performer, as
a. 
Some say, "by means ofA leaf in the mouth," as in the case
of the Calabar Egbo. It can be heard at a very great 
distance. The pseudonymous writer "Adesola," who has 
written a scries of articles on ISbruba burial customs in 
the Nigerian Chronicifb, says that "Eluku is the Oro of 
the Ijebus", that it came from Iraye, and that its. pre­ 
siding spirit, or deity, is descended from the royal 
house of Oniloku, which is the state title of the 
monarch of Iraye.
The social office of Eluku (as of Oro and Egun) is to———3————
donduct funeral rites. These are performed on the 
third, seventh and fourteenth days after the death. The 
seventh is the great day. The coffin, with the corpse, 
or bones, of the deceased, or a bare plank to represent 
the same, is placed, an hour after sunset, in a well-light- 
ed compound, and the spirit is invoked, and questions 
asked and answered about him. This chorus is sung,
I'ai^e ol/
» ——~.«» <^*~ «• •« '
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B Vai _ser§ _1 J_QPU» t^a Jkq 
that is: —
'feat richly in this world 1 
We know not whether there is eating in heaven.
Do well in this world! 
We know not whether there is well-doing in heaven."
Sacrifices are offered, the deceased is again invoked, 
and responde (J) in the loud cries of ElukuV On the 
fourteenth day his shrine is fixed.
The political aspect of ^luku is prominent in the 
Annual Festival. Late a at night his cries are heard and 
a song sung which is most terrifying, describing the 
deity in his office of executioner. But he blesses his 
worshifpers in a verse written in dactylic measure, of which
the translation is, ——
"My child, my child, long life to thee, 
Coupled with health! 
A parent thou'lt be
Of living sons and fruitful daughters." 




society called Egbo, * the members of which produced a 
similar unearthly shriek to that of'ljjl'uktf by means of a leaf 
in the mouth. As in the case of Oro and IJluki}, women and 
uninitiated men must keep out of the way of Egbo.
AGEM^. Ag$m$ is the materialized form of the 
5luku spirit of deceased parents or ancestors. The 
name signifies "able to change form", and so is also 
the word for a chameleon. The agemp is properly a 
circular object, about three feet in height, and with 
a radius of from 18 to 24 inches. It is open at the
top? but no inquisitive gaze is permitted, as the fig- f 
ure is entirely surrounded by old men, who are them-' 
selves enveloped in mats. It seldom issues out from 
its own grove. When it does so, it plays and whirls 
itself about. Even chiefs do obeisance (dobal§). to 
it, ana women (keeping a great way off) likewise pros-' 
trate themselves sideways (yjinrinkai this being the 
African curtsey. There is a feathered age,mg, known
2 'as the
ABHEU. Afctkti (from bl,"to beget", & . kuY'to die") iscon-
nectedLith the death of children, who die before reach-'
(ing)
if • i T .
*Livingstone, M|-ry,.Silessor >ip oJp<.Cal.abar, p. 121 etc. 
2 *" ' ~" ' 'e, Nos. 31 & 32, (June 1909).
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reaching the age of puberty. As infant mortality is 
terribly high, this cult has great influence. The 
term includes the spirits of those who die in childhood, 
and, also, the class of evil spirits which causes their 
death. Only one abfku can take possession of a child.
i
He is checked by the jealousy of his fellow abikus, who 
only allow him to enter on condition that he shares the 
child's food, etc., with them. The insatiable demands 
of these outside spirits cause the emaciation and ulti­ 
mate death of the child. To guard against this danger, 
iron rings, waist belts, anklets and wristlets of beadd, 
and other charms are put upon the young children from 
their earliest days.-1- Should these fail to keep away 
the ablkiis, cuts are made in the child's skin, and chillie 
peppers are rubbed in to torture the evil spirit out 
the child. In the event of death being attributed to 
Abfkrl the body was formerly thrown into the bush, or 
hacked to pieces to destroy the abiku.





THE OBJECTS OF BELIEF.- ( D) THE DE¥ IL.
There is no orisha, properly so-called, that is com­ 
monly worshipped by all Yoruba pagans. A man, or woman, 
may worship one, or any number of such deities, or in a 
few cases (as previously mentioned) the individual may 
worship no orisha; but all, without exception, believe 
in, and pay at least some measure of worship, or reverence 
to Eju, i.e.,"the devil". Although his worship is
general throughout Yorubaland, it is particularly culti­ 
vated in the Ijesha and Ondo districts, and in the Benin 
country, ana the tribes dwelling there have always been 
noted as the most wicked and cruel of all the Yoruba-' 
speaking peoples. An Ijesha man, well-known to the 
writer, was named S|u-t6-3ln, which means "The devil is 
sufficient to worship".
The name E$u, or Ejhu, comes from jgti,("to be, or be­ 
come dark'*) and signifies " darkness" , or "the dark one" , i.e. 
"the prince of darkness". He is emphatically the supreme
evil spirit, anaCas such) is not taken into dwelling- ' 
houses, but has his shrine in the street. In some 
form or other, he is represented at the entrance to
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every town, compound or house. A proverb says "fesu 
fco ni iwa; akp ile r$ si ita ," i.e. "The devil has 
no character; (therefore) his house is made for him in 
the street." Another name by which he is frequently 
called is glegbara or glfrgba, am ambiguous title, which 
may mean either*1 the one who takes the body", or "the 
one who saves"; probably this name of double meaning 
Is, designedly/given, so that, while the good meaning 
may please the spirit himself, the other may serve to 
warn mankind. Bishop Crotrfcher in his VjPGj£p**la££ 
simply gives, as its equivalent, "Satan, the god of 
mischief". Ellis describes him as the phallic god 
of the "torubas; but this is not strictly correct. 
Some forms of image, made to represent him,may appear 
to support this idea, but he may just as reliably be 
called the "god of wealth", because his wooden images 
are always adorned with strings of cowries, and cowries, 
(the native currency) are a constant offering to him, 
(cf. Pluto among the ancient Greeks). He is really 
the deity of supreme wickedness in all its forms, and; 
another of his titles expresses this, viz: - Buruku — 
an intensely emphatic word for "Wicked", or "Evil", - 
buru (verb)*"to be bad", buburu (adjective) - "bad" 













Prom this it is evident that the worship of Eshu 
originated from fear. He was regarded as the powerful 
spirit of evil, ever ready to do mischief, who must be 
appeased, and made at least non-malevolent towards his 
devotees. From this, however, it was not a very difficult 
process to go further and seek t6 induce him to exercize
his great power in behalf of his worshippers. Thus we
in 
find that/practice, he is not only offered propitiatory
sacrifices, but he is prayed to and offered gifts, to 
secure his favour in conferring benefits upon those 
who serve him. So far is this carried, that it is 
sometimes said "There is a good Eshu and there is a 
bad Eshu", or 'feshu is not wholly bad", i.e. "not so black 
as he is painted!"
The devil is represented by images of different forms. (1). 
The correct and chief form.' appearsto be a simple pillar 
of mud, slightly conical in form and adorned by three 
more or less rounded marks or the insertion of three 
shells instead. This, if in the open street, will be 
covered by a small shed thatched with jJ£Ui, or palm leaves. 
C 0. The household Eshu must be always of mud and in 
human form. Another form is made of wood and more or 
less human in form. This is generally in a sitting 
position, with the hands resting on the knees, but some­ 









"Elegba ... is always represented naked, seated with 
his hands on his knees, etc.", but the fact is that he is 
not always so represented. The accompanying photograph 
taken by the writer, shews him represented by a wooden 
image, wearing a cloth covering his body, and adorned 
with strings of cowrie shells. This "devil-shrine11 
was very near to the mission house. It shows also cowrie 
shells which have been thrown down as an offering by 
passers-by. (3X Small wooden images are made to 
represent this evil deity, to which are attached leather 
loops, by which they may be carried when the owner is 
on a journey. Two illustrations are given of such, now 
in the writer's possession-*-
(a). The first figure shows the devil in a kneeling 
posture, supporting with its hands breasts of a female 
type. The idea expressed is that this deity gives 
nourishment. It is to be noted that figures of the 
devil are always given hair dressed after the fashion 
of women. ("MQEiiba men almost invariably shave their heads, 
or are close-cropped). This might lead to the supposition 
that Eahu is regarded as a female personage, or that there 
is a male and a female devil. The truth is,however, that 




AN IMAGE OF ESHU —— THE DEVIL' (a).
Short strings of cowrie shells hung from the platform on 
which .the figure is kneeling. The perforation at tne bot- 
iom.of.the handle is for the leather thong by which the 
image is carried when., travelling*
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always spoken of as HheM ; but this does not preclude 
him from possessing certain feminine characteristics, 
("b) The second image is a very small one, only three 
inches in height; but is of special interest, on 
account of the markings engraved upon,it. This figure, 
below the breast, is not of human form, but merges into 
a square pillar. On three of its four sides are engraved 
tifO boards precisely similar to a Mohammedan writing tablet 
(wala). This, however, has nothing to do with with 
the Islamic faith, but is the divining board used by 
the babalawo, or Ifa priest, in consulting his deity. 
Thus it illustrates the connection between Ifa (the oraclej 
and Eshu (the prince oof darkness), who gave to If a the 
clue, by which he might find out and reveal the dark or 
hidden things.!. Again the number of lines on each side 
is symbolical, as were the cowrie strings which formed 
the necklace of the image. All numbers have symbolic 
meanings, Efrery odd number (except "one") has a bad 
meaning, and every even number a good one. Now Eshu 1 s 
numbers are particularly five and seven, usually the latter, 
and so we find that the image had seven strings of seven 
cowries each. The number of lines engraved on the sides 
are likewise all uneven numbers. This image was formerly
placed on a mat at the rood-side. Sometimes Eshu is 
_. _-




A...PORTABLE IMAGE OF SSHU.(bV.
This, image normally has seven strings of cowrie 
shells round its body. Three have been removed 
from one side to show the engraved figures of 
divining tablets founo on its two siaes and 
back. The front has two projecting female 
breasts. The image illustrates the connection 
between Eshu (the Devil) and I fa (the Oracle).
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simply represented "by a rough stone on which the blood 
of sacrifices (e.g. f.owls) is spilt. One such stone*
is in the writer 1 s possession, and its former owner in
her
giving it up to the writer (on conversion to Christianity)A
told him it was dedicated to Eshu and had been so used. 
Its surface is covered with old blood stainsj Eshu, 
in consequence of the bargain he made with Ifa , receives 
a portion of the sacrifices offered to the other gods, 
some of the blood, at least, is poured out to him (as 
has been noted in the case of 6gun), before the victim 
is offered to the particular orisha who is invoked. It 
is supposed that,M he is not thus appeased with the 
first blood, he will prevent the orisha to whom the 
sacrifice is offered from accepting the same. This i». 
another indication that Eshu stands apart from the Orishas 
and that he is regarded as a being superior to them in 
cunning and in power. The special victims offered to 
Eshu for his own sacrifices are cocks;, dogs and he-goats. 
Ellis says that on n very important occasions a human 
victim is offered to him." This may have been the case 
in olden times, but the writer never knew of such being 
offered to Eshu.
that -Eshu 1 s chief place of c.bode is on a mount­
ain, Igbe1?i by name, supposed to be situated near the Klger,
*•» *•••• J ̂  »
where he has a large palace of brass, and keeps a large 
• Shown in the photograph on p. 129a.
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number of retainers. His special functions are, as we 
should expect, the working out of his character. His 
chief attributes are mischief, cunning and might. As 
mentioned above, he is worshipped to propitiate and 
placate him towards the worshipper. His aid is also 
invoiced in behalf of the same worshipper, and this may be 
for the bestowal of some gift, through his power, or for 
injury to the worshipper's enemy. Again, because of his 
cunning and knowledge, he is frequently consulted as to 
the ordinary affairs of daily 1'ife. He can be consulted 
directly (without the aid of a babalawo) by his worshippers, 
with the saving of time and expense, and his answers are 
regarded as infallible. Sixteen cowrie shells are used 
as the instruments of divination in this case. No Yoruba 
man, or woman, having consulted Eshu, would dare to disregard 
the answer given by this oracle. A simple sacrifice, com-' 
prising at least palm-oil and very cold water, must be of-' 





The pagan Yoruba Is a very religious person. He ren­ 
ders worship to his deity, or deities, in various ways, both
personally and in communion with others. Three days 
after birth, the new-born child is acknowledged by the 
father as his own, and If a is consulted, through the 
Jbaba^awp, and returns answer as to the orisha that the
child is to worship, and the |W^s.(or prohibitions) that
it is to observe. * This orisha then becomes the tute-' 
lary god of the child, to be worshipped by him throughout 
his life. Seven days after the birth of a girl, nine 
days after that of a. boy, the babalawo comes again, offers 
a sacrifice to Ifa and to the Olori (or indwelling spirit 
of the child's head - see Chapter 2), sprinkles the child 
three times with a water of purification and thrice pro-' 
nounces its name. The fire in the room is extinguished 
and its embers carried out. Thus we have a purification 
by sacrifice, water and fire.
PRAYER. The Yoruba heathen well illustrates the 
desire for God divinely implanted in the human heart.
1.
A similar custom is observed in the Gaboon country -











On rising from his sleeping mat in the early morning, 
he will speak to none, and engage in no work; until he 
has first"saluted11 his orisha, thanking the god for 
protection and seeking his blessing for the new day. 
Thus doily private prayer is practised.
Early one morning as the writer wes travelling up the river 
Ogun by canoe, he saw a woman come down to the water-side, 
and salute the river. Entering the water until it 
covered her feet, she stood and recited prayers, then 
she advanced until her knees were covered, and, success­ 
ively, her hips, and her body up the arm-pits, reciting
more prayers at each stand. The canoe rounding a
sooji 
bend of the river, she was lost to view. She was doubt-
A
less a worshipper of Yemaja, the goddess of the said river. 
Each orisha has its own appointed sacred day for worship. 
It is said that some have a week of five days, and some 
a week of seventeen days. The Yoriaba week is really, 
according to European reckoning,a week of four days; 
but the African includes the first day of the new week, 
and so calls it a week of five days. Each day of this 
four-day week is called by the name of one of the greater 





















ARTICLES USED IN WORSHIP.
1. & 2. are bells used in the worship of the 
god4e*e Qbatala. They are made of sheet 
metal bent as shown, and contain clappers.
3. is a Shango bell, made of two sheets of 
metal, welded together at the edges, thus 
forming a flattish oval, with sharp edges. 
The bell has no clapper, but is struck by 
the hand.
4. The sacred stone of Shango, very carefully 
ground, one side being sharpened as shown.
5. A devil stone, stained with the blood of 
numerous sacrifices. (The photographer
has unfortunately placed this stone upside 
down, its base being uppermost.
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(i.e. Secret) « Ifa's Day.
Jakut£_ r Shango ' s Day. 
pbatala (or Orishala) s pbatala 1 s Day.
and each of these deities in turn is said to be 
worshipped "every fifth day". Certain of the lesser 
deities may be worshipped on the same day as any of
the greater ones. When one is said to be worshipped
t^â ' 
on every "seventeenth A ( i.e. every sixteenth accord­
ing to European reckoning); the significance is that 
he has one sacred day in every four 'weeks'^ 
c The ritual of the day includes the offering of the 
prescribed sacrifices, and often processions, with 
music and dancing, especially at the great festivals. 
The dancing is of a slow measured type, generally with 
symbolical steps, undulations and contortions of the 
body. The musical instruments are usually drums, 
bells, (of special pattern according to the orisha) 
and rattles. To the accompaniment of these instru­ 
ments, native lyrics are sung in praise of the partic­ 
ular deity. Christian lyrics have been written in 
the same style, chiefly for evangelistic purposes, the 
poetic style and the accompanying melody being strictly
African.
-- - — ..
See Appendix (CJ- p. 233.
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SACRIFICE. The principle of sacrifice has two sides, 
the negative side of self-denial, and the positive side 
of offering, or oblation. Taboo in its religious aspects 
is a kind of negative sacrifice, a real denial of self 
in deference to the wish or decree of the deity. The 
"^Diufoa term for this is Ewp (pronounced'1 Eh-waw') and it 
holds a large place in, and exercizes absolute sway over 
the life of every Yonaba heathen. Three days after birth, 
the Ifa priest not only declares what orisha is to be 
worshipped by the new-comer into the world, but also the 
four 'ew^s which he must always observe; viz:- (l) his 
own orisha (i.e. he is forbidden to marry a woman whose 
orisha is the same as his own); (2) an animal "ew£; (3) 
a vegetable ew§5 (4) an omen ew$ (a rat, bird, or snake). 
These are his personal 'Sw£s 9 .of which he may never eat. 
In times of sickness, the patient often esteems it more 
urgent to find out his ewfr in thft. disease than to receive 
the rem6<sty. Then again each orisha has its special ew^s, 
i.e things which must never be offered to it in sacrifice, 
not be partaken of by its worshippers.
Offerings in sacrifice vary very greatly. Kola-nuts may 
——i
be offered to every orisha, but in the case of Obata'la, 
to whom everything of a red colour is ew£,(i.e. .taboo), 
only the white (or "bitter") Kola may be offered. The
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ordinary (pink) :3kola is largely used for purposes of 
divination, but its chief use is to symbolize friendship, 
or purification after a quarrel or dispute. For this 
purpose the nut is split and partaken of by both (or all) 
parties concerned. Partaking of the nut in common is a 
sacred act of communioji. To say w we have split the Kola" 
is to say "The dispute is over and we have become friends" 
Offerings of cowrie shells (currency) are constantly made 
to Eshu (Satan). Practically all kinds of food may be 
offered in sacrifice, and most kinds of living creatures, 
from reptiles up to man; but, among birds, the vulture
»
(j^kala) the turkey buzzard (g^nuj^giln) and the grey parrot 
(bfe) are ewo ,to all ofcishas; the green parrot (.a&anran) 
however may be offered. Palm-oil accompanies many 
sacrifices. Sacrifices are not offered promiscuously, 
or hap-hazard. There is a prescribed offering for each 
special purpose, e.g., "against death in sickness - a sheep; 
for longevity - a dog; for strength to the body - a ram sheep 
and a cock; against losses - a basket of eggs,-moat of 
which are usually employed with leaves sacred to If a; 
against being lied upon - domestic pigeons and palm-nut 
shells; against trouble and misfortune-rats (i.e. bandi­ 
coots) ; against drought - male crabs, from which water 
drops each time one makes a leap; against a flood from
' • * • •.....
(sic) i.e. slandered .
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incessant rain,or for confusion of a plot - snails; 
against a fire-accident - a wild-hog or a duck, with 
different kinds of If a leaves; for victory in time of 
war - a ram sheep and an old cock together; against the 
death of a very young child - a hen that had had chickens; 
to be permitted to come to a title, and for the destruction 
of a plot - a wild hog." 1 *
At the offering of a special sacrifice, the priest 
(babalawo) indicates what is required. The worshippers 
prostrate themselves saying Toto, totohun, an abbreviation 
for Tofr6huh, emi k^> se b? mo, i.e. "It is enough; never 
will I do so again." The priest intercedes for the 
worshippers, and points out ±kx& their humiliation and 
penitence. He then kills the sacrificial victim and 
pours out the blood on the ground. In some cases the 
head and entrails are exposed before the temple in a 
shallow earthen vessel. Sometimes in response to the 
appeal of the priest, an audible answer (n from the god1."^ 
is heard in a bird-like chirping twittering vo.icje. Bills 
suggests that this is the work of a hidden confederate 
with a blade of grass in his mouth! The carcases of 
sacrifices are disposed of in various ways. In the 
Irapada (or Redemption Offering) the whole victim is 
burnt with fire, and, when consumed, the smouldering
mm m* mm ^ •• »* •— •" •» •• «•• *• •» "• ^» *" •» *•• «•• *•• •* «•••«••••• MM •• m •» •• •• «M ^ «
• «« •«» «• ^t ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ,,» mm ^^ ^^ mm ^^
1.
Bishop James Johnson in 'Isin bibo Orisa,
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ashes are quenched with water and then taken out and 
deposited on a public road, as is the case with all other 
offering and gifts ^to Eshu; -.? Sometimes the victims are 
taken out of the town alive and "lost" in the bush, 
being supposed to bear away • the sin, guilt and trouble
o
of the offerer which had been transferred to them. • Or 
(with a similar intent) they may be thrown into a river, 
or the sea (if offered to Olokun), or buried in the earth. 
Some sacrifices (e.g. fowls offered to bgiin by hunters 
before starting on an expedition) are consumed by the 
offerers, but the blood must be first poured out. In 
other cases, the blood of the victim is sprinkled n on the 
two side posts and on the lintel" and on the floor itself
"3
of the worshipper's house. T*/ Sometimes the carcase
of the victim is thrown from priest to priest, from hand
4to hand, without being allowed to touch the ground.
Sometimes the victims ( especially young chickens) are 
taken out to some public road, and left to be devoured alive 
by beasts or birds of prey. Sometimes, again, the IbJLood 
of the victim is streaked upon the head of the offerer to
c
signify that he is the one for whom the propitiation is made. ;
mm mm ••• mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm — mm mm m~ mm mm mm mm ^ mm mm mm mm mm mm mm, mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm ~  mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
1. Of. Israel's "Sin-offering on Day of A tenement."
2. Cf. Israel's "Scapegoat".
3. Cf. The Israelite "Passover".
4. Cf. The Israelite "Heave Offering"




The supreme sacrifice of the Yorabas is, of course, 
the human sacrifice, but the offering of human victims 
seems never to have prevailed among the true Yornibas and 
Egbas to the appalling extent to which it was carried by 
the allied tribes of Ondo and Benin on the East,and the 
neighbouring people of Dahomey on the west. This was not 
(as one writer supposed) because the "ifortiba Hings had less 
power than those of the peoples referred to; but' was due to the 
fact that the Egbas and other true Yorubas never ( as gar as
we can trace) sank to such a low level of degradation as the
to others. The practice did, however, prevail a considerable
extent; but is now, owing to the whole country being under 
the British government, strictly forbidden. In olden 
days there was an annual basket sacrifice in Abeokuta 
in which the victims, enclosed in baskets, were cast down 
from a height and despatched by clubs. In times of 
great urgency special human sacrifices were offered to 
Shango, Ifa, Ogun, or certain other deities. Such were 
often offered secretly at night, hence the saying w the 
night is bad". A human victim used to be offered annually 
to Elegbara (i.e. Eshu or "Satan") in Ondo, where (as 
mentioned above)devil-worship is particularly strong. 
Cap*. John Adams, writing at the close of the 18th century, 
says of Lagos i-
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" The | horrid custom of impaling alive a young female 
to propitiate the favour of the goddess presiding over 
the rainy season, that she may fill the horn of plenty, 
is practised here annually. The immolation of the 
victim. ... takes place soon after the vernal equinox, 
and along with her are sacrificed sheep and goats; which, 
together with yams, heads of maize and plantains, are 
hung on stakes on each side of her. Females destined to 
be thus destroyed are brought up for the express purpose 
in the king 1 s, or caboceer's seraglio, and it is said that 
their minds have been so powerfully wrought upon by the fetish 
men, that they proceed to the place of execution with as 
much cheerfulness as those infatuated Hindoo women who 
are burnt with their husbands. One was impaled while 
I was at Lagos, but of course I did not witness the 
ceremony. I passed by where her lifeless body still 
remained on the stake a few days afterwards ."
The last public human sacrifice in Abeokuta was 
offered in 1891 to the god 9bal9f9n. Notice was given 
to the effect that this would take place, because "the 
babalawos had been warned by the oracle, that, if it were not 
offered, three disasters would happen, viz:- death among 
the great chiefs, drought through the failure of the usual 
rains, and a devastating scourge of locusts. 1' - It was 
remarked that after the sacrifice had been offered, each of u;-
to Africa, between the
years 1786 and 1800. pp. 25, 26.
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these calamities did occur. A slave was purchased who 
was to become the victim, and was kept shut up for a 
week or ten days before being killed. The writer, with 
the native catechist of the particular township and 
other native Christians,went daily to the chiefs and 
people to endeavour to dissuade them from their con­ 
templated cruelty. The chiefs said "The people are 
determined to have it, and v/e cannot prevent it. We 
do not want it 1. w The people in the streets and market 
places said, "We do not want it. The chiefs are deter­ 
mined to have it, and we cannot prevent them!" The 
victim during the days of his incarceration was called 
by the honourable title•blwfto}*and was allowed (accord­ 
ing to the usual custom) to have every wish of his fully 
gratified, excepting only liberty and life. On the 
day immediately preceding his death, he was taken in 
procession round the township, made much of, and allowed 
to gratify his every desire. On the fatal day, he was 
brought out and publicly clubbed to death. The; body 
was then tossed about, kicked, mocked and abused; but 
afterwards worshipped as an orisha. Some of the 
tribes believe that the victim of & human sacrifice will 
(by w^y of compensation) be reborn and become a king.
•••••"••*••"•••"• •"••'•••••••••^• — —•— — — ••»•••••••. — — — —-..._-. ——.«.*•_»..«......—».___^
A title given to a ruler of the country*
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Bishop JLohnson tells us of the human victim, that 
*he is commonly led and paraded through the streets 
of the town or city of the sovereign who would sacri­ 
fice him for the well-being of his government and of 
every family and individual under it, in order that 
he may carry off the sin, guilt, misfortune and death 
of every one without exception. Ashes and chalk would 
be employed to hide his identity by the one being 
thrown freely over his head and his face painted with 
the latter, whilst individuals would often rush out of 
their houses to lay their hands upon him that they 
might thus transfer to him their sin, guilt, trouble 
and death. This done, he is taken through a temporary 
sacred shed of palm and other tree branches and especially 
of the former, the jCgbpctu, and to its first > division, 
where many persons might follow him, and through a second 
where only the chiefs and other very important persons 
might escort and accompany him, and to a third where 
only the Jabalawp, and his assistant, the Ajigbona,are 
permitted to enter with him. Here, after he himself has 
given out or started his last song, which is to be taken 
up by the large assembly of people, who have been waiting 
to hear his last word, or his last groan, his head is taken 
off and his blood offered to the gods. The announcement
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of his last word, or his last groan, heard and taken 
up by the people, would be a signal for joy, glaaness 
and thanksgiving, and for drum beating and dancing, as 
an expression of their gratification, because their 
sacrifice has been accepted, the divine wrath is ap-' 
peased ana the prospect of prosperity or increased 
prosperity assured."
The more .usual method of execution in these cases 
was by beheading; but the writer was told that in the fn-' 
stance which he personally experienced (but did npj ,go 
to witness) the victim was clubbed. In the case of hu- f 
man victims offered to Ogdn, before.a war expedition, 
it was regarded as essential (in order that the sacrifice 
might be effectual) that the leaders should take the 
field before the sacrifice became offensive. When a 
human victim was offered to the devil, in olden days, 
his entrails were exposed before the temple, or shrine, 
ana his body suspended from a tree, or scaffolding of poles
Other instances of human sacrifice are in the case 
of twin-children, and also of those who cut their upper 
teeth first* * which, before the British occupation, was
"carried on at New Calabar, a's in Aboh and Old Calabar.
._..__..____<._ «.«.».•».-.——-.—^-.—•.-«-.——,——.-. ~~—————...».-.._—....______.»,«..._,..
1. Dr David Livingstone records a similar custom among 




Even as late as 1856 an albino child was sacrificed, 
at the bar of the first-named river, to the shark, who 
was up to iiu late period the ji4u " of this country". * ,
CANNIBALISM. There is no record of cannibalism of 
a general type among the Yonabas, although ajneighbouring 
tribe dwelling on the shores of the lagoon have practised 
it, and it was formerly very common on the lower Niger. 
"During the year 1859 human flesh was exposed for sale 
as butcher's meat in the market at Duke Town, Old Kala- 
bar. 1*^* But there is a practice which obtains 
among these people, which is of the character of cannibalism 
andjmay be regarded as a branch of their religious belief 
and practice. Ellis tells us that the "Priests of 
6gdn usually take out the hearts of human victims (offered 
to their god in sacrifice.-S.S.F.) which are dried, reduced 
to powder, then mixed with rum, and sold to persons who 
wish to be endowed with great courage, and who drink the 
mixture. The reason of this is that the heart is believed 
to be the seat of courage and to inherently possess that 
that quality; and that when the heart is devoured and 
swallowed the ijuality with which it is imputed is also
1.
T. J. Hutchinson - Ten .Years' Wanderings among the~~
2.
T.J. Hut chins on, op. cit. p. 60.
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taken into the system," Vi hen the writer was in Abeokuta, 
on the death of a king his heart was taken out and had to 
be eaten by his successor. Also the head of the deceased 
monarch was preserved and had to be worshipped by the new 
ruler. The reason given by the Niger tribes for justifi-' 
cation of their practice of eating their enemies was that it 
gave them additional courage. Human sacrifices were general-' 
ly only offered by chiefs of the highest rank, and this at 
the instigation of the priests, and " in behalf of the town, 
government, or people".
Ordinary sacrifices may be offered for and by any pri- r 
vate person, or a particular family, or -a township, or the 
whole city, or country, in the name of its rules or rulers. 
A family sacrifice is $t>9 Agbole (S. of the household).
V
A township «i is '§b2_lgt>oro ^' °* * ^e °Pen street). 
A city « is Jb£ Xgbalu,(S. of sweeping the town),
or',§b9j?ba (S. of the king).
We find then that the three main aspects of sacrifice 
are all represented in the Yoruba system:-' 
CD Fooa offerea to the god - a "free-will offering". 
(2) Food shared with the god - a "sacramental meal", or "com­
munion", ( a) simply feasting on the victim, or (b) "eat-'
ii !• ing the god, as when the new king eats his deceased
1. " " ~
Fr az er , T he^Qo 1 den^B
On the whole .subject see Jevons* Introduction -to'-the . 
History of .Religion, Chapters xi FxiiT —————
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predecessor 1 s heart to receive thereby his divinity.
C3). Propiation for sin committed; not so much to remove 
guilt ( as such) but to plaofce an offended deity and 
avert his threatened vengeance.
PRIESTHOOD. The Yox.iba priesthood has been regarded 
as comprising three distinct orders*.-
The first order, and by far the most important and influ­ 
ential, is that of the Babalawos, or priests of Ifa; and 
these are of various grades; the Oluwo, who is-senior 
and chief, and v/hose directions must be obeyed by all the 
others; the Ajigbona, who is chief assistant to the Oluwo, 
especially on great occasions in the offering of a great 
sacrifice; the Qdpfin, next in rank to the Qluwo, who 
acts for him in his absence; the Aro who is third in
f
rank, and acts in place of his two seniors, when both are 
absent; the Asare Pawo, the messenger who calls assemblies 
and prepares the place of worship; the Asawo, deputy 
to the last named. An Ap$tQbi or Esu, or Ayayo,is a 
woman, who is regarded as the wife of Qrunmlla himself, 
and who may be in reality either a Babalawo 1 s wife, or 
the wife of anyone for whom a sacrifice is to be offered 
and who is always expected to give assistance at it.
*
An Aworo is a chief minister devoted to a particular orisha 
and to him pertains the duty of putting to death the
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victim of a human sacrifice.
ElliSjgives as a second rank of the first order of priest­ 
hood, priests of the medical orishas, Qsanhiji'and Aroni; 
and as the third rank of the same order those who serve
Obatala and Odudua. All of the above wear white clothes,«t««»—•_.»••> •• • •_ .»__»
If a at 
except the priests of Iffe, who wear light blue. The marks
of office of a Babalawo are a wristlet of palm fibre, or of 
variously coloured beads round the left wrist, and 8 cow's 
or bullock1 s tail, which he always carries with him,1 and a 
sacred staff of any one of four forms.
The .Second Order (according to Ellis) includes in its 
first rank the priests of Shango, the Oni-Shango and the 
Magbas. The special badge is a necklace of black, red and 
white beads. One of red and white only may be worn by any 
Shango worshippers. The second rank of this order com­ 
prises the priests of all other Orishas, except Orishako. 
Those consecrated to 6gdn wear an iron bracelet on the 
left arm, and to Qshun, brass armlets and aiiklets. 9 s^-unl s 
necklace is of transparent amber coloured beads.
The Third Order, again, has two ranks, the first being 
the priesthood (male and female) of OrJLshako^ and the second 
the priests of demi-go'ds and deified men. These latter 
may have a small white mark on the forehead.
The priestesses of Orishako, as has been previously
f . • • • . • .....-.•, t
I. Also spelt Qsanyln.
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stated,wear a special vertical badge of red and white 
in the middle of the forehead. These priestesses are 
treated with the greatest respect, far more (very often) 
than that given to male priests. In Whydah, on the 
Dahomian coast, young girls are dedicated to the worship 
of the serpent and are called "brides of the sefcpent". 
They have figures of flowers and of animals burnt into their
skin*
The duties of the priesthood are three-fold, viz:-
To act as mediators in offering sacrifices;
To practise divination; whether by palm-nuts or drawing lots>
To conduct trials by ordeal.
TEMPLES & SHRINES. These vary in importance, 
from enclosed temples, with attached priests and priestesses, 
to a tiny space with a small image, over which is erected 
a frail roof of thatch, the sides being quite open. The 
temples were not open to any Christian missionary, or teacher;
indeed the writer was told that any Christian man would
some 
enter only at the peril of his life. In the streets of
Abeokuta and Ibadan, great numbers of small idol-houses 
•are met with. Ordinarily the temple is a circular mud 
hut thatched with grass, or palm leaves, the interior being 
painted in the colours sacred to the particular god. The 






Shrines are open to.. the street aeod any passers-by may show 
devotion to the deities represented.
GROVES are to be met with in Abeokuta, or any other 
large to wi, where there is plenty of thick bush; but 
most of the worst ones are away from the towns, right out 
in "the bush", properly so called. If one follows a 
small foot-path leading into "bush" (i.e. thick, wild 
"scrub") he will probably come to a warning to stop. The 
path, shut in on both sides by. thick bushes, will lead to, 
and through, a narrow entrance, which, having no door or 
gate, has one or more palm- fronds stretched across it. 
This is called a Mariwo, 1 * and is a sign that it is a sacred 
spot ana no uninitiated person may pass the palm-branch, 
under pain of severe penalty - probably torture and death. 
There is , as a rule, no human guardian on dutyj but the 
pagan Yoruba would fear the curse of the deity if he passed
the palm-barrier., Snould any authorized person dare to 
intrude, and be caught in the act, he would find himself 
in for serious troubled These groves are frequently desig­ 
nated !gboro,(i»e>, igbo=0ro, "bush of Oro") indicat ing the 
form of spirit-worship practisea there. Oro is sometimes 
played in the day-time, even when no confinement has been 
proclaimed, but it must be confined to these groves. In them 
have been practised terrible forms of torture d*nd death on
1.
Mariwo means "Don't pry into secrets'."
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those who have been condemned and "handed over to Oro11 . 
Others, again, are dedicated to glukii, Egun, Ogun, and 
other deities, for their secret worship.
IMAGES, or, IDOLS, may be classified as public and
i
private. Public idols are those in the temples and 
shrines, which are available for the worship of all who 
desire to render it. Private idols are those of the 
particular family or individual. In a certain part of the 
house, or compound, will be seen one or more fixed images 
to which devotion is daily paid by the inmates. These 
are frequently on the wall at the back of the verandah 
which faces the open courtyard of the compound. * Orishas 
generally are not taken into dwelling -houses; but Shango 
and Qy_a are exceptions to this rule. There are also the 
small portable images , generally of wood, which the wor­ 
shipper can take with him when he leaves home. These 
correspond to the Semitic w teraphim". The images of the 
tutelary deities of particular individuals are destroyed 
on the death of these persons, since the "guardian angel* 
is supposed to have left them and they are no longer 
spirit-inhabited, but are merely"common wood. 11
DEATH AND BURIAL CUSTOMS. These may be noted here, 
as they are a form of worship, viz:- the beatification 
of Ancestors. On the death of the he&d of a family,or
* • • ..,.•( ,__.
See the illustration on p«168a.
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any other person of importance, the watching relatives 
at once break out into most distressful wailing and 
lamentations. They rush out into the street, crying 
aloud Epalll Pro 1.1 Baba wa lo 1 ! oni ol Baba wa li 
a mivva 1. Awa kk rji ol Epal Pro I—— i.e. "Alas'JJ OrolJ 
(i.e. '^TormentI"or invocation ofM Oro? the spirit of 
death) . Our father has gone to-day1. It is our
^f ^&father we are seeking1. We cannot find him!— Alas 1. 
Pro 1." "l go to the market, - He is not there 1. —r I 
go to the streets,-He is not there 1. —•- I go to the 
house. - He is not there 1.—^Nevermore shall I see him," 
etc., etc.,
The body is carefully washed by the mourning relatives, 
and all hair shaved off. It is then rubbed all over 
with camwood and water. (This wood is white, but turns 
red on exposure to the air). The body, having been 
clothed in the best garments, is then laid on a mat ( the 
only bed known to a Ycrubal;. .- The feet are brought to­ 
gether and the great toes tied to each other , fehe hands 
being placed on the chest and the thumbs likewise tied. 
The mouth and nose are plugged with cotton-wool and each 
of the children of the departed one covers the body with 
fine cloth.
Friends and neighbours are now invited to come and take 
part in mourning for the deceased, and in comforting the
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sorrowing relatives. The body is watched day and 
night, lamps being kept burning to dispel the darkness. 
The body is fanned by a young relative. If there is 
a grand-child,whose mother is the deceased 1 s daughter, 
it is the office of this little one to wield the fan. 
As the watching and mourning go . on night and day, the 
funeraj. feast is continually kept up. Ample food is 
provided for the guests, and continual supplies of drink, 
native beer, palm v/ine, and trade gin and rum, are freely 
indulged in; but not by the chief mourners, who remain 
shut up in a neighbouring apartment. The beating of 
drums is kept up almost continuously, and this feasting 
and drumming are maintained, in the case of any person 
of importance, for a full week. If the deceased has 
a married daughter, her husband is responsible for the 
figging of the grave, which has from time immemorial: 1 ; 
always been in the house of the departed. The floor 
.of the native houses is of beaten mud, which is kept 
in condition by being rubbed over every week with horse- 
dung and water. The grave having been dug, with the 
assistance of a number of helpers,a sheep or goat is 
purchased ( at the expense of the deceased's children) 
and, the body having been laid in the grave, the animal 
to be sacrificed is killed over it, so that its blood 
falls upon the corpse. Then the sons and daughters
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weep over the open grave, so that their tears likewise 
fall upon it. They also express good wishes to the 
deceased -'"May you arrive in peace.'"- '"May you not stray 
from the right pathJ" etc. The grave, which is usually 
very shallow, is then filled in.
The expense of these funerals is very great and 
often leads to the impoverishment of the whole family, 
so much so, that the mourners will sell themselves into
slavery, or pawn their children as slaves, in order to 
provide a great funeral* This is not entirely due to 
a feeling of pride; but to show reverence to the deceased, 
for it is believed that the soul of the dead cannot attain 
to the realms of departed spirits, unless, and until, the
body is duly and respectably buried; otherwise it wanders 
about, or hovers near the body, in terrible restlessness.
The burial of persons of importance has been from of 
old the prerogative of the Ogboni.society. This is the 
senatorial court of the town, or district, and its power is 
so great that even the king and head chiefs dare not go 
against it. It is one of the leading secret societies, or 
guilds, of the country, and any free man may be initiated as 
a kind of honorary member, but this does not entitle him 
to sit in the senate. To this society, and to any
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others of which a man may be a member, uvery heavy flees 
have to be paid on his burial, ostensibly that they 
may make adequate etutu, or propltiery sacrifices. 
"Adeso&a11 > the pseudonymous writer on burial customs in 
The Nigerian Chronicle, says :-tt There is no native but 
belongs to one or another of these guilds.' Some belong 
to several,and a man's rank is estimated according to the 
guild, or guilds, to which he belongs. Whatever amount 
remains after the necessary expenses are 'made is distrib­ 
uted among the members, and every individual is given 
a portion, however small, in proportion to his status. 
The enjoyment of this benefit is regarded as one accumulfc- 
ated debt for every individual, and imposes an obligation 
upon their children to make similar contributions to the 
guild to-wards their parents 1 funerals at their deaths".... 
The "song repeated at funerals is to keep them always in 
recollection of this fact. This expense is always 
heaviest in connection with the Ogboni society. This 
is both a political, social, and secret society. In fact 
it is the king's chief consultative chamber in all matters, 
and its principle members form the Cabinet. They lay the 
corpse with fill masonic rites. In their passage to 
and from the house of mourning, they sound alarms with 
their state drums of various height and sounds,so that 
every woman, or uninitiated man, might flee from their
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presence , either in the street or in the house of 
mourning........ The members are sometimes called
£shogbo, which is the Ijebu name for this society. 
A few elderly women are always admitted and these are 
generally distinguished from others by having certain 
cotton strings (oktin) tied round their wrists; such 
women are supposed to be for ever precluded from marriage." 
To comfort the mourners, and especially to confirm the 
women in the belief that the soul lives after death and 
goes to the abode of spirits, the aid of the Egun and Pro 
societies is called in. While the mourning relatives 
are all assembled, a person who acts as Egun lies hidden 
in an adjoining room. Presently one of the mourners 
strikes on the ground thrice and cried out Baba, baba, 
baba 1. Da mi I'ohuti 1. i.e. "Father, father, father 1. 
Answer mel" ——--- From the adjoining room comes an 
answer in "Egun-voice" (ventriloquial), and all are 
comforted and filled with joy, on the supposition that 
the spirit of the deceased,although unseen, is indeed 
present with them. Food hatoing been placed by the 
women in the Egun 1 s room (he having concealed himself, 
or departed), after he has answered, each guest in turn 
goes in and helps himself, thus performing an act of 
communion with the deceased. The Egun does not wear
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his dress while concealed in the room; but, should he 
desire to come out and join in the festivities, he 
dons it, and will then speak as, and state himself to be, 
the spirit of the one who is being mourned. Eguns going 
this into the street claim to have come from heaven, and 
to be therefore entitled to respect and to free-vd.ll 
offerings from the people. Some days after the burial, 
an Egun comes at night and calls out the name of the 
deceased; and, after further days have passed, he comes 
in the day-time, accompanied by followers and proceeds 
to the house of the deceased, whwre he reports that he 
has safely reached the spirit-world and is well and 
happy. In return for this good news he is provided 
with food, rum, and palm-wine, of which he partakes in 
private, since spirits must not be seen to eat 1. When 
he and his followers have finished loud groans indicate 
that he is departing.
After the burial Pro comes, at night, of course, 
for no woman must see him. A ram may be killed and 
cooked and its head placed on the wall near to the 
grave of the worshipper 1 s father. The figure of a man 
is drawn with white chalk on the wall near to the grave,
and the head is hung on this figure. We may again
" u 




"The whole company of gods and men proceed outside to 
w$at is called the Oro-pagi Toro kills the tree) or Oro-< 
j?gi (*0ro eats the tree11) ceremony. For its performance 
the newly deified takes the company to the highest 
tree in the neighbourhood, in order.to show proof of 
its divinity by *eating up* every leaf thereon, to its 
latest shoot. At a convenient distance from this tree 
gods and men accojanpdate themselves as best is possible—: 
the gods crying with all their migjit and the men drumming 
fcery loudly, singing and dancing at the same time. As 
it is not permitted to the uninitiated to know how this 
spirit feat is performed, suffice it to say that one 
wakes up in the morning to see that particular tree 
denuded of its leaves: and it will require the service 
of the most powerful microscope to discover even the 
tiniest and latest shoot anywhere about the tree up to 
the loftiest branch, or on the surrounding surface;? or 
anywhere about the vicinity of the tree. These leaves 
are supposed to have been literally eaten up by the god.. 
Suspended on this tree between any two of its branches 
which are topmost, or sometimes left streaming on one 
of the branches which is the highest, is a new mat or 
a white or a red piece of cloth.... What these mats or 
cloths are intended to symbolize ought to be evident....
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Unlike the Egungun and the Agemo-, the incarnated form 
of the Pro is never habited in cloths or mats. What 
its nature and habiliments are is supposed to he a
• -
mystery, and jealously guarded up,to the present, tfrom 
the gaze of women. In fact, Pro is worshipped more 
in its inane and spiritual form than IB a materialised 
shape. It is to the former that sacrifices are offered, 
not to the latter. Among the Egbas, who are the orig­ 
inators of this cult, the Pro Av/e ceremony is the only 
funeral rite performed in connection with this worship, 
when the spirit is supposed to pass from the"uncurled*
X
,-into the 'buried* state. Viewing it in this connection 
the mat, or cloths, suspended on the tree must be taken 
to represent the mats or cloths with which the dead was 
buried; and its suspension to signify that the spirit 
of the deceased, now purified with funeral rites, and 
having entered into that state of spirit life in which 
it can be invoked and worshipped, cast behind it in its 
flight to the spirit world, these earthly encumbrances 
as being useless to it..............................
After the completion of this Pro pagi ceremony they ( gods 
and men) again repair to the house; and,having regaled 
themselves with the reraaants,they re-form into a pro­ 
cession, remove the mariwo from the gate, march direct
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for the Abore f s and thence to their own house ere 
break of day. In the morning the inmates return to 
the house of mourning,set a mark to the dedicated spot, 
and congratulate one another that the departed has passed 
into the Pro stage and can be invoked at any time for 
worship".
The death of the well-to-do head(Bale)of a compound 
adjoining the mission house at Ake in Abeokuta was 
celebrated with all the fore-going ceremonies, and 
shortly afterwards the writer noticed on the country 
road a new shrine consisting of a small thatched shed, 
which protected a mud image, intended to represent the 
deceased,and marked with his tribal mark ( i.e., three 
vertical cuts on each cheek). About the image were 
placed some of his possessions and offerings of food. 
This shrine, however, was soon neglected and the image 
fell into decay. 1 *
Should a member of the Pro society die, his funeral 
must be attended by everyone of his fellow-members. The 
chief mourner gives to Pro a sacrifice of a ram, native 
beer, and kola nuts. The kola is then made to touch the 
head of the corpse and the mourners with their closed 
fists, one on the top of the other, touch the head like­ 
wise, and then the head of the son who is to succeed the 
---
'See p.107 - "the Ipade ceremony".
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deceased. The head of the corpse is again touched 
three times with the kola, and then the head of the son, 
and prayer is offered to the dead that he will bless the 
living. The ram is then killed and the children rub its 
blood on their heads. This sacrifice must be repeated 
by the children every year, and the ram's head (as stated 
above) fixed to the wall*
It may here be noted that the great and solemn 
importance attached to the Yoruba burial customs was a 
sore test to the early converts to Christianity. They 
were taunted by the heathen with the words "You will be 
buriea out in thfi bush. 1 '
SECRET SOCIETIES* Throughout the whole of pagan 
West Africa there are many secret societies, which are 
all of a religious, or semi-religious character. Some of 
these have already been prominently before us, 'viz?-' 
the Oro society, the Egun society and the Ogboni society. 
These have been compared by some writers with European 
Freemasonry and its various grades and lodges. Some 
of them would seem to be of totemic origin, e.g. the 
"Leopard", "Crocodile and "fython" societies of the Sierra
Leone Mnterrand. The members of these cults have 
fcade it their business to destroy human life in terri­ 
bly cruel ways. During the.Sierra Leone rebellion
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of 1895-96, many bodies of human victims were found in 
the bush, bearing marks as if slain by one of the 
creatures from which these societies take their names. 
Members of the "Leopard" society wore leopard skins$ 
which had the pads fitted with sharp steel claws with 
which they mauled and slew their victims. The "Croco­ 
dile" soaiety members, likewise, clothed themselves with 
crocodile skins, and with sharp teethed instruments slew 
their victims, and the "Pythons" crushed theirs to death. 
These victims were supposed to be slain by the god of the 
particular cult to satisfy his vengeance. The leading 
secret society of the Sierra Leone and Tiinne country is 
known as the Poro society, and its leading ministers 
or magicians as Tassos and Morri-men.
TOTEMT8M. There is no organised and general totemism 
to be found among the Tforubas, v/orthy of any degree of 
comparison with that of the aborigines of Australia, or 
of the Bed Indians of British Columbia; but traces of it 
are to be found not only in the secret societies al­ 
ready referred to,but in the spirit of taboo which pre­ 
vails so strongly in Yoruba-land under the name of 
A careful study of this system of prohibition shows how 
carefully it guards against any possibility of undesir­ 
able marriages. It provides the equivalent of a table
of kindred and affinity showing the degrees of consang-
which 




made exclusive, by pronouncing all who ere of a certain 
family, or tribe, to be §wfr to the parties concerned. 
Colonel Ellis, in his book on the Tshi-speaking peoples 
of the Gold Coast , tells us that a belief in totemism 
is common among those tribes. They are divided into 
totemic clans ( or families) such as the "Leopard", 
"Dog","Buffalo", "Parrot","Plantain", "Corn- stalk", 
"Palm-oil grove","Abadzi" and "Dumnica" clans. 1 * 
A member of the Leopard clan may not kill & leopard; 
but should he do so accidentally he must bemoan him, 
"Alasl my brother! " and pour palm oil on the wounds he 
has inflicted. The totem-animal is addressed as 
"Grand-father", which is also given as a title of respect 
to the king of Ashanti, even as the title"Leopard" is 
in Yoruba-land given to the Ala fin of 9y9. — When a 
member of the Leopard clan dies, its members make spots 
on their bodies to represent the leopard1!s skin, and 
scratch the figure of a leopard on the wall of the house 
and on the coffin. Dr. Nassau tells us that totem worship 
is found to some extent in the Gaboon and Qgowe districts; 
but that is almost nothing in comparison v/ith that of the 
Indian tribes Af the North American continent.
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THE WORLD OF THE MYSTERIOUS.
Intimately associated with the religion of primftive 
peoples are found certain forms of belief and practice 
in the region of the'uncanny" , variously designated as
tf ft II IT . , , « , Msuperstition , fetish , magic , mana , witchcraft ,
M etc., 
occultism ^ and illustrated by the use of charms and
amulets.
The African child of nature, like his brethren of 
other primitive races, has a profound respect for, and 
a very real belief in, the mysterious. He believes in­ 
tensely in. the spirit-world, and in the possibility of 
exerc ising, through spirit-agency, a power that can be 
exhibited by no physical means. He has also a firm 
belief in an indefinable sort of power, that he calls 
by a special term, for which in English (lacking an
Mequivalent word) we u use the term medicine . This is
1. 
very similar to the conception of mana, which prevails
among the tribes of Melanesia and Australia, and which
"Carpenter, Dr J. Estlin, Comparative Religion, p.80 scq. 
Marett, Dr R.R. The_Threshola"of~5eTiglonT~"
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has claimed so much attention from anthropologists since 
Bishop Co dr ing ton first called attention to it. This 
term, is used to denote a mysterious power, or influence, 
which is supernatural, and beyond the power of the senses 
to detect, or of the mind to explain. It may, or may 
not, be connected with some spirit, or deity. Original­ 
ly, and perhaps more usually, the conception, is not direct­ 
ly connected with any such being. It is not the same as 
"magic", for.it is sometimes attributed to inanimate ob­ 
jects, such as a stone of unusual form. Should one be 
found resembling a yam, it may be buried where yams are 
cultivated, and if a good harvest results this is attri­ 
buted, to the mana possessed by,the said stone. Any 
power, or skill, beyond the average, possessed by a per-' 
son, securing success in war, hunting, etc., may be at­ 
tributed to mana. It is, in short, a general term for 
power, or influence, of an "uncanny" type, whether for 
good or evil. A similar conception is found among the 
Iroquois Indians of Huron, expressed by the term orenda.
Among the Yoruba people the same idea of supernatural 
and sipersensuous power is expressed by the term ogun.
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The significance of, this term is generally expressed in
English by the word "medicine" , not medicine of a material 
kind, e.g., drugs, for which the term ggbogji - is generally 
used*, but of that kind which is practised by a "medicine-' 
man", or witch-doctor. It is, however, not a specific 
term limited to witch-Craft, for which the word is a'jfy 
but a general one, which may be used for this, or other
forms of mysterious power, either good or bad, and possess­ 
ed not only by wizards, but by other human beings, or 
animals, or even inanimate objects. The following are 
some examples of the use of the term, which will show 
the similarity., to. the Melanesian mana* - '
The dread of mysterious power, unseen and intangible, 
is expressed, in a proverb about the lion,-'
kiniun kb je eran Ikasi: t>i ,yio ba dun, .a ni,
f 
Bii^ose .erln, ,bikose ,enia, bikose phun , dudy, on
kb beru ^nikan. 
that is,
"The lion, is the snare of the forest; let every beast 






stale meat. When he roars, he says, "Except the 
elephant, except man, except the^black_thing, I 
fear nobody. 1 "
The order of dread is on, the ascending scale, "the^black, 
tiling" signifies the "uncanny", the vague mysterious 
power greater than man.
At the sacred town of:if§, are some ancient pillars 
of stone, conical, round and rectangular. Nothing is 
known of their history; but they are said to be the 
bodies of gods, or men, who were turned to stone, and 
(being mysterious, and supposed to possess power) are 
called oguru *
On the opposite page is shown a photograph, taken by 
the writer, in one of the townships of Abeokuta, esteemed 
so very sacred that a mere look at the shrine and the se-t- 
ting up of the camera caused opposition which seemed likely 
to idevelop into serious trouble, until an explanation and
'This term seems.to.have been mistaken by Dennett for
the name of the god Ogun* but, since the stones are 
said to be the remains of other deities (Yemuhu,and 
gbatala) , there, is obviously some mistake7~ <TTemuhu"
is evidently a mistake for Yemaja'.
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request, to a passing chief secured official permission to 
take the picture. The palings enclose a pedestal, on which 
rests a slab of stone. The frayed palm-fronds and grass 
suspended, in front are the mar iwo (which means "Don't pry 
into secretsJ"). Enquiry as to what shrine it was elicit­ 
ed no further response than 2sy^-Si» i.e.."It is ogun."
X
It. is hardly likely that the god Ogun,could have been in­ 
dicated, for a shrine of a totally different character, 
dedicated to him, was close by. The Yoruba native is, 
however, very fond of punning, especially with words of 
precisely the same form and sound, but differing in tonal 
accentuat ion.
Things used in spirit-worship, e.g., the wooden masks 
worn, in Oro-worship, the "Oro-stick" (i.e., the "bull-' 
roarer"), the magician's staff, etc., may all be said, 
in a loose sense, to possess ogtm* but, so far as is 
known to the uninitiated, Oro-sticks are not treated 
with any such ceremony as the churjinga.of the Australian
b 1 ac ks.
A curse is greatly dreaded, because it possesses
this same mysterious power. So far does this go, that
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to foretell possible evil, even,in a friendly mrning, 
arouses great fear. Such an injunction as "Take care, 
or your child will be sick", will call forth, the expostu­ 
lation, " AhJ you are cursing him". The idea, is (apparent­ 
ly) that .og.un* possessed by the speaker, (presumably his 
psychic force) goes forth with the words to effect what 
is prognosticated.
But the strongest and most terrible exercise of this 
mysterious power, is experienced in the dreaded practice 
of jBLpe_ti, i.e., "invocation-shooting", -:a form of "sym­ 
pathetic magic". A person, de sir ing to kill anyone against 
whom he has a grudge, makes a mud image of his intended 
•victim, and at night sets this up, calls the name of his 
foe.three times, and then shoots at the figure with a 
miniature bow and arrows. At that instant the victim
feels a sharp pain in the region of his body which in the 
figure representing him has been struck by the arrow, A 
wound, or abscess, quickly develops, from which he soon 
dies, unless he recognises the nature of the injury and 
can apply a counter-charm, a more powerful "medicine"




man, well educated and. thoughtful, showed the writer a 
terrible scar on his leg, which he steadily affirmed was 
produced, in his youth, by a_peta. On the other hand, 
the writer once attended a woman suffering from cancer 
of the breast, which the sufferer attributed to apetH., 
But such an error in diagnosis does not alter the fact 
of the existence of the " idea" in the Yoruba belief, nor
prove that there are no genuine cases. In their work 
The_Northern Tr ibes of .Central iustral ia, Messrs Spencer 
andGillen describe the practice of Arungigu^ltha, the.
use of the magic spear, which closely corresponds to the 
Yoruba _ag_eta« M. Decle also tells us that " among the 
Matabele of South Africa, it is well understood that 
there are two kinds of witchcraft•••••.To bewitch anyone, 
according to Matabele belief, it is enough to spread 
medicine on his path, or in his hut..... If you want to 
cause an enemy to die, you make a clay figure...pierce 
it with a needle. The first time he .comes, in contact 
with an enemy he will be speared."
The Rev. J. Buckley Wood, who had at the time spent 
forty years among the Yorubas, told the writer that when 
he was visiting a certain chief, the latter said of a
'• .Ee-cie, Lionel, ffitree Yearg i» S«,vtta.e^ A-frica,, (Ko^d.
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man at a great distance, who haa offended him, "He shall 
die to-morrow," It was impossible for him to send a 
messenger, or any poison, to reach his foe in less than 
three aays, ana yet in about a week came the news that
the man had died on the day predicted. The form of 
"black magic" usea in this case was not maae known.
The eviaence for these cases is so strong that it 
is difficult to disbelieve them. The writer, sceptical 
at first, was compelled by the testimony of unimpeachable 
witnesses to modify his own views. In common with other 
missionaries, he experienced at times a deep consciousness 
of the presence of some unseen personality resisting 
strongly all Christian effort. Such experiences, to-: 
gether with the testimony of the best native converts, 
account for the fact tnat many Christian missionaries 
believe that these terrible forms of "sympathetic magic" 
are performed through the agency of evil spirits; but it 
is, of course,theoretically possible that a psychological 
force, of far greater power than we at present understand, 
is the effective cause. There is certainly intense pro- 
jective force of will exercized.
The power 01 "medicine" (ogun) exercized through a 
certain channel may be neutralized or overcome, by a super­ 
ior power of ogun through another channel. Van 
Genet tells us that in Madagascar fedv,(the local term
for "taboo") may be broken by one wh>; has a higher power 
known as hassina. So in Yoruba, a stronger "medicine" 
.__
An exactly similar practice to the African Apeta is 
founa .among the Ojebway Indians. - Frazer, The'Golden 
Bough,J The Magic .Art, Vol.1, p.55.
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is employed to overcome, or counteract, an evil one, or
a curse . incurred through a broken ew£ '(taboo) . This is 
the explanation of the use of "charms", whether material 
(as amulets) vocal, or actionary. It is the invocation
of a higher power, or a fuller measure of the same power.
The term ogun may be used in a good sense, although 
more often it carries a bad one. The Yoruba term for 
physician is or^segun, i. e *, "he who works ogun". The 
cognate word p^logun, . i.e., "he who has ogun", is only 
used of one who practices "bad medicine", witchcraft, 
etc. The accusation of witchcraft is much dreaded, 
and may lead to trial by ordeal, as told in a previous 
chapter.
Dr Marett says, "Not every man has mana, nor every 
ghost; but the soul of a man of power becomes, as such, 
a ghost of power, though in his capacity of ghost he has 
it in greater force than when he was alive." Substi­ 





The words "fetish" and "fetishism", so constantly ap­ 
plied, to West African religion, are often used, in a loose 
and incorrect sense. The word 'fetish" is from the 
Portuguese .feit^o, which was applied by the voyagers 
from Portugal, who in the fifteenth century discovered 
the West African coast, to the charms and amulets which 
they saw the Africans wearing, and which they compared 
with their own, images and relics of saints etc. The 
term " fetish" is properly applied to any material object 
which has been duly prepared or consecrated by the witch­ 
doctor, with appropriate rites and ceremonies, by virtue 
of which it becomes invested with power to perform the 
purpose for which it. has. been prepared, subject to the 
will of.its possessor. * "Fetishism" is the term pro­ 
perly applied to the use of fetishes. A fetish is not 
worshipped, so that fetishism is not worship, and the 
religion of the African should not be so called, as it 
is only one of its features and not the thing itself. 
The owner "does not worship his fetish, but regards it
as a little bit of property which cannot but be of ser-
2.vice to him through its supernatural powers."i i • ,• . . i . i • ... ...
1. Dr R.H.Nassau, Fetichism in West Africa, p.75f.
O •»——••»«•• W~HM«MW»M«»«W«IW.».<«M*IWWMH«*IM.M^




NTRANCE !TO CHIEF'S HOUSE - 'QGBOMOSHQ
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The purposes for which "fetishes", or charms are used 
are past numbering. The Rev. J.L.Wilson, who has already 
been quoted, writes;-
"There are several classes of fetish, for each of 
which there is a separate name. One of these classes 
embraces such as are worn about the person and are 
intended to shield the wearer from witchcraft and all 
the ordinary ills of human life. They are expected 
to bring him good luck, and inspire him with courage
and wisdom. Another class are such as are kept in 
their dwellings, having a particular place assigned 
to them, and correspond in the offices they perform 
to the jpenates of the Romans. They have also nation-' 
fetishes to protect their towns from fire, pestilence 
and from surprise by their enemies. They have others 
to procure rain, to make fruitful seasons, and to 
cause abundance of game in their woods and fish in their
. n 1 .waters. 
Charms and amulets of var ious kinds are greatly used
by the Yorubas. The photograph on the opposite page 
depicts the entrance to ,the house of the Bal^, or head-chief,





AMULETS WORN ROUND THE NECK
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of Qgbomp^p, who being of a particularly nervous and super 
stitious nature had not only a number of tutelary gods 
guarding the threshold of his dwelling, but had laid in 
the ground, from one side of his compound to the other,
chains and other charms, to render each person who approach- 
ed him powerless to do any evil. Charms for the protec­ 
tion of property are fastened to the houses etc. They 
may consist of sticks, stumps of trees etc.
The general, term for amulets, or body charms, is 
_on_de (i.e. "a prisoner"). These are usually sewn up in 
leather to be worn on the person. Some of these are 
made and sold by Mohammedan mullahs, and contain a few 
words from the Koran, or from an Islamic charm-book. 
Those made and sold by heathen priests may contain such 
substances as stones, chips, rags, sticks, spices, blood, 
clippings of hair, nails etc. A human eyeball, or a 
bit of a human skull is specially prized. Sometimes 
snail-shells or antelope horns are used. The charm 
often has some connection with the purpose for which it 
is prepared, e.g. to give strength and courage, a portion 
of an elephant or a leopard; to give speed or cunning, a 
bit of a gazelle; or to give wisdom, a portion of human 






by. the worshippers of 6gun, have no virtue or "medicine" 
of their own, but are to remind the god that the wearer 
is under his protection.
Although the African does not worship his fetish, 
he has profound faith in it. The wearer of a protec­ 
tive charm against gunshot wounds challenged the writer 
to fire at him while he was wearing the said charm, in-: 
deed urged him to do so. Needless to say,, the test was 
declined^ On another occasion, a maid-servant. in the 
mission compound was stung by a scorpion, and, the writers 
cook took up the "venomous beast" and played with.it, al- ' 
lowing it to run .about. in . his hands I He said that the 
charm against scorpion ,stings was to eat. the sting of 
one, and as he had formerly done this he could not be 
stung. After the girl had been relieved by a hypodermic 
injection of potassium permanganate, she was persuaded 
by the cook to eat the sting which had caused her distress.
Witchcraft is a terrible reality to the pagan Af­ 
rican, and as already stated the accusation of practis­ 
ing it is greatly dreaded. The witch-doctor, is, of 
course, a privileged person. He . is called in to trace 
the source of disease and death, for these are generally 
attributed to witchcraft, unless they are evidently
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caused by the vengeance of §9)09119 (small-pox), Shango, 
or some similar deity. Various forms of disease are 
described as "snakes inside" (ejo-Jnu), "an insect" Cko- 
koro) etc., and it is supposed that these have been in­ 
troduced by a foe, through, the agency of witchcraft. 
Strictly, a person accused of witchcraft should be tried 
by ordeal, and then, if proved guilty, immediately put 
to death* but so great is the indignation of the populace 
against the practice, that the accused is likely to be 
lynched without any trial. This mode of procedure has, 
of course, been modified where the British government is 
in power.
Undoubtedly, witchcraft has always been largely 
practised, and under this term we should probably be 
justified in placing the deeds of many members of various 
secret societies, done in the darkness of the night. 
In Abeokuta, in an open thoroughfare, there was a well-' 
thatched circular shed, the space covered being occupied 
in the centre by a conical mound of earth, the apex of 
which was covered by an earthenware lid. There was no 
sign of an image or any form of j)jrj._sjia_. On lifting the 
1 id, the writer was almost choked by the abominable ef­ 
fluvia which arose, for a large earthenware pot, built
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into the mound, was seen to be nearly full of a dark 
liquid,, in which writhed and squirmed many huge grubs, 
like giant maggots. On making enquiry as to what this
<**
could be, he was told that this is cai led Ere, that it 
is only used for evil purposes, and that night-parties 
of bad persons woula sit around, to dr ink spirits and 
plan or perpetrate evil deeds, Wizards are believed 
to hold nocturnal meetings at the foot of the kjpa.tree
(i.e., the Afr ic an mahogany) . Here too the owl often 
appears, but instead of being the messenger of the tree- 
spirit, the bird is. the wizard himself. The kjpa tree 
is the emblem of vengeance. It is so sacred, that be­ 
fore it is cut down its spirit must be propitiated by 
the offering of a i'owl and palm-o-il.
Another form of witchcraft is known as §lgidi, or 
§iigudu. This has sometimes been mist alien for an orisha, 
but it is not one. It is an utterly bad form of demon- 
ology, or witchcraft, per petrated'through the agency of 
an evil spirit'. It is akin to ES.U ••( Satan) and is em­ 
ployed by the t>abal,ajos. In connection with I fa, it
is regarded as more powerful than Ej?u* It is always 
represented by a figure made of mud. Ell is (except 
that he seems to regard it as an orisha) gives a good
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account of it. He says it is "nightmare deified". Its 
name appears to mean something short or bulky, and the 
demon is represented by a broad and short head, made of 
clay, or more commonly by a thick blunted cone of clay, 
which is ornamented with cowries, and is no doubt em­ 
blematic of the head. Shigidi is an evil deity, or 
spirit, who enables a man to gratify revenge in secret, 
and without risk to himself. When anyone desires to 
revenge himself on another, he offers a sacrifice to 
Shigidi, who thereupon proceeds to the house of the per­ 
son indicated and kills him. The person who employs 
Shigidi must remain awake until that demon returns, or 
his mission will fail.
One other form of witchcraft, that is believed in, 
is in connection with such secret societies as those of 
the Sierra Leone and Sherbro countries, already describ­ 
ed as the Leopard, Crocodile and Serpent societies. 
These societies, as such, are not mentioned as existing
*
among the Yorubas, but there are certain persons, mem-' 
bers of the Egun society (but not all of its members), 
who claim to be able to turn into leopards, crocodiles, 
or pythons, to kill their victim, and then to turn into 
human beings again! This is done by Eguns only, and
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in co-operation with, and by. the power of, the babalawos. 
The Yoruba term for this procedure, is Fanzgb|, or Jdan. *
It may be noted that many babalawos will undertake 
to kill enemies for their clients, by the exercise of 
sympathetic magic, or demonology, This murder by proxy 
is to save the actual murderer from all danger, and the 
babalawo, if called in to treat the sufferer, can saddle 
the crime on anyone against whom he . has a grudge, and, of 
course, shield himself. Poisoning, by the use of natur-! 
al poisons, is largely practised by. the ba&a.lawo.s. -and 
others, who are terribly expert in, this evil art. Many 
murders are thus committed with comparative impunity. 
But there remain many deaths which cannot be explained 
by the use of any material means, and must be attributed 
to 'bl ack magic'.
Crystal-gazing, as such, is not found; but the use 
of lustral water is practised by babalawos .thusi-' A 
young child is taken by the priest, and after the offer­ 
ing oi' a sacrifice, the child's face is washed with lus­ 
tral water, which is prepared with shea-butter and edible 
snails. The child, in a trance, sees and. hears what is
"This belief in a transmigration, voluntary and ter­ 
minable at will, though not general, has been found 
among almost all tribes.- Nassau, Fet ichism ,etc. p.53
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going on in the spirit-world, and reports to the priest. 
The child's work being finished, the priest, by the use 
of appropriate charms, restores it to normal consciousness, 
when the medium no longer remembers anything of what he 
has reported, the priest alone retaining the knowledge.
The last form of occultism we will deal with is 
necromancy. The late Bishop James Johnson wrote, in 
his work on Yoruba heathenism, as follows:-
"There are amongst the heathens those in our 
country who profess to exercise the office of speak­ 
ing with, the .dead, and of being mediums of communi­ 
cations from them to the living, and who are known 
as Awjn^AbokusJrJ,- 'speakers with the dead' - and 
whose deliverances have generally been found to be 
true. But the system ooes not seem to be so elabor­ 
ate with them as with their fellow-professors in 
Europe and America......These divinations have oft­ 
en been successful......This success must be attri­ 
buted to either a synchronizing of divinely ordered 
events with those divinations, or to God's permitted 
employment of them through the agency of the devil,
with his superior knowledge and capacity to deceive
1. 




In the year 1856, the Rev. J.L.Wilson, whose work 
has already been referred to, wrote,
"Native priests pretend to hold intercourse 
with them (i.e., thespirits) and become media be­ 
tween the dead and the living. The means by which 
this intercourse is held is always veiled in mys- 
tery^ but quite as satisfactory proofs are given 
of the reality of the intercourse as are furnished 
by our modern spiritualists......Undoubtedly it is
a much older practice in Africa than in America... 
It commands almost universal assent there." 
One of the burial customs of the Yorubas is known 
as Jjakti, or "Parting with the dead", and in this con­ 
nection there, is a form of necromancy practised, if the 
deceased has died intestate, to find out what is his 
will concerning his property and the disposal of his 
dependent relatives. A council of elders is appointed, 
and two days are decreed, with a week's interval between 
them, for the necessary ceremonies. On the first day 
sacrifices are offered and a white fowl is tied to a 
pole. A figure in white dashes from the room of the 
deceased, seizes the fowl and flees into the bush, while
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the friends cry out FJle^ JjIeJ i.e., "Leave., it, leave 
itJ" They follow, but none overtake the "spirit". On- 
ly the feathers of the fowl remain to mark the course 
taken. A week later, further sacrifices are offered, 
kola-nuts are split in divination and their fragments 
thrown into a little hole dug for the purpose, together 
with some oil, water and sacred leaves. Three men, 
each holding in his hand the atorj. whip, demand the at­ 
tendance of the spirit of the deceased. Their leader 
cails out his name and asks him. to come out when he 
strikes on the ground, e.g.,
i.e.,
"Buko, Ohl I am calling thee, Oh! If I strike the
ground with this whip, come out! OhJ" 
There is no response at the first or second call. A 
third call is given, with an abusive reproach, "if you 
GO not reply, I shall &o away with the belief that your 
soul has gone away into the body of an Ogbugbu ( wild- 
duck) etc" Then a shrill voice is heard in a neigh­ 
bouring grove, which, after repeated striking on the 
ground, declares his will as requested. In this case
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it seems so evident that there is collusion, that it can­ 
not be regarded as genuine necromancy. But the account 
here given is taken from a ceremony actually witnessed 
by the pseudonymous writer "Ade^la"




THE SOUL OF MAN AND ITS DESTINY.
We have remarked in an earlier chapter that, "while 
tne stuay of African psychology is very fascinating, it 
is equally difficult and perplexing", and that it is 
"extremely complex and equally variable".
The West African tribes generally, e.g., the Ashan- 
tis of tne Gold Coast, the Dahomians, and the various 
tribes to the south of the Niger, besides the Yorubas, 
believe that each human being is indwelt by certain
spirits. These spirits are not to be regarded as the
as ifian himself, or even part of him. His own soul is
quite distinct from them. Among the Yorubas these are 
regaraed as three in number:- (1) O^ori, "the lord of 
the head", dwells in the brain and is worshipped. Olori 
is credited with bringing good fortune, and a proverb says 
"Olori causes the ovvner of the head to prosper and not 
the crab on the river-bank". Thus Olori appears to be 
tne deification of intelligence and prudence. His 
symbol is half a calabash, studded over with cowries.
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( 2) JjDjn^ije.un, "the sharer of the.: food", . dwells, in .the 
stomach. As he thus shares, in all the food of his host, 
no sacrifices are offered to. him* but a proverb says 
"There is no orisha 1 ike the stomach. It receives food 
every day". In some measure, hunger seems.to be per­ 
sonified as the servant of jJ£.in:<ijgun, for the Yoruba 
equivalent of "I am hungry" . is Ebi npa mi, i.e., "Hunger 
is killing me". As fire is necessary for the prepara­ 
tion of food, Ipin-*ijeun is said to take fire under his
special protectionv hence the proverb, " I pin-ijeun does 
not allow fire to depart from the earth". Fire, itself 
is personified in the express ion jna^n Jo,-. i.e., Fire is 
dancing", where we should say "is burning". (3) JjsorjL, 
the third of these . indwell ing guardian spirits, is the 
least, in importance, and rarely receives any sacrifice, 
except that,before a journey is undertaken, the toe will 
be. anointed with fowl's blood and palm-oil; but water­ 
fowl are gwj-("taboo") for Ipori, and must not be offered 
to him.
The primitive belief in the human soul, which pre­ 
serves the personality and individuality of a man after 





Primitive .man, dreaming of the dead, imagined that they 
continued after death and were met by his spirit when it 
was away out of his body. As his body continued to 
live and breathe while he dreamed, he concluded that.he 
must possess two souls. Hence arose the belief in the 
"external soul". The existence of this belief in the 
external soul, among the negroes of West Africa, is illus­ 
trated by the following story:-
"A queer West African story from Southern 
Nigeria relates how a king kept his soul in a lit­ 
tle brown bird, which perched on a tall tree be­ 
side the gate of the palace. The king's life 
was so bound up with that of, the b ird. that whoso­ 
ever should kill the bird would simultaneously 
kill the king and succed to the kingdom. The 
secret was betrayed by the queen to her lover,
who shot the bird and thereby slew the king and
2 ascended to the vacant throne'l *
'For the belief in two entities among the Dahomian
and allied, tribes, see Col. Ell is' Ewe-speaking, 
Peoples,- p. 16sq.
Quoted by Sir J.G.Frazer,.. in . The^Golden__Bough^Vol .xi, 




Dr Nassau, tells how the Fans variously say,. 
(1) "I am one and my soul is myself. When I die it goes 
out somewhere else."
( 2) "I have two things. One is the thing which becomes 
a spirit when I die. The other is the spirit of the 
body and dies with it."
(3) Others admit a third entity, a dream-soul, which 
wanders from the body and returns.
(4) Others add a fourth entity, either a component part
1. of the man or a guardian spirit.
By the Yorubas, the man's own personal soul, or 
spirit, is called i win, or £kan,.this latter word being
literally "heart". It is used of the physical organ, 
and also of the spiritual part of man. Another name is 
QJIJI' or ojj> i.e., "shadow", "shade", or "ghost". Af­ 
ter death this human soul goes to Jjao-jOktij "the place 
(lit. "hole") of the dead, which is supposed to be be­ 
neath the earth, —hence in myths the men who became 
orishas "descended into the earth" without dying. — 
The after-death condition is the continuance of a simi­ 
lar life to that lived on earth, and the. individual does 
the same work and actions, and has the same character is-




rites has been mentioned in an earlier chapter, for un­ 
less, and until, these are duly performed, the soul can­ 
not pass to the realms of the dead* but must wander 
about the earth, in cold and hunger, and with no home. 
In.,this condition it may be seized by an evil spirit
and borne off to 2EB£^.J?§f?i*
The Yorubas believe in two "heavens'* The good one . 
is 9run-,£f| J§, ("tie heaven of cool breezes" ), or Q*un-' 
r.ere, ("the good heaven") . This is the proper realm 
of disembodied human spirits. The other "heaven" is 
grun-a^adi, ("the heaven of pot-Sherds"), or ^run^buburu - 
("the bad heaven"). This. is a hot, dry, barren place 
like a pottery-kiln, heated with charcoal and heaped up 
with broken earthenware, and, of course, no water! To 
prevent the departed soul being whisked off to this 
dreadful place during the interval between death and 
burial, a fowl is immediately offered to propitiate the 
evil spirits. This is called " the fowl that buys the 
road', i.e., secures the right of way for the deceased.
The doctrine^of metempsychosis holds a large place 
in Yoruba belief. It generally takes the form of re­ 
incarnation in a human body, and in the same family, for 
any number of times. The same guardian spirit as in an
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earlier existence may not, however, re-^nter the child, 
Should it do so,, it would probably be.an AMku and kill 
him. Thus heredity is explained, not by the return of 
the same guardian spirit, but by metempsychosis. Since 
re-birth seems to be the general experience, it would, in­ 
dicate that there can be few souls in the two heavens; 
but yet we are told that heaven contains a great number 
of people. Should a mother die in childbirth, the new­ 
born child is thrown into, the bush to perish. "It. is 
a wicked person, whose first act on re-entering the world 
is to murder its own mother*" A few days after the 
birth of a child, the babalawo is called in to tell the 
parents whose spir it, from among their former relatives, 
has animated the child. This the priest never fails 
to do, and tells at the same time the god which the new­ 
born child, is to worship. Many Yoruba names end in 
^tunae, which means"— comes again". The same belief 
and custom is found among the aborigines of Central 
Australia. Messrs Spencer and Gillen tell us that "the 
secret, or Churinga name" is "in some cases.... .that of 
the Alcheringa ancestor of whom he, or she, is supposed 
to be the re-incarnation."
'Northern ,Tr ibes_of_Gentral_Austral ia, p.27 3.
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Sometimes the human soul may be re-born as an animal, 
e.g., a leopard, or even, occasionally, as a plant. Hyenas 
(perhaps because of their "laugh") are credited with 
being, more often .than other animals, indwelt by a human 
soul. The yel low monkey, OLo£o, . is said to be frequently 
likewise indwelt. The :Yorubas bei ieve that the .lower 
animals possess passions, moral qualities and souls, 
even as men, and that their souls exist after death 
and pass over to the :realms of the dead. The Tchwis 
of the Gold Coast, bel ieve :that all things not made by 
human hands are.. inhabited by |ias/ i.e., spirits.-
The Yorubas bel ieve that transmigrat ion of. the soul 
into the body of a lower animal is. infrequent, and that 
its re^entrance into the world, in plant form is still 
more rare. Col. Ell is relates at some length the leg­ 
end of a boy, who, with his brother, went to a festival . 
at a neighbouring village, where they so successfully 
entertained the people that they were each given one 
thousand cowries. On the way homeward, the elder bro­ 
ther murdered the younger and took his cowries. In 
response to enquiries, he said that he had left his bro­ 
ther behind on the road. As search failed to yield any




napped and sold. From his decaying bones sprang up a 
very large olu, or edible fungus, which was discovered 
by his mother, and,as she was about to pluck it, the 
fungus sang,-
"Do not pluck me, Mother, 
Do not pluck me, Mother, 
Do not pluck me, Mother,
I am a lowly plant on the ground.
I went to the village frol ic ,
I went to thy >village frolic,
I am a lowly plant on the ground:
. I was given a thousand cowries,
I am a lowly plant on the ground.
Do not pluck me, Mother, etc.(as v. 1.)
My brother received a thousand cowries, 
My brother received a thousand cowries,
I am a lowly plant on the ground: 
But he slew me for my cowries,
I am a lowly plant on the ground."
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The woman, amazed and shocked, called herhusband, 
who in turn called the king, and to each of these the 
fungus sang the same song, substituting the correct 
term of address, "Father" or "King" respectively, as 
required. The elder son was brought and accused. On. 
confession of his crime,, he was killed, whereupon the 
younger son was restored to life.
The prevalence of the bel ief in metempsychosis 
throughout Northern Guinea, is also attested by the Rev* 
J.L.Wilson, who says,
"The doctrine of transmigration is veiy common. 
Hence animals . inhabiting certain local ities, as 
the monkeys near Fishtown, crocodiles near Dix 
Cove, snakes at Whydah, are sacred, because they 
are supposed to be inhabited by the spirits of the 
dead. Where a child bears a strong resemblance, 
physical or mental, to a deceased relat ive, it is 
said to have inherited his soul. Native priests 
pretend to hold intercourse with the spirits of 
children who are too yourgto tallc, or to make 
known their wants. Their cry ing. is often attri-' 




given, them, at the unsuitable nature of their food, 
or something else of a similar nature." * 
From the burial customs of the Yorubas, practised 
by the Oro, Egungun, gluku, and similar societies,as 
described in an earlier chapter, we find that they Re­ 
lieve in the following doctrines concerning the subject 
of this chapter, viz:- "The Soul of Man and its Destiny'V
(1). That man's nature is dual, consisting of body and 
spirit.
(2). That while the body perishes, the spirit is im­ 
perishable, and is therefore the real essence or 
personality, being indestructible.
(3). That death is not the termination of existence,
but only a change of state, in which one's identity 
is preserved. He is still called by the same 
name.
(4). That each spirit can identify its own body, or
its representative. This appears in IjUukii worship, 
and shows a foundation for the belief in a bodily 
resurrection, according to the germ theory.
(5). The spirit of man is. immortal. - It can at any 
. .'. . , .time .be., invoked. ". .'",", ,'.'.; . '. ' ,' ; ; " ; ; ' "
"Western Africa, p. 210 4
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(6). The spirit of mari .after death is deified and wor­ 
shipped. It is interested, in the affairs of men. 
The Yoruba has answered, to his own satisfaction,
the question "Do the. dead know?"
(7X. That although, the spirit-world is unknown to us, 
it is, nevertheless, accessible to/human appeals. 
Hence, prayer and sacrifice will • avail•
(8). That the spirit, after death, goes back to Him who 
gave it. This is expressed by the saying 0 ,re 
£hin, i.e., " He has gone back" .
(9). That there . is.< in this life present reward for good 
conduct, and present retribution for evil deeds. 
QEQ -worship exempl ifies this,
(10>. That judgment follows death is shown by the 




THE END IN VIEW.
have now to enquire as to the purpose, and the 
practical results of the belief and worship of:the 
pagan Yoruba. What does he seek from his gpds? What 
aoes he really obtain as the result of his religion?
Although he may not recognize the fact, he is 
really seeking after two things. He is endeavouring 
to solve the mystery of the unseen, to furnish himself 
with some understanding of the philosophy of the universe, 
ana particularly of his own life. Further, he is seeking 
to satisfy that divinely implanted desire of the heart 
of man expressed in the well-known words of Augustine, 
that our hearts, being made for God,can find no rest until 
they fina rest in Him. But generally our heathen friend 
uoes not realize this, and his prayers and sacrifices are, 
almost without exception, entirely mundane and largely 
materialistic. He is seeking a physical salvation
irom ..resent evil. He knows little of the future andr ~-~>
prepares for it still less. This is well illustrated 
by the titles of the chief forms of sacrifice, concerning 
which we cannot do better than quote again from the late




"There is a great variety of sacrifice, and each 
prescribed sacrifice, or each set of such a sacrifice, 
takes its name generally from the object for which it 
is offered. Among them may be mentioned the following:—
the redemption sacrifice:
the exchange sacrifice:
the wealth and the longevity sacrifice:
the sacrifice for recovery from illness and prevent­ 
ing death:
those for the possession of strength and for the 
avoiding of losses of any kinds
those for protection against being a cause of trouble 
to one ! s own self:
those against being successfully plotted against:
those against a fire accident and for the removal 
of drought, or the prevention, or the cessation of a flood 
of rain:
that for attaining to some title and office of dig­ 
nity, and that for securing a long enjoyment of the off^ice, 
especially if he who seeks it had been told beforehand 
through Ifa divination that his enjoyment of it would not
be long:
on
that for securing the sign or mark one's forehead/\




and touch of the angel of death, and of victory and 
triumph over difficulty and trouble; and
that for acquiring superiority to others, etc. 
These various sacrifices mentioned, being atonement sac- 
rificds, suggest the existence originally in the mind 
of the pagan Yoruban, that sin and the anger of an of­ 
fended god are the cause of the various ills incidental
to human life: that blessings are only to be had from
will 
him and according to his/ and that for this he is to be
propitiated by means of sacrifice and offering, since 
he who desires them is a sinner."
Sacrifices and prayers are also offered for the 
gift of children. Hunters and travellers invariably 
offer sacrifices before setting out on an expedition, 
and are extremely careful, when on that expedition,to re­ 
frain from anything that would displease their gods and 
so spoil their chances of safety and success. A sim­ 
ilar custom prevails in East Central Africa. 
We see then that the whole aim and object of our Yoruba 
pagan appears to be temporal advantage, prosperity, com­ 
fort and pesice. Even the sacrifice for the dead(pre- 
viously
P.S. Arnot.- Gy^snjgaiize^ p.207.
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(previously described), seems not so much to be for a 
removal of his sin and guilt, as to secure for him in 
the next world a happiness which is materialistic in 
its conception rather than truly spiritual. There is 
no personal sense of sin as a loathsome moral disease 
from which the man desires to be set free-i no love 
or desire for holiness for its own sake; no love for 
the deity as a being who is worthy of love, and who 
himself loves and delights in his creatures, desiring 
them to cultivate a hOly intimacy with himself. As 
we have seen, the belief in a Supreme Deity, perfect 
in Himself and beneficent, is yet of one who is unt- 
approachable, so that there is no conscious desire or 
expectation of entering into open communion with Him.
It is commonly said "there is good in every re­ 
ligion," but the recognition of this truth does not 
imply the belief that all religions are equally good, 
or that every particular religion is entirely good. 
That there are real advantages to the l&ruba pagan 
through his religion must be recognized. Some of 
these are the following: —
The belief, vague and imperfect as it is, in 
the/
" is that which offends a deity and incurs his 
anger, which inflicts temporal harm on the offender.
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the Supreme Deity, (J)l9run, as a perfectly good and just 
Being, even though by many he may be regarded as more or 
less indifferent to human affairs, is in itself a great 
asset. It is an example of the truth stated by the 
Apostle Paul in his speech at Athens, and emphasized in 
the first chapter of his epistle to the Romans, that the 
true God has "left not Himself without witness. 11 This 
belief is an incentive to righteousness and,as seen in a 
previous chapter, holds out some prospect of future re­ 
tributive justice.
The influence for good of l&niba paganism is seen in the 
reverence which it teaches for the gods, and in the general 
practice, already mentioned, of daily morning worship be­ 
fore any of the day's business is begun. Faith in divine 
power, guidance, and assistances is shown by the calling dov/n, 
through prayer and sacrifice, of those blessings from the 
hands of the gods, as they are consulted in all important 
matters.
Next to respect for the deities themselves is the 
respect which the system' teaches for authoritative govern­ 
ments. Not only are fetishes set up to detect and pun­ 
ish evil-doers; but the great secret societies as Oro, 
Ogboni, Eluku, etc., are "powers which be" and must be 




from a Sierra Leone newspaper as follows:—
"The Oro of the Yortibas, the Porro of the Mendis, 
and the Hondo of the mixed masses who inherit 
Sherbo-land, have and exercise judicial functions, 
exemplary and disciplinary in their effects. By 
their means law and order are observed, to such an 
extent that many pfuthe unrestrained and rowdy out­ 
bursts cowardly indulged in by so-called civilized 
communities and people are practically unknown." 
In the family, filial regard and reverence for, and obed­ 
ience to parents,on the part of children, is taught and 
practised,as well as care for them in their old age and 
in times of sick^toess, and other times of necessity, how­ 
ever caused. Respect for all aged persons is shown by 
prefixing to their names the titles "Father," or "Mother." 
In the pidgin-English of "the Coast," these terms become 
"Daddy—- " or "Mammy——."
p Although polygamy is practised the marriage bond is held 
to be strictly inviolable and to be permanent, wives are 
to be subject to their husbands, and husbands to care for 
their wives.
Hospitality is regarded as a sacred duty, especially 




always be entertained with some little gift, e.g., kola- 
nut, at least. Fidelity in friendship, chastity, truth­ 
fulness in speech (although this is constantly disregarded* 
"to talk Yonna" being a proverbial expression for "lying!11) 
honesty, kindness, and often courage, are all taught as 
duties. Murder, theft, and witchcraft, are all punish­ 
able by death. Sexual impucity in the married, or un­ 
married, is a social disgrace and punishable by fines, 
torture of a certain kind, selling into slavery, and even 
in some cases (if royalty's honour is concerned) by death. 
Hbruba heathenism also discountenances, and treats with 
dishonour, suicide, neglect or refusal of payment of just 
debts, insolvency, pride, vanity and extravagance.
The motives for the practice of virtue and absten­ 
tion from wrong-doing are the fear of retributive justice, 
or the hope of fitting reward, at the hands of the deities, 
and social disgrace and punishment at the hands of man, 
this falling not only on the offeridey, but upon his re­ 
latives also. As we have seen, it also gives some hope 
of life after death.
But after we have allowed for the good there is in 
the system, we must fully recognize its defects:-
It does not, and cannot, bring man into close touch 




It teaches morality of life; but cannot give the 
power to practise this. It has no conception of "Divine 
grace working effectually in them that believe."
It gives no real comfort when the sorrow of death 
falls upon a home. The awful, blank despair of the heathen 
at such a time is beyond conception, unless it has been 
witnessed.
Not only has it these negative defects; but it has 
great positive evils. The system has been responsible 
for atrocious and abominable cruelties, self-torture, and 
torture of unwilling victims, and for countless revolting 
murders of men, women and children in human sacrifice. 
It has become the fashion with some writers on the History 
of Religion to extol (rather than condemn) these things 
as being "not heartlessness or cruelty-— but obedience 
to that law of the supernatural which ever claims for it­ 
self supremacy over all laws and all passions of the 
natural man," to regard them as though they were the sup­ 
reme sacrifice of hearts which were lovingly and loyally 
consecrated to the deity concerned! A writer who has 
never lived among the heathen, still less entered, at 
least in some degree, into their experiences, thoughts, 
and feelings, or seen their abominations, may easily 
fall/
'ririnton, ReIj.gjons^of^rr^imjtjve^Peoples, p. 189.
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fall into the error of crediting them with high and lofty 
ideals which only exist in his own cultured mind; but let 
him live for a few years in "darkest Africa," and he will 
soon become disillusioned, and be ready to admit the truth 
of the Psalmist's words that "the dark places of the earth 
are full of the habitations of cruelty." He will learn 
also to confess that the Apostle Paul was not mistaken, 
Hhen he said "the things which the Gentiles sacrifice they 
sacrifice tb demons (&u^owVy)and not to God" (1 Cor: x»2ft); 
when he sees that they only offer these to turn away the 
wrath of malicious deities, and themselves take a fiendish 
delight in their barbarities.
This religious system is also directly responsible 
for many poisonings, and the black magic of "witchcraft" 
which has prevailed for so many centuries. These things, 
and the murders perpetrated through their means, are nearly 
all done by the jpabal^P-» °r priests, who will (for a 
consideration) dispose of a man's enemy without exposing 
their client to any risk.
If we accept the modern toiew that the±B is "only one 
religion" and that all the so-called "religions" are but 
different manifestations of that one, we must admit that 
such a manifestation as that of &mba paganism is a terribly 
degenerate and corrupt representation of the true.
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. - CHAPTER III. 
THE WARRANT, OBJECT & METHOD OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS.
Having reviewed the nature and outcome of Yoruba 
fc»*thenism, we may now consider the subject of Christian 
missions to its devotees. Are such missions justified? 
What do they seek to do for the African? How do they, 
or should they go to work? What are the results?
Some persons have not considered it sufficient to 
question the justifiability of Christian missions to heathen 
peoples: they have deliberately denjed.that there is any
such justifiability, and have sought to sustain such de- f 
nial by the assertion that "the heathen have very good re-' 
ligions of their own". This point of view appears to find 
a considerable amount of support in some modern works on 
the History of Religion. An unprejudiced study of the 
true condition of things in lands where heathenism prevails 
leaas to a very different conclusion. Had we nothing 
better than their present belief to offer to the pagans 
of West Africa, there would be some justification for the 
objection raised by non-Christians, but the loyal follower 
of the Founder of Christianity would still recognize that 
the command which Christ gave to His Church "Go ye and




obeyed. But, apart from this, the objection is answered 
by the fact that Christianity offers to the heathen the 
following advantages above his present religion:—
(1) It gives a clear and definite belief in great truths 
concerning man, his origin, his life, his destiny, sal­ 
vation from sin and all trouble—J- death not excepted- 
—— thus removing the terrible uncertainty and despair 
which paganism involves. It reveals God as a loHing 
Father who actively cares for his children.
(2) It renews and brightens man's present life, not only 
by setting before him high ideals of morality and holiness, 
but by providing the power to live accordingly; through 
a living personal Saviour and Friend.
(3) It holds out a bldssed and certain prospect of future 
and eternal happiness undreamt of in heathenism.
The true object of Christian missions has at times, 
been somewhat obscured. Missionaries have sometimes 
acted too much as though the object were to civilize .and 
Euro]Deanize the natives of heathen countries, and not a 
few of those natives have seemed to suppose that the ac­ 
ceptance of Western customs 6f clothing, education etc., 
constituted the acceptance of Christianity. It is now, 




object is to e.Y.an&elize^ .and Christianize ,the peoples 
of these lands and to leave them, under the guidance of 
the Holy Spirit of God, to organize their own Church
life in accordance with the needs and circumstances of
environment,
their own lands and *ifc*mfe*atti£raiKkr This has been part­ 
icularly the experience in West African missions. 
Whereas the early converts generally took a European 
name and wore at least one article 6f European dress, 
now-a-days African names are preferred, and African dress 
largely worn, especially in the interior.
The modern Christian missionary does not begin work 
by methods calculated to antagonize. He does not say 
"Your religion is all wrong] I come to set you right." 
His first aim is to win the confidence of the people, 
and when he begins to teach, he lays hold of the elements 
of truth in their present belief, which are common to 
them and him, and so develops those elements that he can 
lead up to the revelation of God as a God of love in the 
mission of Jesus Christ. The following outline is typ­ 
ical of many interviews held and visits paid by the writer 
Knocking at the door, or standing in the gateway of a 
dwelling the visitor calls out "Ago-,le dJ" and receives 




obtained for entrance, salutations are exchanged, and 
a silent look of enquiry on the part of the host, or 
hostess, Indicates "What is the object of your call?" 
The missionary then says "I come to speak to you the 
words of God (piprun)'.1 —— "That is very good. We are
glad to hear." Then the visitor appeals to the
God, 
customary sayings about^ enlarges upon His goodness
and love, and after quoting their own proverbial say­ 
ings, leads on to His hatred of Sin and all evil, and 
His love in sending His own Son,who offered One great 
all-sufficient sacrifice, so that none other is needed. 
Then he tells of the personal love and grace of God, 
desiring each of His human creatures to come to Him 
for blessing, life and salvation.
The missionary of to-dey uses any lawful means to 
exemplify the great truth he comes to proclaim, re­ 
membering always that his life is the most powerful wit- 
nAfis of the power of his message. He uses, therefore, 
the witness of a true Christian philanthropy, in re­ 
lieving the sick and suffering, providing for outcast 
lepers, orphaned children, and others who are uncared for 
by the heathen generally. Amazement is expressed that 
a white lady, or gentleman, should wash and tend the ul­ 




whom nobody wants'. In time they learn to realize that 
there is a wonderful motive to which they have toeen en­ 
tire strangers,— "the love of Christ constraineth us." 
Educational and Industrial mission work are likewise 
exemplary,as well as remedial.
The results of modern missionary work vary greatly 
in different countries, and it is not the purpose of 
this treatise to give them in general. The examples 
which follow are adduced as evidences of the justific­ 
ation of Christian Missions in the country whose relig­ 
ion has been described.
Frequent mention has been made of the babalawos, 
of priests of Ifa, who are the highest authorities In 
Yoruba heathendom. They are the shrewdest and most in­ 
tellectual of their race, profound thinkers, and of great 
subtlety and knowledge. They are pre-eminently re­ 
sponsible for the cruelties and evil deeds already referred 
to. It is; then; no slight token to the power and value 
of Christian truth, when one of these men accepts Christ 
as his Saviour and consecrates his life to His service. 
There were tv/o such men personally known to the writer;-." 
(1) Fadipe was a babalawo living in Abeokuta. As he 
crossed over a rocky hill one day and sat down to rest, 




entered into conversation with the babalawp. As he 
told him of the Saviour, the priest became deeply in­ 
terested, and fchfe outcome vas his acceptance of Christ.
He then devoted his life to farming at a place called
many miles 
Isan,a country district in the "bush," from Abeokuta.
Having learned to read, he felt he could not leave his 
neighbours and friends in ignorance of God's great love, 
and as he had formerly led them astray, so jiow he must 
lead them to Christ. fte began to conduct services 
for them. Numbers came every Sabbath. There were 
ten young men who walked a great distance, some a three 
hours 1 journey (six hours, including the return), to 
bo present each week. This work so spread and extend­ 
ed that it became a great centre of "farm-station" work. 
It was, of course, entirely voluntary, unpaid labour 
on the part of the converted babalawo. His only lib­ 
rary was his Yonaba bible, prayer-book and hymn-book. 
(2) AgbecLgj.or "Shadrach," was another converted baba­ 
lawo. His life was a very different one from that 
of Fadipe. Whereas the latter practised social 
Christianity, Agbjdj.was a strict ascetic, almost a 
recluse. After the death of his wife,he lived entire­ 
ly alone. On his conversion to Christianity, he 
became a blacksmith (Agb^de^rpr" Black smith") and worked 




Wednesday and Saturday entirely to preaching. He 
also erected a platform, as an open-air pulpit, out­ 
side his house, and used to get up and preach at any 
hour of the night. His voice would carry a great 
distance in the silence of the night and some mar­ 
vellous results followed his preaching. Eventually 
he gave up his whole time to preaching and supported 
himself simply by growing a few vegetables,on which 
he lived. Prom being a very prosperous "consultant 11 
(for a babalawo's profession is very lucrative),he
voluntarily adopted a life of extreme poverty, thati
he might give his whole time to preaching the gos­ 
pel. He always refused to accept any gift (except 
•that, now and a^iin, if a missionary said "Agbjdj,. 
God told me to give you this", he would do so)'and 
never took any food but what his own hands had pre­ 
pared:— this, probably, because he knew only too well
of 
the great skill and subtlety/African poisoners.
When questioned by anyone as to his course of action 
(e.g. preaching at night), he would invariably an­ 
swer "God told me to do fchis, and what He tells me I 
must do." After some years, he left Ibadan and went 
to live in, and preach at, his native place, a town in




witness. These two men, while strongly holding 
that the system they had followed was evil and 
Satanic, remained thoroughly loygl to their former 
associates and never divulged any of their secrets. 
The character of Native Christian Churches in the 
mission field has often been slanderously maligned. 
The truth Is, that, generally speaking, they will com­ 
pare most favourably with average Christian Churches in 
the home countries, e.g.,
In Lagos (the sea-port of "tfaruba-land), in 1892, the 
number of Christians in the "Protestant Episcopal 
(Church of England) Native Church was about 3,300. 
These supported six churches, eight native clergymen, 
a school (with paid schoolmaster) in connection 
with each church, various other local works, and had 
thefr own missionary society, sending out about twelve 
native missionaries to the surrounding heathen dis4»i 
tricts. All this was maintained by the free-will 
offerings of the native Christians. Where should 
we find a parish of 3,300, in Great Britain, doing 
anything like so much? And to crown all, in the year 
referred to, when the country of Ijebu (which had 
always refused to allow any Christian to enter, or 




people begged to have Christian teachers sent, and an 
urgent aabled appeal was sent to the Church Missionary 
Society in London(then the greatest Protestant Mission­ 
ary Society in the world), and the response was a con­ 
fession of inability to give any help, the Lagos Church 
Missions supplied the need. A mass missionary meeting 
was held in Lagos to consider the appeal from Ijebu, 
and it was decided that the Lagos Church Missions would 
undertake the work,and at that meeting two native mis­ 
sionaries were appointed and enough money subscribed 
to support them for the next three years. The result 
was, in a few years' time, a splritual lf revivalw and 
mass movement in Ije/bu which would compete not unfav­ 
ourably with the better known one in Uganda. 
Many other proofs could be adduced by way of narrative, 
or statistics, to show how the results in "ifcrmba-land fully 
justify Christian Missions ttf> its pagan peoples,— The 
instances given have been selected as showing the pfeycho- 
logical effect of spiritual Christianity upon men who 





Science knows no finality. It. is, and must ever 
be, progressive. The soientifie .student, whether in the 
physical, mental or rel igidus sphere, must always keep an 
open mind, and be ready to advance upon, his previous 
knowleoge, even although the discovery of fresh facts
may involve, tne renunciation of cherished hypotheses, and 
modification of accepted, theories.
In the scientific study of religion, our present 
state of knowledge-is-, so limited, that, whatever our 
personal opinions may be, it is hardly wise, to dogmatize, 
and distinctly unwise to ignore, or . depreciate, evidence 
which is not favourable to our own theory.
: In connection with the subject of this treatise 
there arise various questions of considerable, but vary- : 
ing importance, which the writer does not feel called 
upon to attempt to answer; partly, because limitation of 
space does not allow of adequate discussion, and also, 
because, while eminent writers have dealt with these 
topics at ^reat length, general agreement seems far from 
attainment at the present time. The facts of West
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African belief and practice are here presented, with an 
indication of the trend of the evidence they furnish. 
This is compared, to some extent, with that of similar 
beliefs in other regions and among other races, in the
\
hope thdt their cumulative testimony may be found to be 
not wholly without value in seeking a solution of the 
questions which arise.
Is it true that there is "only one religion",or are 
there many? Should the "History of Religion" be regarded 
as a distinct study from that of "Comparative Religion"? 
What is. the. truth as to the "Origin of Religion"? Did
man first conceive magic, and from that develop religious 
iaeas? Did he successively pass through the stages of 
fetishism, totemism, the higher and lower nature-worship, 
animism, humanism (Euhemerism) ,- and, if so, which came 
first? Or, was his first religious conception mono­ 
theistic? If so, how did this come to him? Was it by
1.
Carpenter, J.E. - Com^aratiyeJ*elig^ion, p.34.
Menzies, - H!sJtory__of_Rel igion, pp.4 sq.
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a Divine revelation"? Or, has he certain . innate ideas 
implanted by his Creator? Are .his religious conceptions 
the simple working out of his mental constitution through 
"psychological necess ity"? '.*--? 'As has already been said, 
we cannot attempt here to answer any one of these ques- : 
tionsj but can only briefly review some leading features 
of our study, in so far as they bear upon them, candidly 
facing the facts of the case, and. indicating some of the 
parallels in the religious bel ief of other .tribes.
We have seen that the Yorubas recognize four dis- '
2tinct classes of spiritual beings, *vizs- :
(1) A Supreme Being, . infinitely good, and unique.
(2) A multitude of lesser deities, c al 1 e d 0 r J. s has .
(3) The spirits of the dead. (Ancestor-worship, &c.)
(4) An evil spirit, who takes precedence of all those 
in Class;2, and who inspired the leading Orisha,
Scientifically, these four classes fall into two 
divisions:- Classes 2, 3, and 4 comprise a full system 
of poly dam on ism, or "Animism", not in Dr Tylor's narrower
sense of the word, but. in: its widest appl icat ion. - The
'Menzies, QpA cij. .PP^W-' Brinton,
People^, PP« 8,9,142, 214sqq.-— *•—
2 *This classification is the writer's own, but has been submitted to, and repeatedly endorsed by natives
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Supreme .Being of Class 1 is entirely left, out of the 
Yoruba Animistic system, from which the bel ief in Him is 
quite distinct, and to which it is clearly antecedent* It 
is plainly the remnant of an ancient Monotheism. The 
evidence shows that
(1). There ,is a vast distance between the highest
orisha and the Supreme Deity. - If the latter is 
a development of animism, why is there no. trace 
of any connection?
(2) The Supreme Being is not worshipped, but left, in 
. the background.-How. is this to be reconciled with 
the opinion that belief in Him is a. development 
of the lower faith? .The opposite result should 
be found, if that vvere the case.
(3) The belief in the Supreme Being is most jealously 
kept and guarded by the oldest and highest of the 
.......,heatnen. priests, .men. who : have. never'.come under any
*Some might prefer to put Classes 1 •& 4 into the 
second division, substituting Dualism for Monotheism, 
as in the Zoroastrian system. Col. EIHs suggests 
that Yoruba religion bee;an. with nature-worship, and 
developed a Dual ism in which Obatala (or perhaps 
I fa) was opposed by Eshu. But the writer maintains 
tnat the " Devil" (i.e., Eshu, who. inspired I fa) belongs 
rather to the Animistic system. This is shown in the 
devil-worship of the hill tribes of India, and of the 
Battaks of the Indian -Archipelago. Warneck, Living, 
Forces,of the,Gospel, p. 117.
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Christian, influence. There, is no support for the sug- ' 
gestion of those who propose that the conception of a 
Supreme Deity is due. to the influence of Mohammedanism 
or of European Christianity. This point of evidence, is 
strongly supported by the ancient Yoruba lyric poem, Odu 
O.|unsa, given in full in Appendix A, which is of ^rreat 
importance.
Similar evidence comes from other parts of Africa, 
fro* India,. the Indian Archipelago/and .from Central Aus­ 
tralia, of which specimens are now produced*~
Mrs Taibot writes of the,tribes of the Lower Niger, 
"It. Is indisputable, that the Ibibios occupy a low run^ 
on.tne ladder of culture.... ..Yet, to our minds at
least, it would appear that their present condition 
is due to a gradual descent from a very different 
state oi things. Fragments of legend and hal f- forgot­ 
ten ritual still survive to tell of times shrouded 
in the mists of antiquity, when the despised Ibibio 
of today v.as a different being, dwelling not amid the 
fo^ and swamp of fetishism, but upon the sunlit heights 
of a religious culture hardly less highly evolved 
perhaps than that of Anc lent Egypt."
.— — •«—•«-«•"— — — — •-. . . . . .....'..•.•..""T""~"]"*~•"~~"~"*••• --—»-••-«'—--««'•*••** •—
'Taibot, D.Amaury, ipmanJ.s^Mysterles of a Primi- tjlve^People, p. 4. "" ~ "^"" "" ^ ———
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The Rev. E. Hay ward, of the Central Suaan, says 
"The idea of the existence of a God is very vague in 
the land of the Maghavul. They say that Nan... made 
the earth and the sky; but that after He had made it, 
He left it and went very far away, so far indeed that 
He has never been seen or heard of since. The place
to which He went is DengiNan, or TiBg= Nan, literally, 
the place above which belongs to God." *
Dr R. H. Nassau, whose position as an expert scientist, 
as well as a theologian, makes his testimony specially 
weighty, after o-ver forty years' experience among the 
tribes of the Ogowe and Gaboon regions, states his view 
as follows:-
"I see nothing to justify the theory of Menzies, that 
primitive man, or the untutored African of today, in 
worshipping a tree, a snake, or an idol, originally wor­ 
shipped those very objects themselves, and that the 
suggestion that they represented, or were even the 
duelling-place of, some spiritual Being is an after­ 
thought, up to which he has grown in the lapse of the 
ages. Trie rather I see every reason to believe that 
the thought of the 3eing, or Beings, as an object of
worship, has come down by tradition, and by direct
2 revelation from Jehovah Himself." *




Herr Warneck, .writing of the Battaks of the: Indian 
Archipelago, assumes, that "there is in the popular 
consciousness the remains of a purer idea of God, 
alongside and above the recognition of a plurality 
of ?ods, a view also that cannot be derived from those. 
Belief in God had been reduced by nature-worship, fear 
of spirits and moral coarseness, to a state in which 
it was no longer recognizable. The host of spirits, 
born of fear, thrust themselves between God and man, 
and left behind that faded image of God, which still 
throws a faint shadow on the feelings of the people... 
The idea of God. is dimly preserved; the worship of 
God is almost entirely lost."* And, again, he writes,
"The animistic heathen are, . in point of fact,a'0fat , 
without God, not in the sense of the fool who says 
there is no God, not even in the sense of the evil­ 
doer, who, to sin undisturbed, has, against the witness 
of his conscience, burned the thought of God out of 
his soul. They have lost God and are ofr^XXoT^tui^ivot 
T% I *% row 0fo3 (Eph. iv, 18). Between them and 
Him. there has grown up a thick primeval forest, through 
which they can no longer fina their way, and which
"~*they have no power to root up.
_ ^ . ' __ _ . .___ „____,-,-.—— »»-*-_•«. ~ —— — ..*.__-. ', , • , , , ,
* pp.35sq. 2 *Qp^c it*p.!08.
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Even Dr Estl in Carpenter , while writing strongly on 
the side of evolution, admits that "isolated groups, 
such as the Australians, the .Todas of '. India, or the 
Tteddas of Ceylon, seem to be in the last stages of
stagnation or decay.'
Dr Menzies writes "the bushmen of Australia, the An-'
daman Islanders, and others, are found to be in such 
a state in points of habits and acquirements that they
must be considered as races which have fallen from a
o 
higher position, and present instances of degeneration." *
He says, again, 'Rel ig ion and civilization go hand in hand, 
and if civilization can decay (and leading anthropo- '
-legists declare that the debased tribes of Australia 
and West Africa show signs of a higher civilization 
they have lost) then religion also may decay..... .The
races among whom fetishism is found exhibit a well-' 
known feature of the decadence of religion, namely, 
that the great ^od or gods have grown weak and faint, 
and smaller gods and spirits have crowded in to fill 
up the blank thus caused. Worship is transferred 
from the great beings who are the original gods of the 
tribe and whom it still professes in a vague way to
believe, to numerous smaller beings, and from the good
*/ods to the bad. 1 ' 3 *
— • —• •———. — —— — — — — — •—•- — — — — — — •—-•- — — —.-. -- ——-™_».~__™..,._
" •'Qo^PiJ^ifel^-iP' 33 * *£.*£t._oj_Rel n , p.20, 0&. cit.jp. 38.
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Dr Andrew Lang. in his work,the
strongly maintains "the conception of a Supreme, or 
practically Supreme, Being, from the lowest stages 
of. human culture up to Chr istianity", and complains 
that "Anthropology has taken for granted that the 
Supreme Deities of savages have, been envisaged by 
them as .'spirits', This, ( he says) paradoxical as 
the .statement may appear, is just what does not seem 
to be proved, as we shall show," * He also says, 
"Nothing 1 can be.less scientific..than, to snatch up 
any traveller's tale which makes for our theory, and 
to. ignore evidence, perhaps earlier, or later, or
better observed, which makes against it." He points
? to Huxley and Spencer as fail ing in this respect.*"
Dr F. B. Jevons bears similar testimony.^* 
We.have found strong evidence among the Yorubas of 
a primitive monotheistic belief, of which there are at 
least traces, more or less distinct, among other races 
whose rel ig ion is animistic. We find also a remark- ; 
able similarity in other matters of belief and practice. 
The Yoruba og&n ,("medicine") corresponds to the Melanesian 
mana, and the Iroquois orenda. In the practice of .
3 *0p. cit. p.48. Op. cit. p.46. 
* IntroducUon_to_the History of Rel ie;ion8 *_pp 386-395"""
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sympathetic magic, the Yoruba Apeta has been shown in 
an earlier chapter to be closely similar to the Arung-r ' 
<£u_iltha of the Australian blacks and the blaci: magic of 
the Matabele of South Africa. Sir J. G. Frazer, in his 
monumental work* The Golden Pough, tells us of similar 
practices in India, Ceylon, among. the Moslems of North 
Africa, in ancient Egypt and Babylon, and even in the 
Scottish Highlands in the present day. * Another paral­ 
lel, is found in the use of. the '"bull-fearer" (the Yoruba 
Or o- stic:*) , in various lands, sven those .so distant from 
Africa as Australia s,nd North- west America. The only 
other religious practice we need here refer to as beim?
likewise found in other countries where Animism prevails 
is that of human sacrifice.
How are we to account for . the- remarkable 'Similar ity 
of religious belief among animistic peoples so far separat­ 
ed as those named above? Dr Brinton truly says that 
"the earliest and simplest religions of. the world doal 
with nearly tne same objective facts in nearly the same
subjective fashion, the differences be in^ due to local
t»2. and temporal causes." * Dr Menzies has stated that
("The)
/Tiie.MagJc_Art t Vol. 
2 QP Qit.lpp. 57, 64, 65, 66/7, 68/9.
'Religions of Primitive Peoples.
fm - «> • •» - m *^ ^* •*••• ••• ^"» "• ^^" '•••* •* "*^ "^ l*^ •"•• "*^ "^ "^ *•• -tm "»^ •«• •«• ••• 4bi ••• ^m i*^
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The theory, that man was originally civilized and humane, 
and that it was by a fall, by a degeneration from that 
earliest condition, that the state of savagery made its 
appearance, is now general ly abandoned." * Dr'Estlin 
Carpenter says of "the modern conception of evolution" 
that "it is on this great idea that, the whole study of 
the history of religion is now firmly established. At 
the foundation of all endeavours to class ify the..mult i-: 
tudinous facts which it embraces, lies the conviction 
that whatever may, be the occasional. instances of degenera­ 
tion or decline, the general movement of. human things ad- :
vances from the cruder and less complex to the more re-'
2 fined and developed."
Now. it is a remarkable fact that, while, the majority 
of. those who have written on. the general subject of the 
History of Religion have accepted, the evolutionary hypo-' 
thesis, it Js equally true that those who, as missionaries, 
have spent the greater part of.their 1ives.in closest 
intimacy , with the heathen have almost invariably taken 
the opposite view. Dr Nassau, after over forty years







states his opinion in these words, "As to the source of 
theological knowledge, all our other knowledge, is evolved, 
systematized and developed by patient experiment and. in- ' 
vestigation. The results of any particular branch of 
knowledge are cumulative and are enlarged and perfected 
from generation to generation. But..the source of our 
knowledge of God is not in us, any more than our spirit-' 
ual life. had its source in ourselves. .It came ab^extra.
God breathed, into the earthly form of Adam the breath of 
life, and he, became a living creatui^essentially and* radi- ' 
cally different from the beasts over which he was given 
dominion. Knowledge of God was thus an original, donated, 
component part of us. ......To account for the religious
nature in man by evolution I regard as 8 thing that can- '. 
not be done. ..... Immortal ity cannot be evolved out of
mortality." * Herr Warneck writes "I. have worked as a 
missionary for many years in intimate contact with thou- f 
sands of the adherents of animistic heathenism, and I 
have been convinced that the determining force of that 
heathenism is. hostile to God. .....The attitude of heathen-:
ism towards the Christian religion, always hostile, sug- '
2 gests that it divines an enemy, not a superior brother." *
. , • • t i ( ' J. ^. «. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • r I
* si_lS_Wgs4_Afr.isa, pp.28, 30 * 
The Living Forces of the Gospe}, pp. 10, 11.
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Dr W. St Clair Tisdall, who is not only a missionary of
many years experience in India and Persia, but also an 
oriental scholar of high standing, writes "I f Christian- ' 
. ity.is not a Divine Revelation, but. merely a development 
of earlier and purely human religious systems, as Dr 
Frazer, Herbert Spencer, Dr Tylor, and perhaps the major- ' 
ity of modern writers on Comparative Religion more or 
less openly assert, how is it that, while all religions 
except the Christian (and, as already pointed out, its 
preliminary stage, Judaism) consecrated the most abom i-! 
nable vices, Christianity from the very first opposed
them? Why was not Christianity accepted and welcomed 
throughout the Roman Empire, as were such faiths as 
those of Cybele, Isis, and Mithra, for example? '. If the 
origin of all religions is one and the same, how was it 
that, the most enlightened men - f an Antoninus, a Seneca, 
ft Pliny - as well as the most ignorant and abandoned of 
idol-worshippers, bitterly opposed the Christian faith, 
and that faith alone, too often persecuting its professors 
to the death, while welcoming all other varieties of reli-
. n n A •g ion?





and experience of the three last quoted are not to be 
lightly brushed aside by such bald assertions as those 
contained in the two extracts which immediately precede 
them. Dr Menzies.is not correct in saying that the 
"theory" which they still uphold is "generally abandoned 
Dr Carpenter's words appear to be nothing less than a 
frank adnission that. he, and those who side with, him are 
unable to form an impartial judgement on the great ques- ' 
tion at issue, since they come to their stucty not with 
a mere, bias, in favour of one side, but with a settled
"conviction"! Neither science nor religion has anything 
to fear from a candid and earnest enquiry and search for 
truth, but no advance in true knowledge can be made by 
"begging the question" at the outset. This is very 
different from assuming a'working hypothesis" which we 
are prepared to discard, should our discoveries show that 
it is incorrect.
The writer is of opinion that until the religion of 
the various heathen tribes has been more. intel 1 igently 
studied at first hand by those living among them and 
speaking their languages, and the evidence fairly and 
impartially weighed, the evolutionary theory of +he
Origin of Religion should be regarded as an hypothesis 




In the second volume of the 
No. 21, dated April 8th, 1910, there is given, by the 
learned and painstaking writer " Axaesola" , (who is now 
revealed as the Rev, E.T.Johnson, a Yoruba clergyman) a 
translation of a remarkable and very ancient lyric. : It 
is really a religious poem on the Fall • and Redemption . 
of Man. Mr Johnson gives it as chanted by an old Ifa 
priest. He tells us that it is "about the oldest of 
the rel igious poems of the .Yoruba people", and says 
that "from internal ev idence, the .composition dated several 
centuries before the Birth of Chr 1st". •••• ''The facts 
therein related point to remoter ages, and. it is regarded
as the Yoruba version of the story of, the Garden of Eden, 
Man's Fall, and his Redemption." He says also (apparent-' 
ly on the authority of the old priest, as well as the 
internal evidence of the poem) — "Their religion was 
monotheism. Throughout the whole Q&i there is no trace 
of fetich-worship. In times of disaster they consult 
the will of God by some oracular means...... The i f| .'
here spoken of is not the modern :. Jf J ;'"—• This should be 
carefully noted. The site of the anc ient I f| is quite 
unknown. — A full copy of the translation is now given:-
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ODU OFUNSA, |f 
translated and arranged under headlines by "Ades.pl a"....
SCENE'1. The Dir inat ion Room.
(Enter Elders from the.different federated 
states of If^land, to ascertain cause.of 
national calamity).
ORACULAR RESPONSE.
" f If the globe be unhinged from its orbit, 
And the solid earth from pole to pole be rent,
If this orb in our age lose its balance,- 
T Tis that we .have erred from the.right 1 .
So.the oracle to the suppliants declared,
'Who. have come from the Federated States,
The Will of God to. know, 
When! If|-iland lost her first estate.
SCENE. 11. Poet-priest depicting events in the Assembly Hall. 
(Priest from the State summoned by the Elders 
to offer sacrifice, to propitiate divine wrath).
"QLQLA from, tne c ity Ado., they summoned, 
To restore If| to her lost estate:
He came (amighty pr iest) , 
He tried, but failed to achieve it.
"To the city QJKQ, to ERINMI the priest,
The' invitation was next extended, 
To restore If§ to her lost estate:
He came (a mightier priest), 
He tried, but failed to achieve it.
Though Ado is wise: Ifa's abode, 
And Owo the seat of sapient Elu,
Yet.the wisdom of these sa^es failed them, 
Their efforts were quite unavailing.
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M Post-speed, a nev^comiuiss ioned mandate
To:bGtlN.in the city of Jre, 
To bring him quick to If$,
To help restore her estate.
He came, (a mighty priest) -
He. tried, but failed to achieve it.
STATE OF THE COUNTRY.
"Men famish for lack of bread,
No crop,
No rain, there was: 
A bitter wail from man and beasts-* 
'Who will restore If? to her lost estate?'
Loua spoke a voice and said, 
You have not consulted with OBALUFON of lyinde, .
And LABERINJQ of..Ido, ————— 
With JIGrJRE of QtunmgBa, and 
E§EQBA, the high priest'bf. the Egbas,
Wno was the first to lead men to the..conf ines of E^ba-land, 
With ASADA, the priest of Ijesha,
AKODA of lf|, and ASEDA7 ~~~~ 
The great hi-.jh-'J/r iest of all in If|~land« - 
They came, they tried:
But all their efforts were unavailing.
And now they had to send, to AKQN ILQGBQN,- • 
And sought an approach to AFQNAHANI, - 2 * 
That they help to restore If? to her lost estate.
"These sages came and advised that 
OLOTQ ENIA,^,vho resides in the land of Arufin,4. 
Be summoned to trumpet the Alajqg^un,~5."" 
That he icay invoke the Ql&COZ?"5"" 
My lord, the A^^^iyje., and also 
To in\ol:e my lord, the A.JiJ^r.un,, 
As well as my lord, the ^irUj^bpji, 
The child born on the hi II TtaseT,"" 
Whence the day begins to dawn,
For he alone can restore If? to her lost estate.
, ,9 .4 «<• ^p> *ff «• f^ ^*~* ^W ^W •• •^ *•* ^^t^ «^ "^ ---J- ^^ •«• JJ<-* *™ "•* ^* ^~ TT""^ *^^™ "^ "^ ^* »^^^ «W "^ •• «M» <*v^^ ~*f f^ WV -«• M« ^B f^ ^B ^H >^ ^tf ••» 1MK ••• --^ ^p*
1 . 2
The one who teaches wisdom. *The one .vho shows the way.
3. 4.
The Perfect Man. The transgressor of the law.
'The Great Captain. "The Lord of the Palace, (or,




"'Why call you me to your world? 1 -
OLOTp ENIA came and spoke. 
The reply came forth, ' We have called you, 
Thou Perfect Man", . ... ...
That you may trumpet.,to the Alajsgun.*
And. he to the Olu, 7 * 
OLOTQ.ENIA refused: ~f Is hall not blow 1 ;
'Why not blow? 1 said they, 
f Does 0 not the Squirrel trump for the Boa?'
!'I shall not blow', said he: 
f Does not the, Toad trump for the Viper?'
And again he replied, . I shall not blow. 
'Does not the Woodcock trump for Neptune? -
.And the AMako.9»for the Mermaids? 
The Qlo.bur.0. :alone can .carol to?| the man of heaven,
"And you, the "Perfect Man" alone, can 
And were ever wont to;blow to the Aiajogun. '
«
(The Trumpet sounds, and the 
Celestial Beings, Ajalaiye, 
,the Great Aja, Whirlwind or 
Spirit, in. the earth, Ajal^ 
the Great Aja, Whirl Windsor"" : " 
Spirit in the heavens, and 
Asir il£gbo.n, tne Marx of Perfect 
"wlsBom, descend) .
A GENERAL EXODUS OF MAN AND BEAST FROM IF?*
"At the sound of the trump of the 'Perfect Man',
A great commotion arose in the earth. 
Elephants rushed to their homes.in the woods?
The buffalos betook, themselves to..the wilds? 
The winged fowls to their kingdom;
The reptiles to their homes: 
The >^reat /iants to their regions by the sea. 
Do^s to the doo;-land, 
Sheep to the sheep-land: 
The brute creation, to their respective haunts:
Each race of man to his respective clain. 
That v»as the day of great confusion,
When men and beasts dispersed,
7 *Head, or Chieftain, 8 'Cock.
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And all great birds betook themselves to flight,
And our belongings got scattered here .and there.
'This is parting for ever', said my father,
'Yes, for ever', said Is 
' Is it a question of breaches?
'Yes, of breaches', said I. 
A breach here .and a breach, there, 
Which oft disturb the lunar months.
THE : DIV. INS .BE INGS j IN. ; COUNG IL.
From my lord the Q 
From my lord the Qlg|in Ajaio.r.u0, 
From my lord the 'Man of .Per feet ' Wisdom, 
A child born on .the hill Itase,: 
Whence the day begins, to :dawn, 
Came the Oracular response, -'
'To brin^ back peace to' If§ : and restore . her to her 
lost estate,
You needs must have E_we : Alasuwaju, 
(Man's character-remoBelllng^Ifjal)' •
Go, fetch the leaf at once, 
Ere peace to the world be restored.
(Mankind went in search of 
the leaf from different par ts, 
and brought what appeared to 
them to oe it) .
"'Lo, here is one, my Lord f , they said: 
'This cannot be', the 'Man of Perfect Wisdom' re pi ieds
'And here is another, my Lord', quoth they: 
'This, too, cannot be', was the quick reply.
Again said the 'Man of Perfect Wisdom*,
tfhy do you mortals not confess to "your filth and nakedness? 
And I purify and clothe you?'
THE CONFESSION.
"Then all replied: 'We
0 Lord, to our filth and nakedness con fessr 
Do Thou purify and clothe .us'.
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THE MAN OF PERFECT WISDOM PRODUCED THE LEAF.
"So he dipped his . hand into the bag of mystery,
And brought out the healing leaf. 
There was universal joy and merr iment:
Men san^ aloud and danced, 
'We have reeeited the heal ing balm, 
Oh, Heavenly Prince, re-model us as Thou wilt,
We ha\'e received the heal ing leaf, 
Thou Heavenly Prince, re-model our lives as Thou wilt. T
"On that day.it wasthat. the rain fell, and the 




EXCURSUS.— The ORIGIN of the YORUBA TRIBES*
Attention may be called to certain facts which 
have come to light, in the course of our study and to 
the value of their cumulative testimony, although the 
value of that testimony may be very differently regarded 
by different observers. It is, however, obvious that 
any light we can obtain on the history of a people is 
of value in tracing the origin of their religion, and 
if certain features in. their religion throw light on 
their origin. the use of this evidence is not necessarily 
"arguing in a circle".
Traditions. It has been pointed out (in ChapterI)
™'"T^^^f^^^^T"^ (
that the bulk of traditional testimony among the Yorubas 
is in favour of their having migrated from the North-! 
east. Similar traditions prevail among the Tshi-Speak- 
ing peoples of the Gold Coast (Col. Bills), and also 
among the Bantu races of the Gaboon and Congo regions.
Myths. (1). Flood-rmyths, There are severalrSsrts ; ————————"^ •
versions of a Deluge, in which one man is always promi- ' 
nent, also a bird, and a tree. The writer heard these 
when living in the country. They are also alluded to,
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or quoted, by Col. Ell is 1 ' and by Mr Dennett?' Some of
/
these descr ibe the visitation (as in Genesis) as one in 
which "the rain was upon the earth", others as being due 
to tjie an^er of 2I°!S^B» the sea-god, who caused the sea 
to arise and flood the land, (as Genesis again) i.e. "the 
fountains of the great deep were broken up". (2) . Jta-r 
Jijrth. The I fa-myth (recorded in Chapter IV) has remark 
able resemblances to the story of the Pall in Genesis, 
ch» . ill* -'The object in view was to obtain knowledge, 
this knowlecjge was suppl ied through Eshu, or Elegba, 
(Satan), it was given through a woman , who received the 
nuts or fruit from a tree. (3). bktamth, With
the the possible exception of Ifa, Qbatala is A highest and
best of the orishas, and he was associated with plprun 
in the wortc of creation. He is sometimes even spoken
of as 25J?l2!°.* u£ ' !•©•» "Son of God". He is entirely 
a good and beneficert deity. ( It is true that some of the 
myths gi\e a lower \-iew of him, but myths handed down 
solely by oral tradition alwa.ys vary greatly). His 
//ork. in creation may be compared with the Hebrew concep- ( 
tion of the agency of the Word (Manra) of God, the Divine 
, the Lor d Christ, in the work of creation (Proverbs
\ iii, 27-31, St. John i_, 3 » ._..„ --
p. 64. N|ger ian^Siudigg, p. 11 4.
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of his voluntary ascension into heaven (Chapter: IV) may 
be connected with that of Enoch.
customs and idioms of these people are similar to those 
of the Semitic race, as exempl if ied in the primitive and 
patriarchal times of the Hebrews; e.g., the position of 
heads of families, customs of social life, the ri^ht of 
any wayfarer to satisfy his immediate hunger by plucking 
the produce of his neighbour's farm, but not to. take 
anything away ( Deut xxiii,24,25), the idiom expressing, 
intensity or emphasis, "dying thou shalt die" (Gen.ii,17) 
etc.
Sasi:Hi£§§_2!_i]j§_!fi!IJka3< These ha\e many close
parallels with those of the Hebrews, as has been, indicat­ 
ed in Chapter VIII. Some, like the burnt-off er ing of 
the Lev it leal code, are entirely consumed by fire, and the 
ashes collected and tatven out on to a public road, with 
which we may compare the "clean place" of the Hebrews. 
In other cases "the blood of a sacrificial victim is
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"sprinkled first upon the right lintel/ which is sacred 
to the Alabk, and then upon the left lintel, which is sac-' 
red to the Alas.1, and after this upon the surface of the 
door hanging upon one of them." (Bishop J. Johnson), The 
similarity of this to the ritual of the Jewish Passover
.is patent. In the sacrifice offered (only occasionally) 
to j£orjl, it has been noted that blood and oil are ap- ' 
pi ied to the worshipper's great toe. This accords with 
the consecration of the Hebrew priest and of the leper 
who was cleansed, under the Mosaic code (Lev4Viii,23,24, 
&xiv,14,17). It has also been shown (in Chapter VIII) 
that there are similar ritual practices to those of the 
"Scape-goat" and the "heave-bffer ing" of the Hebrews.
These various resemblances. to Hebrew religious cus-' 
toms and legislation, particularly when taken in conjunc- : 
tion with the native tradition of immigration from the 
East, or North-east, have considerable cumulative force. 
While they do not necessarily imply any trace of Semitic 
descent, they would seem to indicate that the Semitic 
Hebrews and the Negritic Yorubas belong, to branches which 
at some early stage were united to a common stem, and
(whether this is so or noD it is very possible, if not 
probable, that Hebrew and early Christian influence have
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many centuries ago been brought down through the Suc&n; 
but the traces of Christian influence which may be found 
are too faint and too degenerate, to. have, been introduced 
by European voyagers to the West Coast.
Since writing the above Excursus, the writer has 
found in the late Rev* J. L. Wilson's book,Western^Africa, 
which has already been several times quoted from, the 
following passage,
"Mixed up with these pagan notions and customs, 
there are many obvious traces of Judaism, both in North­ 
ern and Southern Guinea; and in the latter some undoubted 
traces of a corrupted form of Christianity, which have 
probably travelled across the continent from ancient 
Ethiopia, where Christianity was once firmly established." 
He. instances also "bloody sacrifices, with the sprinkling 
of blood upon their altars and door-posts, the formal 
and ceremonial observance of new moons, etc." *
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